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BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION
PRODUCTION  PLANNING AND SCHEDULING

AVONDALE SHIPYARDS, INC.

Prepared By: O. H. GATLIN 



BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

I.

II.

INTRODUCTION

MarAd, over the past several years, sponsored a series of stu-
dies on the level of technology in U.S. shipyards and on the
possible transfer of Japanese technology. In-fiscal year 1980,
MarAd and Avondale cooperated on a “Technical Evaluation of
Avondale’s Production Operations and Organization, the Develop-
ment of a Long Range Facilities Plan, and the Integration of
Both ," under Contract No. MA-8O-DOC-O1O17. The technical eval-
uation of Avondale’s Production Operations and Organization was
performed by Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries (IHI). In
this study, Avondale concluded that they could significantly
improve their productivity by using the IHI technology. But,
there are so many areas that could be affected - many of which
are outside the shipyard control - that Avondale could not
implement all of the recommended changes at one time.

- Accuracy Control

- Production Planning .

- Computer Application

- Design Engineering for Zone Outfitting with Procurement
Specifications.

This effort was to be a demonstration intended not only for the
benefit of Avondale, but of all U.S. shipyards. Avondale was
required to work closely with MarAd and the U.S. shipbuilding
community to insure adequate dissemination of all information.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives were to decrease the time between the contract
date and ship delivery and to increase productivity and reduce
cost.

The following specific objectives arose out of the Technology
Evaluation:

implement the IHI system of accuracy control at Avondale;

implement the IHI system of production planning at Avondale;



implement the IHI system of computer- application it Avondale;

implement the IHI system of design engineering with procure-
ment specifications at Avondale.

Each of the four systems were broad and extensive. In order to
implement the systems, the following action was taken:

We selected the specific elements within each of the four
systems which realize the most significant improvement in
productivity with the least amount of disruption during the
integration period.

We determined to what extent the selected elements must be
tailored for adoption for Avondale and for use as an Ameri-
canized version of Japanese technology.

We determined what elements of the four systems are measur-
able and that a comparison can be made between the method
previously being used and the method finally adopted.

will tell you the organization adjustment problems encoun-
tered and  how they were overcome. 

Presentations will be made as follows:

- Mr. Chuck Starkenburg, Hull Planning and Scheduling, Outfit-
ting Planning and Scheduling;

- Mr. Donald Sours, Details of Hull Planning;

- Mr. Greer Grimsley, Planning and Scheduling;

- Mr. Tom Doussan, Design Engineering Interface for Production
Planning and Scheduling Presentation;

- Mr. Eugene Blanchard, Mold Loft and Production Engineering;

- Mr. Frank Logue, Material Control;

- Mr. Walter Weidman, Accuracy Control as Interface of Produc-
tion Planning, and Distortions of Units;

- Mr. Jim Taylor, Accuracy Control in the Shipfitting Depart-
ment.

The subject of this seminar is on the zone construction
approach to Production Planning and Scheduling. An agenda of
the seminar is included in the handbook. For future planning
purposes, all the seminars we plan to hold are scheduled as
follows:
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- Production Planning & Scheduling- - + May 18-19, 1982

Design Engineering for Outfitting - July 21-22, 1982

- Computer Applications - September 8-9, 1982

- Productivity Control Lifting
Accuracy Control & Line Heating - November 3-4, 1982

Each seminar is organized to cover in-depth the primary subject
- example: Production Planning and Scheduling. Additionally,
we will present the influence or interface and effects of Pro-
duction Planning and Scheduling to the other departments or
subject areas.

This may not be the best approach; however, we feel it is suit-
able to demonstrate that implementing this technology requires
that all departments of a company must work as a team and
re-align their thinking in order to succeed.
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HULL PLANNING AND SCHEDULING
AVONDALE SHIPYRDS, INC.

Prepared By: C. J. STARKENBURG



HULL
PLANNING AND SCHEDULING

I. INTRODUCTION AND BROAD APPROACH

The history of Japanese technology transfer to American ship-
yards has been adequately covered in many previous seminar dis-
cussions and, so, will not be discussed further here.

In this session, which is one of four different seminars, we
will be focusing on hull and outfitting production planning and
scheduling at Avondale Shipyards, Inc.

Our subject for the next two days will be a presentation of the
planning and scheduling functions being performed at Avondale
as a result of implementing and applying those principles
learned and assimilated from IHI. These methods were intro-
duced by the National Shipbuilding Research Program of the
Maritime Administration through the Shipbuilding Production
Committee of SNAME.

GENERAL APPROACH

The general approach taken to absorb the merits of the tech-
nology transfer from IHI is simply shown in the illustrated
Graph No. 1 HL.

Over the course of several contracts since 1980, varying
degrees of the IHI technology have been implemented and
applied.

Shown in Graph No. 2 HL is the percentage of application
that was given to each contract in the Main Plant.

The bar chart is based on the approximate number of people
that were actively engaged in Engineering and Production
given to implementing the technology as a percentage of the
total probable work force on the contract at that time.

You will notice on the Exxon contract that approximately 90%
of the probable work force will be actively engaged during
the construction period and from design to delivery on all
three ships.

The term “work force” includes Engineering.



B) GENERAL HULL PLANNING AND SCHEDULING

Before the advent of the new shipbuilding technology, hull
planning and scheduling was very conventional, low profile
and resulted in many impromptu planning and scheduling
changes made in the field during the production process.
These changes were necessitated only because the original
Plan was not in great enough detail, nor was the logic of
product work breakdown” used to any great extent.

Under these circumstances, top management had to rely on the
scheduling and planning made by the work force during the
many “fire drill” situations which arose.

The authority to allow the individual work forces to make
these changes was, therefore, surrendered by management out
of a necessity to keep the production of steel moving,
regardless of the inefficiencies along the way.

This surrender was only due to a lack of any other specific
program available that could, with precise logic and vision,
produce each piece in a predictable and, at the same time,
in a reliably scheduled effort. We began our efforts by
analyzing how much of a percentage, mold loft and cutting,
assembly and erection, each represented in the total hull
construction. The results of this breakdown are shown here
in Graph No. 3 HL.

The next IHI study at Avondale was a comparison of steel
breakdown production, using a base of 7,000 short tons per
month which was comparable to one of their shipyards. This
is shown in Graph No. 4 HL. You will notice that the main
assemblies have been divided into several categories and we
will discuss this is a few minutes.

The first question to be answered was, "Is there enough
steel production real estate at Avondale in which to build
the various categories and sub categories of modular struc-
tures, using the IHI methods of product work breakdown?”

A study was made to identify those categories of main assem-
bly blocks or units used to construct an average product
carrier or container vessel. This categorization is shown
clearly in Graph No. 5 HL and Graph No. 6 HL.

Please note that the five different categories are all
grouped more or less by problem and by shape.
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We then took
per month in
a reasonable
mately 8,000
7 HL.

the estimated category percentages by weight
tons for each category. This was targeted for
total monthly production at ASI of approxi-
tons. This breakdown is shown in Graph No.

Next was a determination of square meters in work area
required to produce the necessary tonnage for each cate-
gory. If we refer back to Graph No.4 HL, this graph shows
the square meter area used in the Kure Shipyard in Japan to
produce the tonnage of each category based on their 7,000
tons each month. As you can see, productivity varies with
each category.

We then assumed that American production was one half that
being produced at Kure, Japan. Graph No. 8 HL shows that
the existing Avondale work areas or platens have sufficient
square meters available to produce 8,000 tons of steel per
month.

On this basis, we felt reasonably secure that whatever tech-
nological hull planning and scheduling principles we would
wish to adopt could be done without a great expenditure of
capital funds for real estate.

Our next step began with the total overall general requir-
ements necessary for a meaningful and realistic approach to
the entire planning and scheduling process. Obviously, hull
planning and scheduling is only one part of many integrated
parts and efforts from beginning to end.

Our basic approach to hull planning and scheduling begins
before contract by the use of a document called:

"Job Description At Each Stage In New Hull And Outfitting
Engineering Procedure At A.S.I."

Graph No. 9 HL shows the overall effort in a very simple
format. You will find this document in more detail printed
in seven separate sections throughout your handout.

All the items listed to the left of the contract stage are
required to be finally resolved prior to the signing of the
contract.

At contract signing, a meeting is held to insure that all
this information is available for further processing.

A brief walk-through of this portion of the document will
perhaps highlight the necessity for it. Graph No. 10 HL
Section No. 1, Graph No. 11 HL Section No. 2, and Graph No.
12 HL Section No. 3 show in more detail the many items
involved.
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The marketing stage definitions are fairly well detailed and
are really the key pieces of information necessary for all
of the subsequent stages.

Contract specifications, along with the ship’s proportions
and lines of course, are essential.

The general arrangement of hull and machinery, along with
superstructure and quarters arrangement, should be well
defined.

The midship sections, scantling sections, and preliminary
shell expansion definition are also made available.

Cargo system diagrams and supporting ancillary diagrams
should also be known.

Engine room and related other piping diagrams are also
fairly well resolved for system sizes, etc.

As you can also see by the list, numerous calculations and
other technical data should be established at this time.

The procurement sepcifications must be in the stage of reso-
lution by contract date. We had some problem with this
early on, particularly with the inert gas system.

Other data is, of course, listed below and will be covered
later in the seminar:

initial regulatory body review;

- preliminary unit definition;

identification of the construction method;

establish outfitting zones for purchasing;

study and preliminary assignment of package
unit and on board.

units, on

We refer again now to Graph No. 9 HL where we find that one
month after contract the second meeting, or “go” meeting, is
held with Engineering, Planning and top management to insure
that the preparation stage and finished design drawings are
ready to start the key plan stage. A more detailed discus-
sion of Engineering’s role in hull and outfit planning and
scheduling will be discussed in the second half of the semi-
nar tomorrow, under integration of hull and outfit engine-
ering.
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Four months following the "go" meeting, a third meeting
identified as the "K" meeting (or key plan stage) is held to
insure that approvals have been obtained from regulatory
bodies and the owner, along with the completion of the key
plans in hull, mid cargo section, the engine room and super-
structure. A pallet schedule is issued at this time on all
outfitting material for on-unit and on-board work. The pal-
let system will be discussed in a later session.

Four months after the “K” meeting, hull drawings are issued
to the Mold Loft to start their unit control manuals. A
meeting is held at this time, called a “ML” (Mold Loft)
meeting, to insure to top management that this schedule is
being followed.

Parts programming, templates, numerical control tapes, out-
fitting drawings, jig instructions are delivered to Produc-
tion starting three months later.

This particular engineering hull and outfit schedule was not
used on the A.P.L. Container Ship contract due to the entry
of the technology system too late after the A.P.L. contract
was signed; however, many of the other IHI methods were
incorporated into A.P.L. as we will eventually see.

Comparing the time used from contract to, drawing releases,
and drawing releases to production (mold loft), and from
this release date to keel laying, then from keel laying to
launch, some improvements become evident. This is illus-
trated by Graph No. 13 HL.

The longer period, in the case of the A.P.L. contract,
between issue of hull drawings and launch resulted from a
design change from steam to diesel propulsion.

As of today, the hull drawings for the Exxon contract have
been delivered to Production on schedule, and future perfor-
mance still looks good.

The eight months between drawing issue (end of month number
9) and keel laying (end of month number 17) are divided into
the following activities:

- Mold Loft production of the work plan - 3 months

- Issue of work orders and assembly of
material - 1 month

- Fabrication, sub assembly and assembly
of units - 4 months
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C) PROCESSES AND FUNCTIONS OF HULL PLANNING AND SCHEDULING

The word “unit” will be used frequently during this presen-
tation. Please note at this point that “unit” corresponds
to the IHI term “block.”

To keep productivity high, primary planning and scheduling
should be developed beforehand for the following stages:

material procurement

- fabrication

sub assembly

- assembly

erection

The work in these stages should be executed in accordance
with planning and scheduling instructions. These instruc-
tions should be sub-divided into each group that has the
same nature of work and should be the bible of hull con-
struction. In other words, the plan and the schedule should
drive the work and not allow the work to drive the plan or
the schedule.

The functions of hull construction relate to each other and
flow in a sequence as shown in Graph No. 14 HL.

The basic process for hull planning is:

- how to divide a hull into units to meet the best require-
ments of the erection sequence;

- how to assemble each unit into something with high pro-
ductivity and quality, using a product work breakdown
grouping.

The basic planning for unit sequence and unit erection is
made by Avondale, using these IHI methods and by considering
the following:

- determine the first unit to be put down (as a rule this
is generally selected to be the engine room units to
allow complicated outfitting to commence at an early
stage);

capacity of the cranes, both in assembly and erection;
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the area facilities in the assembly yard, making sure
deformation during assembly does not occur due to the
size being too large;

maintaining the accuracy of the unit when turning for
position welding;

- the fitting and welding lengths of each unit which will
determine their length of stay at each construction stage;

consideration of on-unit outfitting;

the size of the unit which should be determined and
adjusted with the outfitting. schedule so that the merits
of both hull construction and on-unit outfitting can be
achieved.

The first hull document made is the “Preliminary Unit Defin-
ition," Graph No. 15 HL.

A portion of this plan is shown here and a full size com-
plete plan is shown in your handout book.

This unit breakdown is made from hull scantling contract
drawings and is developed prior to the “contract” meeting
illustrated in Graph No. 16 HL Section No. 4.

Between the “contract” meeting and the “go” meeting is a
period of one month we call the preparation stage. Most
important here are the:

- faired lines by frame and station,

- basic unit arrangement,

- drawing issue schedule,

sea chest design,

- preliminary milestone schedule,

- labor and material estimate.

Some of these items are extremely essential for further
development breakdown of the final unit arrangement docu-
ments in the “key plan stage.”

Between the “go” meeting and the “K” meeting, there is a
time frame of four months.

This period is called the "key plan stage" and is shown in
Graph No. 17 HL Section No. 5.
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The key-plans developed during this stage are basically done
in conjunction with the three main zones of the vessel:

- cargo block and fore body - Zone “D”,

engine spaces and aft construction - Zone “M”,

superstructure - Zone “A”.

Please note that they are grouped slightly different in this
illustration due to the sequence of design priorities.

Also during this period, 70% to 75% of the required steel is
requisitioned and the number of steel plates that have to be
furnaced are resolved by the Mold Loft. This 70% to 75% of
initial steel order generally consists of rectangular shaped
shell, bulkhead, and deck plating.

The final unit breakdown and arrangement is completed in
this period by the “K” meeting.

Every effort is made at this time to standardize as many
units as possible in the area of the flat midbody.

All master butts in the midbody are held to approximately 8"
forward of the frames wherever feasible ,in order to achieve
the largest standard midbody unit length. In the case of
Exxon Product Carriers, the midbody unit length is 48 feet.
Plate edge seams are generally held above and parrellel to
the various decks and flats, where possible, in order to.
prevent crossing the flat or deck. This makes fitting and
welding easier to perform.

An order of sequence in unit erection is then established,
using the same hull document in Graph No. 15 HL and entering
the sequence unit numbers on this document. This sequence
is then charted out on an erection sequence master diagram.

Incidentally, please note on Graph No. 18 HL that the ship
has also been divided into three (3) major zones and
twenty-four (24) sub zones. This, also, is established
prior to the “contract” meeting. The details of these zones
and sub zones will be discussed during the portion of the
seminar that deals with outfitting later in the program this
afternoon.

The erection sequence master diagram shown here in Graph No.
19 HL illustrates how much advantage or disadvantage we
shall have in unit erection from repetitive performance.
For example, in this graph after initial keel laying of
Units Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, there are two more centerline
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innerbottom units to be layed two weeks apart, after which
the outboard innerboard units are laid approximately every
one week up to week No. 5, then every two weeks to week No.
9, then skipping two weeks, two more are laid, followed by
two additional units the next week, skip a week, then one
more, etc.

In Graph No. 20 HL, we find a more evenly distributed
 grouping of units that fall into a more regular cadence of
erection. This provides us with a greater advantage to
utilize the same people and the same equipment in predeter-
mined and production line type of erection sequences.

You will note that a similar cadence occurs with longitudi-
nal bulkheads, transverse bulkheads, deck sections, and side
shells. This, then, would be the ultimate erection sequence
and should be used, if at all possible. This type cadence
also allows a maximum efficient movement of personnel, from
ship-to-ship in multi-vessel construction, performing the
same jobs.

Once we have decided on the erection sequence, the schedule
is made and everything in hull and outfitting is reflected
from this hull erection schedule.

D) PRELIMINARY UNIT ASSEMBLY PLANNING IS NOW ACCOMPLISHED BY
UTILIZING THE KEY PLANS FROM ENGINEERING DESIGN SECTION AND
IS PERFORMED BETWEEN THE “K” MEETING AND THE “ML” MEETING
(SEE GRAPH NO. 21 HL SECTION NO. 6).

This sub unit breakdown planning is developed by the lead
hull production planner in charge, giving every considera-
tion to the following:

- hull unit categories

- fitting sequence

- fitting jigs (pin & fixed), facilities, etc.

welding processes

sub-assembly and assembly areas

The next step taken by the lead hull planner is the division
of the ship’s units into hull shape categories. Graph No.
22 HL shows the nature of these categories, the shapes of
the categories and the source from which each category
derives its fabricated pieces and sub-assemblies. These
categories become the keystone for establishing the process
lane method of hull construction.
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These six categories are further divided into subassemblies,
partial sub-assemblies, and pieces.

Using this as a basis, the lead hull planner then starts
writing his construction method instructions in great detail
assigning partial sub-assemblies, sub-assemblies, and main
assemblies to the specific manufacturing process lanes as
generally depicted by Graphs Nos. 23 HL, 24 HL, 25 HL, 26 HL.

The above planning produces a document called “The Unit
Breakdown Summary Sheet,” Graph No. 27 HL. Shown in the
graph is a partial write-up of Unit No. 36 (a deck section)
and the routing and work instructions for processing the
unit from start of construction to blast and paint (a full
size example of this sheet is included in your handout).

This unit breakdown summary sheet will be explained in
greater detail later in the seminar under “Details Of Hull
Planning.”

This document has considered in its development the
following:

classification of parts (partial sub-assemblies, sub-
assemblies, assemblies, pieces, etc.),

- lines and type of weld connections, 

- beveling of welded edges,

extra stock for adjustment,

- provisions for accuracy control,

- pre-outfitting and blast and painting.

Rationalization and standardization of the work packages in
this manner improves construction productivity by doing
basically the same type work, in the same place, with the
same people, using the same tools, and encouraging new and
better methods through repetitive operations.

The unit breakdown summary sheets for each unit become the
work instructions to hull engineers and draftsmen to make
the detailed unit-by-unit  yard plans which are sent to the
Mold Loft with a unit parts list. Graph 27 KHL Section
No. 7 shows the breakdown of the various stages between the
“ML” meeting and keel laying. This shows the time frames

orders, and
previously mentioned of three (3) months for Mold Loft issue
of the first UCM book, one (1) month for work
four (4) months for fabrication and assembly.
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E)

F)

With the yard plans and unit parts
creates a work instruction booklet
"Unit Control Manual," a sample of
No. 28 HL.

The un
that i
group
a need

it control manual is so printed
t can be easily divided and dis
in each of the stages of proces
-to-know basis.

list, the Mold Loft then
for each unit called a
which is shown in Graph

by drawings and
tributed to each
s lane construct i

stages
work
on on

This unit control manual shall be discussed in detail during
the second day portion of our seminar.

THE UNIT BREAKDOWN SUMMARY SHEETS HAVE NOW CREATED THE
"PRODUCT WORK BREAKDOWN" TO FIT INTO THE STAGES AND
SUB-STAGES OF THE PROCESS LANE TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION.

For each of these sub-stages, at each lane and at each
stage, controls are assigned to shop planners. The shop
planners must control the daily schedule unit by unit,
looking ahead approximately six to eight weeks. This moni-
toring of the short term schedule is based on the long term
schedule developed by the Production Planning Department.
These schedules are loaded to the platen foremen on a weekly
basis.

In the long term schedule there are certain allowances for
certain unpredictable adjustments. You can identify these
as “work queue” periods and/or storage time.

Graph No. 29 HL shows a section of long term schedule for
pre-fabrication, sub-assembly and pre-outfit.

These schedules will be discussed in greater detail later in
this seminar.

Thus, the unit sub-assembly and assembly process progresses
on schedule up to and including erection, each stage of
which becomes one section of what we call the hull construc-
tion method.

THE ASSEMBLY STAGE IS THE FINAL HULL CONSTRUCTION STAGE
BEFORE THE ERECTION OF THE UNIT.

The functions of this stage consist of the assembly of sub-
units from other process lanes and panel lines into larger
and complete hull units.

As previously mentioned, the grouping of these unit assem-
blies is by category and is dependent on the following:
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the supporting facilities of the area (flat jigs for flat
units - fixed and pin jigs for curved units);

the staying time in process (short time or long time) of
fitting lengths, welding lengths, pre-outfitting, etc.

The long term schedule for assembly, pre-outfit, blast and
paint, storage and erection is shown in Graph No. 30 HL.

Sub-schedules at this stage are made for each assembly area
we call process lanes for main assembly.

The assembly step sequences, welding lengths for each step,
crane hours, etc. can be graphed and determined before
hand. A sample of this type of data and the time frames
used is shown in Graph No. 31 HL.

This is the basic scheduling network that is typically used
for all parts from cutting to erection.

This mechanism will also be described later in the seminar.

Up until now, no mention has been made of the significance
of an item very important to hull and outfit planning and
scheduling. That item is the coatings applied to the vari-
ous parts of the steel from start to finish during hull
assembly construction.

Planning and scheduling the coating system is just as much
of the total hull picture as scheduling the hull and out-
fitting stages.

The purpose of planning and scheduling the paint system is
to accomplish as much surface preparation and undercoating
as possible during hull construction and prior to the vessel
being erected.

Zone painting methods will vary depending on many factors,
such as:

shipyard space for unit storage,

capacity of cranes,

construction methods.

A ratio of the work volume before launching and after
launching depends on whether the units are assembled on the
ground and finished painted before erection or finish
painted after erection.
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G)

The following Graph No. 32 HL shows the advantages of
finished painting prior to erection.

Unit construction and unit painting before launch:

before launch :

after launch :

Panel construction and

before launch :

after launch :

70% to 80%

20% to 3070

panel painting before launch:

45% to 50%

50% to 55%

These percentage achievements seem to make for suitable and
appropriate conditions for safe work and high productivity
once the vessel has been launched.

When coatings are less than these percentages, productivity
onboard should be expected to be lower and quality not to
the optimum.

The expense of equipment on-board also increases, due to
more blowers, scaffolds, etc. Paint coatings are very
greatly intermingled with the hull construction picture. It
is only briefly mentioned here to highlight its importance
in hull and outfit planning and scheduling. There is now a
separate program being prepared by SPC Panel 023-1 on this
subject.

THE ERECTION STAGE IS THE FINAL STAGE OF HULL CONSTRUCTION
WORK. ITS SCHEDULING IS THE KEY TO ALL THE OTHER preceding.
STEPS .

Defaults at this stage can affect the ship’s launch data and
delivery; therefore, special attention should be paid at
this time to safety.

The work sequence of the erection stage is that of joining
hull units together performed for each tank or zone accor-
ding to the erection schedule.

It is at this time that the units lose their individual
identity and start to become part of the zone.

The erection stage is divided by sequences into a series of
follow-on scheduled sub-stages shown here in Graph No. 33 HL.
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H)

These sequences are listed and scheduled for each tank,
zone, and sub-zone and are generally performed by the same
grouping of personnel per stage: a shipwright crew - a
rough fitting crew - a finish fitting crew - a welding crew
- an inspection crew - a testing crew - and a painting crew.

The dates of unit erection are determined by the hull erec-
tion schedule, previously shown in Graph No. 30 HL.

Fitting manhours and welding lengths are obtained by control
charts similar to Graph No. 34 HL. With this data, the
sub-schedules are made which tell us the predetermined
amount of time needed to perform the fitting, welding, and
other sub-stages for each unit, each tank, and each zone.

The execution of the erection sub-stage work, tank by tank
and zone by zone, should be completed with no work
remaining. Unfinished work negatively influences the total
shipbuilding process; it slows down the progress of produc-
tivity and of pre-outfitting.

This influence is especially detrimental in engine room,
boiler room, and cargo oil pump rooms.

Enough cannot be said about this subject of unfinished work.

To show some example of the cost disaster of unfinished
work, an example was taken from one particular ship of a
contract and is shown in Graph No. 35 HL.

Thus, for every ton left to be finished after launch, the
cost is more than doubled. The costly delays to other
crafts are, of course, not shown here but they become per-
haps the most serious.

The progress and productivity of each tank and each zone
completion will be checked at Avondale by the erection shop
planners. This will include the progress of each trade by
utilizing their particular parameter of gauging progress,
such as feet of fitting, length of welding, weight of pipe,
numbers of pipe pieces, square footage of paint, and so on.

THE ERECTION STAGE PROGRESS DEPENDS TO A LARGE DEGREE ON THE
ACCURACY CONTROL MEASURE TAKEN BY THE PRECEDING SUB-ASSEMBLY
AND ASSEMBLY PROGRESSES.

Accuracy control problems at the erection stage are mainly
classified into two cases:

the accuracy of the finished condition at the completion
of main assembly;
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- deformed conditions occurring due to heating in the
erection process such as welding, fairing, etc.

The first case at ASI is being approached by improving
accuracy procedures in the sub-assembly and assembly areas.
This was initiated by forming a knowledgeable team, headed
up by a qualified engineer and called the “Accuracy Control
Group.”

This team, under IHI, has developed various procedures to
improve accuracy through all the processes up to erection.

The results of the team have been very successful in
improving the final accurate dimensions on the units being
erected on the APL contract. This has made a significant
improvement in the amount of time used by a burner in
fitting a unit in the erection stage.

For example, we will refer to Graph No. 30 HL. This graph
first gives us what the significance of the burning ratio
means.

A very meaningful reduction has taken place at ASI in
burning manhours in the erection site as a result of the
dimensional and accuracy control program instituted at Avon-
dale Shipyards. 

This accuracy control check in the sub-assembly and assembly
areas has also eliminated a great deal of deformation of
plate edges caused by improper use of plate heads and
welding deformations.

The subject of accuracy control will be further expounded on
in the second half of our seminar tomorrow. This presenta-
tion today will not cover it in any detail.

In the second case, Avondale has had, over the last year
(1981-1982), a six-month staggered program from IHI in the
demonstration and teaching of "line heating," shrinking,
fairing, and plate bending techniques; This has assisted in
our planning and scheduling of hull construction by elimi-
nating some furnacing and, more important, by eliminating
many of the fixed steel jigs.

To illustrate the cost associated with the fixed jigs, the
following data was taken from one of our past contracts
where fixed jigs were used (see Graph No. 37 HL):

Steel - 725 tons @ $400 per ton = $290,000
Manufacture in M/H 4,420 x 8.15 = 36,023

Fixed Jigs Total Cost = $326,023
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As a result of line heating technology, six (6) pin jigs for
formed plate will be utilized at a considerable savings on
the Exxon contract now being started. Also, line heating is
used to correct plate and structural deformation at the
erection site, thereby eliminating the cost of installing
strong-backs and the use of excessive fairing of plate edges.

I) THE HULL PLANNING AND SCHEDULING THAT WE ARE REVIEWING
DURING THIS SEMINAR IS CONCEPTUALIZED AND FORMED BY THE
COMPLETION OF MANY SEQUENTIAL ACTIVITIES.

These activities, as we consider more of their individual
details further into the program, all hinge on one strategic
item: the scheduled successful delivery of the proper
material to the designated manufacturing site.

Material handling and delivery to implement the process
lanes concept is of extreme importance. I would like to
dwell on this subject for a few minutes because of its
tremendous impact to planning and scheduled events.

The basic concept of good plant layout is effective material
flow. The objective is to minimize the number and length of
routes and eliminate any unnecessary movements such as back-
hauls, crosshauls, transfers, etc. Material flow problems
can arise because of changes in the design of a process, or
may develop because of gradual changes over time that
finally manifest themselves in terms of bottlenecks in pro-
duction, crowded conditions, poor housekeeping, failure to
meet schedules, and a high ratio of material handling time
to production time.

The material flow analysis, which was performed at Avondale,
concentrates on some quantative measure of movement between
departments or activities. Since the shipyard layout should
be designed to facilitate the flow of the product, we are
primarily concerned with the flow of materials. Some of the
factors that affect material flow are:

external transportation facilities,

the number of items to be moved,

the number of units to be produced,

material storage locations,

- location of manufacturing service areas.
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The development of the charts and diagrams presented in this
analysis were generated from information collected during a
ten-week period in March, April, and May of 1981. The
information was extracted from reports derived by the Mater-
ial Control Department and mobile crane servicing area.
These reports represented actual material movements within
the shipyard. The trip and distance information was summa-
rized and is presented here in Graph No. 38 HL. The (from -
to) charts were developed representing a measure of the
steel material flow between work areas. These (from - to)
charts provided
information concerning the number of material handling trips
made between centers of activities, the volume of material
moved between centers of activities, and the total material
handling distances.

Using information developed by the process lanes committee
concerning future work locations and working with the pre-
sent methods, the proposed material flow method and its
associated charts and flow diagrams were developed. The
proposed flow method was developed by keeping in mind the
process lanes concept of eliminating multi-hull cutting and
the concept of work site storage queues. The charts of the
proposed methods have incorporated present production rates
for ease of analysis. Since the process lanes concept will
eliminate steel material flow (except outfitting) to the
fabrication storage area and direct this material to work
site storage queues, proposed charts were developed by
mathematically shifting related material from the fabrica-
tion storage area to the work site storage queues. The end
result is a large reduction in material going to fabrication
storage, structural bulk storage and an appropriate increase
in material going to the work sites from the plate shop and
platens.

As we can see from the Graph No. 39 HL, under the present
facility layout and storage method, we move 9,174 pieces of
steel material per week of which 60.7% is moved to or from
the fabrication storage area. The proposed process lanes
method will move 6,571 pieces per week of which 8% will move
to or from the fabrication storage area. The reduction of
2,603 pieces per week will be due to the large reduction in
double handlding due to eliminating much of the material
movement to the fabrication storage area. Thus, a projected
reduction of 18.4% in the number of pieces handled per week
may be realized by the process lanes concept.

Presently, we make 170.5 trips per week moving an average of
53.8 pieces per trip of which 47.8% is moved to or from the
fabrication storage area. The process lanes method will
make 145.2 trips per week moving an average of 45.3 pieces
per trip of which 6.4% will move to or from the fabrication
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storage area. Thus, a 14.8% reduction in the number of
trips per week will be realized while handling 15.8% less
material per trip. If we fill the loads to capacity (assume
53.8% pieces/load is capacity), we will reduce the trips by
an additional 15.8% and project a total reduction of 30.6%
on the total number trips per week.

The present facility layout has a total steel material move-
ment of 66.6 (in plant) miles per week of which 60% is to
and from the fabrication storage area. Under the proposed
process lanes method, movement will be 43.4 miles per week of
which 13.6% will be to and from the fabrication storage
area. A projected reduction of 23.2 miles per week (34.8%)
may be realized under the process lanes concept.

There are 177 distinct moves from area to area under the
present material flow method. Under the process lanes
method, there will be a reduction of these moves by 58 for a
total of 119, resulting in a 32.8% decrease in the number of
distinct moves.

Thus, evaluating the four areas above, it can be projected
that a savings of approximately 30% in the handling of steel
material will be realized due to the implementation of the
process lanes concept. The appropriate cost savings can be
obtained by evaluating the manpower, eqqipment, and energy
reductions which will result from a 30% reduction in the
handling of steel material. Thus, it has become evident
from the analysis, that a major reason for process lanes
implementation is the need for the evolution of an ideal
material handling and flow system.

J) ORGANIZATION CHANGES DUE TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF IHI METHODS

Many changes in the engineering planning and production
planning organization had to be made in order to plug in

- much of the IHI technology.

By the same token, some of the IHI technology had to be
modified to fit those social and traditional parts of our
organization that could not or should not be changed at this
time.

1) New functions had to be absorbed by the Mold Loft to
implement line heating and the UCM book.

2) A new department was created and called “Operation
Services” to handle all the various lifting devices
and turning methods as a result of process lanes.
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3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

11)

The Production Planning Department was reorganized
into two divisions - Hull and Outfitting.

A modified system of planning hull construction
entitled “Unit Breakdown Summary Sheet" was intro-
duced.

A completely new system of unit breakdown and manu-
facturing called "Process Lanes" was introduced.

The yard construction,
tens were all modified
concept.

A new group of skilled
create a "Line Heating

fabrication and assembly pla-
to accommodate the process lane

burners has been formed to
Crew."

An accuracy control team of four people under a qual-
ified engineer has been initiated to improve dimen-
sional control.

A Production Group called Shop Planners has been
formed to re-enforce the process lane concept at the
local level.

The budgeting system of IHI has been modified
accommodate the concept of process lanes and w
continue to develop until it forms the proper
grated system necessary.

Computer-oriented engineering, production, and

to
ill
inte-

mater-
ial control programs have been initiated and are
presently being evaluated.

Changes still need to be made to bring about a balanced and
productive effort:

in Engineering,

in Production,

in Material Control,

in Administration.

Most changes, to be worthwhile, must be done deliberately
with much planning, slowly, over a long period of time.

So it is with the changes of methods by any type of organi-
zation. There are no simple answers; there never shall be.
If we are to get anything like the real productivity in
shipbuilding we are all striving to achieve, we must first
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realize the problems. Second, we must act with a spirit of
consensus and recognize that we all have the same problems.
Third, we must acknowledge that the problems can be solved
only by using all of the solutions available. Fourth, we
must begin by using the solutions that are within our grasp
- namely, the implementation of "product work breakdown"
technology as demonstrated by the techniques being des-
cribed. These are really improved upon American techniques
that we have allowed to atrophy and the Japanese have recog-
nized them for what they are:

"Keys to Competitive Survival."

We hope at Avondale they will provide us with the same
advantage.
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ENGINEERING PROCEDURE AT ASI
– PROCUREMENT SPECIFICATIONS

MAIN PROPULSION ENGINES
DIESEL GENERATORS
CARGO OIL PUMPS
BALLAST PUMPS
WASTE HEAT BOILER
ANCHOR WINDLASS
MOORING WINCHES
INERT GAS SYSTEM
DEHUMIDIFICATION UNITS

LUBE OIL, FUEL OIL, AND DIESEL OIL PURIFIERS
PLATE HEAT EXCHANGERS
ENGINE ROOM CONSOLE
CARGO SYSTEM CONSOLE
ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR CARGO PUMP
BOW THRUSTER
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BLENDING UNIT
AUXILIARY OIL FIRED BOILER
FUEL OIL PUMP/ HEATER SETS
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INITIAL REGULATORY BODY REVIEW
PRELIMINARY UNIT DEFINITION

IDENTIFICATION OF CONSTRUCTION METHOD
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- LABOR AND MATERIAL ESTIMATE

– PURCHASE REQUEST FOR MAJOR ITEMS

– BUDGET

– ADJUSTMENT OF SPECIFICATION AND DRAWINGS

– BASIC UNIT ARRANGEMENT 

 - DRAWING ISSUE SCHEDULE

- SEA CHEST DESIGN (LOCATIONS AND NOZZEL LOCATIONS)

 – OUTFIT PALLET LIST (PRELIMINARY)

3  M O N T H S

-PROPELLER DESIGN 

– FINALIZED APPLICATION OF PACKAGE UNITS,

ON-UNIT AND ON-BOARD INSTALLATION OF MATERIAL

– OUTFIT MILESTONE SCHEDULE REVIEW

– TORSION ANALYSIS 

- SHAFTING ARRANGEMENT



KEY PLAN CARGO BLOCK AFT, PEAK AND E. R. FORE BODY
SUPERSTRUCTURE FWD. OF CARGO BLOCK

KEY PLAN STAGE
- FRAME BODY PLAN (BASED ON FAIRED LINES)
– SHELL EXPANSION
– FORE CONSTRUCTION

- DECK, FLAT AND STRINGER
- ELEVATION (LONGITUDINAL BULKHEAD AND GIRDER)
–EVERY FRAME SECTION AND TRANSVERSE BULKHEAD

–HOLD PAR CONSTRUCTION
–DECK AND FLAT
-ELEVATION
-EVERY FRAME SECTION AND TRANSVERSE BULKHEAD

-ENGINE ROOM AND AFT CONSTRUCTION
-DECK AND FLAT
-ELEVATION
–EVERYFRAME SECTION AND TRANSVERSE BULKHEAD

 -SUPERSTRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION
-SET-UP OF SPADE DATABASE
–APPROVAL OF REGULATORY BODY AND OWNER
-FINAL UNIT ARRANGEMENT AND LIST
-70%–75% STEEL BILLED-BUY STEEL AS NEEDED

DETERMINE PLATES TO BE FURNACED BY ’’K’’ MEETING
–ISSUE FINAL OUTFIT MILESTONESCHEDULE
–ISSUE FINAL PALLET LIST
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– STEEL PLATE TAKE-OFF

– UNIT PARTS LIST

– DEFINITION OF EDGE PREPARATION AND EXCESS

– SETUP OF PARTS DATA BASE

– SUB-UNIT BREAKDOWN

– HULL CASTING

– RUDDER SUPPORT SYSTEM AND RUDDER

– CLOSURES (DOOR AND WINDOW LIST)

– ANCHOR HANDLING SYSTEM
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- MOORING ARRANGEMENT

– CARGO HANDLING SYSTEM 

– SEA CHEST

– CARGO CONTAINMENT

– UNIT OUTFIT DRAWINGS DEVELOPMENT AND PALLET L/M

-START WEEKLY OUTFIT MEETINGS - ENGINEERING AND PRODUCTION ,

STYLE OF DRAWING:

UNITS BY UNITS
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VESSEL PAINTING
PRIOR TO & AFTER LAUNCH

UNIT CONSTRUCTION METHOD

BEFORE LAUNCH 70% TO 80%

AFTER LAUNCH 20% TO 30%

PANEL CONSTRUCTION METHOD

BEFORE LAUNCH 45% TO 50%

AFTER LAUNCH 50% TO 55%

32-HL VESSEL PAINTING



THE SUB-STAGES OF ERECTION

1. UNIT ERECTING

2. SHIPWRIGHTING

3. SCAFFOLD ERECTING

4. MAIN STRUCTURE FITTING

5. MAIN STRUCTURE WELDING

6. SUB STRUCTURE

7. SUB STRUCTURE

FITTING

WELDING

8. CLEANING

9. INTERNAL VISUAL INSPECTING

10. SCAFFOLD REMOVAL

11. AIR TEST

12. PAINTING (COATED TANKS)

13. WATER TEST

14. COMPLETION

33-HL SUB STAGES OF ERECTION





THE TOTAL COMPARATIVE COST
OF HULL WORK PRIOR TO LAUNCH

AS OPPOSED TO COST OF HULL WORK
AFTER LAUNCH

BEFORE
LAUNCH

AFTER
LAUNCH

FIT

WELD

HYDRO

CHIP & GRIND

42.6 M/H PER TON

APPROXIMATELY 10% OF THE TOTAL TONNAGE OF THE

VESSEL WAS LEFT TO BE FINISHED AFTER LAUNCH AND

AMOUNTED TO FITTING - WELDING - CHIPPING -

GRINDING - AIR TESTING - WATER TESTING AND

INSPECTION.













SEMINAR ON HULL SCHEDULING METHODS
AS OUTLINED BY PROCESS LANES PROCEDURES
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II.

At ASI, shop planners are assigned to work centers for each
stage of construction to study and establish detailed work
center schedules, collect and monitor actual performance from
the work center foreman on a daily basis, and prepare effi-
ciency charts or graphs for management. The charts and graphs
will be the controls by which management can determine each
work center’s cost, progress regarding schedules, and actual
manhours per ton versus projected manhours per ton efficiency.

UNIT CATEGORIZATION

Process lanes require the units of a vessel to be divided into
categories based on the size, shape, weight and method of con-
struction.

You may ask, why would we want to categorize units? To help
explain, imagine the following:

- Ford Motor Company produces the Lincoln, using a conveyor
assembly line, at one every five minutes. Ford also pro-
duces Pintos at the rate of one every minute. Should a
Lincoln be put on the conveyor that had been producing
Pintos, repercussions would be felt. The Lincoln frame is
wider and adjustments must be made to the conveyor. Produc-
tion would stop for three hours for required alterations,
causing 500 workers to be idle. Because engine settings
require higher torque tools, workers had to go to the tool
room for proper equipment. This would cause units produced
to decrease and manhour cost, per unit, to increase.

A similar parallel can be considered in shipbuilding. We have
flat units, curved units, large complex three dimensional units,
etc. to construct. A Pinto would relate to a category one (1)
flat panel unit. A Mercury would relate to a category two (2)
curved panel unit. A Lincoln would relate to a category three
(3) large three dimensional unit. They each require different
assembly jigs and specialized tools. Workers who are familiar
with building flat units would not be efficient on curved
units. Add material flow problems, and you may understand the
need for categorization and the establishment of process lanes
for each category of hull unit at Avondale.

Categorization of hull components is required, primarily by the
Planning Department and later by shop or work center planners.
This will assist them in basic and detailed planning and sche-
duling, as well as establishing an orderly flow of materials.
Categorization also allows us to determine where a component
will be constructed, as well as elapsed time in, and control
through, the process lanes.
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To accomplish this, we have divided the hull units into six
basic types.

A) CATEGORY NO. 1, FLAT PANEL UNITS

These units are comprised of panel line components and
assembled on a flat surface as the base of a unit. This
flat surface could be a deck, innerbottom, bulkhead, or even
the shell. This category is comprised of relatively simple
units, with short construction time required. Category
No. 1 units usually comprise approximately 50% of the total
hull weight, across varied type hulls.

With this category containing the largest amount of units to
be constructed, we at ASI designated our most productive and
largest platen for Category No. 1. This platen is also very
suitable because of its relationship with the panel line and
the material flow from the fabrication platens. There will
be four (4) designated construction stages on this platen as
indicated on the layout drawing (see Graph No. DHL-1). They
are as follows:

- Sub-Assembly

- Pre-Outfit (in unit)

- Main Assembly

- Final Assembly & Outfitting, Welding & Inspection

The above establishes a specific location at the work center
for sub-assembly, pre-outfitting, and main assembly, final
assembly.

The establishment of the four (4) construction stages on the
platen will allow for the same kind of work to be done by
the same people every day in that specific loction where all
of the work tools, welding machines, etc. needed for that
work are readily available. This concept is the automatize
assembly line concept, whereby the work moves to the workers
rather than having the workers relocate to the work,
requiring the movement of all their special tooling.

The learning curve efficiency that this assembly line con-
cept will bring will provide lower manhour expenditures,
resulting in a management choice to decrease the manning at
each stage and maintain current schedules, or to contract
for more work. This is our equivalent to the Pinto assembly
line - fast moving, easy construction units.
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B) CATEGORY NO. 2, CURVED SHELL UNITS

These units are assembled on curved shell, knuckled longitu-
dinal bulkhead or innerbottom, in fixed or pin jigs. Exam-
ples would be wing tanks or outboard sections of wings
assembled on curved shell plating or possible knuckled lon-
gitudinal bulkheads. These units are, in general, more com-
plex in construction requiring different construction
methods and techniques and more elapsed time in assembly
position than the Category No. 1 units. The location for
this category is also convenient to the pre-fabrication shop
for economical material flow and convenient-to the pre-
outfitting area and blast and paint shop.

C) CATEGORY NO. 3, SUPERSTRUCTURE UNITS

Category No. 3 units are the superstructure units, along
with engine flats with bulkheads for side shell below.

They consist of many different types of units, such as
poop-deck, navigation bridge deck, pilot house, machinery
casing, and boat deck. Because Category No. 3 units are
generally so large, a significantly large area will be
designed for their construction. These units are typically
those being built with a deck or a flat as the base of the 
unit. Such an example is the pilot house. The house top
would be used as the base of the unit - fit and weld miscel-
laneous bulkheads and exterior bulkheads to the base. There
may be partial sub-assembly for this type of unit. After
the fitting and welding is completed, the unit would be
released for the pre-outfitting work and final inspection.
Category No. 3 units will stay on the platen longer than
most Category No. 1 and No. 2 units because of their out-
fitting and piece-meal construction. Therefore, a separate
process lane is required.

D) CATEGORY NO. 4, LARGE AND HEAVY MODULAR UNITS

Category No. 4 units consist of large and heavy modular
units which are difficult to build. Due to close fitting
tolerances and some confined areas, they require (along with
Category No. 5 units) the most qualified mechanics avail-
able. The units are usually piece-meal with limited sub-
assembly work. Category No. 4 units are fore and aft peaks,
along with some engine room innerbottoms. These units are
required to stay on the building platens for a longer period
than the Category Nos. 1, 2, 3 types of units. Because of
this, a separate process lane is required.
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E)

F)

CATEGORY NO. 5, MACHINERY SPACE DOUBLE BOTTOM

These units are typically those with the engine room inner-
bottom as the base. The assembly period is long, with close
fitting tolerance, extensive outfitting, and usually piece-
mealed rolled shell plate work.

CATEGORY NO. 6, SPECIAL WELDMENTS

These units are specialty items, such as rudders, skegs,
anchor pockets, etc. There was no change with this category
from current procedures.

III. PLANNING CONTROLS

With the implementation of process lanes, there were numerous
planning controls required.

With the implementation of process lanes on future contracts,
the Planning Engineering Department will be required to study
platen load and schedule, within process lanes guidelines, to
insure realistic achievable schedules.

These following guidelines are thus established and should be
scheduled with the Planning Department in the proper sequence
upon inquiries for new contracts: 

A)

B)

C)

D)

E)

F)

G)

H)

I)

J)

Determine Present Platen Loading

Establish Key Dates

Divide Hull into Units and Develop Erection Sequence

Categorize Hull Units

Weight Calculations by Unit (Rough)

Platen Load to Capacity

Establish the Erection Schedule

Insure Comparability with Key Dates

Prepare Ground Assembly Schedule

As Detailed Drawings Become Available - Refine Weight Esti-
mates and All Schedules
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Summaries of the planning effort required for each of the above
guidelines are explained as follows:

A) DETERMINE PRESENT PLATEN LOADING

Study the present and long term loading for contracts in
progress. This should be constantly monitored, and the
loading for any given week should be immediately available
for each platen and all contracts on hand for the period of
their durations.

B) ESTABLISH KEY DATES

c)

D)

E)

The Planning Department must establish the
events dates (start pre-fabrication. keel.

possible key
launch, and

delivery) as soon as-possible, based on the required
delivery date set by the customer and within the overall
master (long term) yard schedule. This effort must be rough
cut or preliminary for contract bid purposes and then
refined upon signing of contract (or-letter of intent).

DIVIDE HULL INTO UNITS AND DEVELOP ERECTION SEQUENCE

The unit arrangement drawing must be prepared for purposes
of unit dividing and numbering and the development of
desired erection sequence.

The list of units, along with basic unit descriptions,
should be prepared.

CATEGORIZE HULL UNITS

The hull units are to be categorized within the process
lanes concept, and a separate list of units should then be
prepared within each of the six (6) process lanes catego-
ries, along with basic unit descriptions and weight (to be
added later). The planning engineer should study the con-
struction method of each unit and determine the proper cate-
gory in which to place the unit.

WEIGHT CALCULATIONS

Weight estimates must be done for each unit in all Catego-
ries Nos. 1 through 6 for the purpose of proper platen
loading on all platens.
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F) PLATEN LOAD TO CAPACITY

An example of this at AS I would be Platen No. 20. After
thoroughly reviewing the loading of a platen for the period
of time of the duration of a contract, based on the estab-
lished preliminary key events dates, the platen should then
be loaded (week by week) to capacity.

In an earlier study conducted by the process lanes committee
to support the contract, it was established that Production
would have to have an average tonnage of 1,000 tons per week
to maintain production schedules, with 600 tons per week
coming from Platen No. 20, Category No. 1 type units. For
the first vessel of the contract, this should be 600 short
tons per week. The quantity of units per week, based on
their weight, can then be determined and this, then, estab-
lishes the number of units per week that will be available
for erection during any given week from start to launch from
Platen No. 20. The number of units per week, thus estab-
lished, is now applied to the unit erection sequence and the
erection schedule can be established.

G) ESTABLISH ERECTION SCHEDULE

Using the sequence of erection developed. and the number of
units per week available from Platen No. 20, the erection
schedules can be developed. For example, if the first five
(5) units to be erected are numbered in sequence #1, 2, 3, 4
and 5, and the unit weights are:

Unit #l = 86.5 tons,
Unit #2 = 125.0 tons,
Unit #3 = 125.0 tons,
Unit #4 = 86.5 tons,
Unit #5 = 86.5 tons,
Total = 509.5 tons;

then Units #l through 5 can be erected in one (1) week,
leaving 600 - 509.5 = 90.5 tons (based on 600 tons/week out-
put, Platen No. 20) available for units on another ship.

It is important to note that the quantity of Category No. 1
units per week to be erected (all jobs) cannot exceed this
maximum tonnage output per week available from Platen No. 20.
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IV.

 H)

I)

J)

INSURE COMPATIBILITY WITH KEY DATES

Review the prepared erection schedule to be sure that all
units can be erected in a timely fashion with the rough
draft key event dates established and consistent with
machinery requirements. Adjustments to platen loading
should be made, if required.

PREPARE GROUND ASSEMBLY SCHEDULE

The ground assembly, or short term, schedule should be
prepared as a two (2) month schedule, updated and issued
once a month for all platens.

DETAILED DRAWINGS - REFINE SCHEDULES

As detailed drawings are developed and become available, a
review of all weight estimates is necessary, and fitting a
welding lengths may be used as desired to further refine a
update all platen loading schedules.

PROCESS AND EFFICIENCY CONTROL

We currently believe that keeping control of the process lane
means maintaining current production level by producing accu-
rate products in the planned manhours. This means sending on
the planned material to each stage within the required time
period. However, in order to maintain and increase our compe
titive edge, this line of thought is not enough. Our efforts
should be in one of two directions, depending on the company’
long term production plans:

- Increase the amount of production per manhour. 

- Decrease the manhours per a given production amount.

In order to achieve this goal, various controls are available
In the case of material handling, that is, moving material to
its appointed location in a timely manner, we have material
control, storage control, and transportation control. The
tools used in the effort are the unit parts list and the U.C.M
(both will be discussed in the Mold Loft presentation). When
considering the accuracy of the product, accuracy control is
necessary. This includes
standard, etc. Standards
production methodology to

manufacturing standards, tolerance
should be established as part of th
be used at ASI.
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In the case of controlling the amount of production and the
number of workers at a work center, a detailed schedule is made
for each stage.

The detailed schedule is used, also, for efficiency control by
being able to plot actual working status against the planned
efficiency. You can also see good and bad efficiency trends
developing.

Sample efficiency control charts have been made, using the
actual amount of production and consumed manhours in pre-
fabrication. This is data from a recent three (3) month period.

Pre-fabricatin is divided into two (2) sections:

marking and burning,

- bending.

Therefore, the objects for efficiency control

total pre-fabrication efficiency tendency,

- marking and burning efficiency tendency,

- bending efficiency tendency.

are:

Other control charts may be used for sub-divisions of the two
(2) main sections.

The basis of initial process scheduling (prior to contract) is
the manhours needed for a given amount of production. It is
very difficult at this stage to accurately gauge work volume;
so, we find a factor which is directly proportionate to manhours
and use it instead of work volume.

In the case of pre-fabrication, we use the pre-fabrication
weight which is proportionate to the manhours and may vary
depending on the type of vessel.

Suppose that the following budget was given to pre-fabrication
prior to construction of the vessel:

Hull Steel Weight 14,000 tons

Marking and Burning 21,500 hrs.

Bending 3,000 hrs.

Total 24,500 hrs.
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The expected efficiency is calculated to be 1.7 H/T and the
sample control charts (Fig. 1-3) indicate this. The actual
manhours consumed on the contract from March through May have
been plotted using 1.7 H/T as the guide.

The primary purpose of these charts is to identify bad tenden
cies, investigate the causes and take appropriate counter-
measures. On the other hand, when the efficiency shows good
tendencies, investigate its causes also and take appropriate
steps to keep them.- When using the charts, we see the
following:

- Figure 1 and 2

- April 30: Investigate why the efficiency decreased.

- May 14 - May 30: Investigate, if not already known,
the efficiency increased.

- Table 3

why

- March 16: It is required to determine why the bending
costs were delayed.

- April 30 - May 30: Check if bending work delayed?
Increase bending efficiency? Check job site conditions.

It is felt that the efficiency control charts are very useful
tools at each production stae, and implementation can be
accomplished

v. STAGE PLAN

The processs
construction

in the near future by the shop planner/engineer.

lanes have primarily addressed four stages of hul
- pre-fabrication, fabrication, sub-assembly, and

main assembly. There are two other areas of hull construction
here at ASI that have been mentioned, but not discussed in
detail. They are the panel line and erection, two important
work centers. These two operations will remain in their pre-
sent location and will fit in with our process lanes operation

Stage plans are documents vital to process lane operations.
Stage plans are documents used in IHI shipyards. Avondale’s
stage plan will be the Unit Control Manual. Our UCM was devel
oped in the MoldLoft with other IHI representatives in the pas
year. It is produced on CADAM-CRT’s based on:
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the unit parts list from Engineering;

the unit drawing from Engineering;

the unit summary sheet from Production Planning;

the SPADES hull data base and N.C. parts file which is used
to determine what information goes in each stage plan. The
planning summary sheet and the Engineering parts list must
be written, based on the policies of construction methods,
as established by process lanes.

The UCM was made for yard use, to establish feed back and pro-
duce an effective document. It contains all the information in
our present unit book, plus detailed drawings for each opera-
tion of hull construction. It is broken down into six sec-
tions: (1) cutting list, (2) partial sub-unit, (3) panel line,
(4) sub-assembly, (5) main assembly, and (6) erection.

The UCM, along with material transfer, work orders, and sche-
dules, are necessary for supervision and workers to perform
their operations efficiently with uncluttered, detailed infor-
mation. Worker will be given only the sheets of the UCM that
are required to perform his operation for his job site. Shop
planners and superintendents will have the complete UCM to aid
in production control and planning.

The process lane production system calls for the level loading
of work centers, based on their capacity. This is accomplished
by the establishment of stage scheduling, produced by shop
planners. Their purpose is to ensure proper material flow and
develop detailed shop schedules and the capabilities of the
work center, as previously discussed. Shop planners also need
fitting and welding lengths (now produced in Production Engine-
ering), as well as weights of components (from Steel Control
Department), to accomplish his task.

Our committee reviewed the UCM as it relates to process lanes
requirements. With only a couple of minor additions, we feel
those requirements would be satisfied. The entire plan should
be studied from key plan, hull drawings, numerical control,
UCM, planning, material and production engineering to further
eliminate duplications and to improve the overall operations.
(The UCM will be explained in full detail later during the
presentation on Mold Loft operations.)

VI. PROCESS LANES EFFECT UPON COST

The process lanes committee, for several months, has been eval-
uating the process lanes concept and the subsequent effect it
will have upon the cost of the steel hull construction of the
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next contract. After much debate and analysis, the process
lanes committee established (see Figure 4) that a cost reduc-
tion of 21% in hull manhours was achievable under the propose
process lanes concept. The individual percentages which com-
prise the 21% reduction are shown in Figure 2 and consist of
the savings achievable in each area at each stage of construc
tion.

To illustrate the manhours savings which will be projected on
the next contract for a 21% reduction in hull manhours, we us
the actual. manhours per ton cost of the first vessel of the
last contract. The vessel cost figures were chosen primarily
due to the similarities of the hulls. Also, the contract is a
recent commercial vessel for which the hull construction has
been completed; thus, very little change in skill level and
facilities have occurred since construction. Under the pro-
posed process lanes concept of construction, a reduction of 2
in the hull manhour cost will be obtained through the process
lanes methods. Thus, a sizeable savings is achievable under
the process lanes concept.

As also shown in Figure 4, there are five (5) main areas that
are affected by process lane implementation. These areas will
be addressed individually. They are:

A) Area 1. Process Lanes

B) Area 2. Material Flow and Handling

C) Area 3. New Production Methods

D) Area 4. Accuracy Control

E) Area 5. Others

As each area is discussed, items will be listed that are now
cost factors that process lanes implementation will affect.
There are some items that may belong in more than one area;
however, these items will be listed in only one.

A) AREA 1. PROCESS LANES

The implementation of process lanes will allow for the clar
ification of material flow with proper flow procedures.
This will help overall production efficiency and will pro-
mote the improvement of material handling methods. Also,
the large reduction in material delays and the establishmen
of material queues, which will occur with the process lanes
concept, will reduce the idle time of workers waiting on
material, resulting in considerable manhour savings in the
fabrication and assembly areas.
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Schedules will be written and platens loaded, which will
permit material and workers to progress sequentially from
operation to operation until the product has been con-
structed and outfitted at the most optimum manufacturing
cost. The process lane will allow work functions of indivi-
dual workers to remain similar. The worker efficiency will
increase as the worker becomes more familiar with his work.
The line-balancing of each process lane will allow for the
calculation of the most economical manpower distribution,
thus allowing the evaluation of manpower reductions or
allowing for the reduction of the fabrication and assembly
time periods by allowing us to specify work areas as pro-
gressively related operations with approximately equal times
for each operation.

The process lanes concept will allow for the establishment
of a stage control system for each production area which
will allow area managers to evaluate each area on a regular
basis.

This continuous efficiency check will allow the area manager
to monitor and control each area for optimum efficiency.
Recommendations for the format of the stage control system
will be presented in the scheduling portion of this presen-
tation.

B) AREA 2. MATERIAL HANDLING AND FLOW

A projected cost savings of up to 45% in the main storage
area can be realized through the implementation of process
lanes. Process lanes will eliminate the need to send mate-
rial from pre-fabrication to storage and then to the work
center. Material flow will by-pass general storage and, in
most cases, go to smaller work centers’ storage queues. The
material flow reduction will result in a reduction in the
amount of manpower and equipment needed to perform the mate-
rial handling operation. Also, the eliminated storage area
may be developed into a productive area.

Material handling is a major cost to shipyard operations.
In many cases, it requires capital that is not working for
the production operation; thus, material handling procedures
should be established which allow shipyard operations to
work efficiency. A material control system should be devel-
oped which will insure that shipyard production is not
hampered due to the lack of required material or, for that
matter, a surplus of material. Material Control personnel
should be assigned to specific work areas responsible for
the receiving, verification, locational assignment, and the
exiting of construction material, and have the responsi-
bility of monitoring work queue buffers so as to expedite
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any material problems. Material Control personnel should
follow procedures developed for obtaining and storing
required material such that a minimum cost is expended on
the material handling function. Process lanes will allow
for the establishment of a hull work pallet system. The
palletizing system will greatly reduce the amount of mater
ial handling in the fabrication and assembly area. The
system will result in less material damage and a large
reduction in material loss. Material will be easy to loca
and will be grouped in one area, thus reducing the time
spent in material search by the field personnel.

C) AREA 3. NEW PRODUCTION METHODS

Process lanes will require the early study of piece nestin
by the Engineering Department. Proper nesting plans will
allow for greater utilization of steel and improved scrap
ratios.

with process lanes, the division of the ship into specific
units for process lane production will be required. The
Planning Department must divide the units of a ship so tha
these units can be adaptable to a particular process lane
and can be produced at optimum efficiency. Process lane
will require manpower to prepare detailed schedules of all
area activities. The cost of these area planners will jus
tify itself by the coordination of all shipyard activities
from raw material to finished product. These planners wil
prepare proper area loading schedules which will assure
proper completion times and costs. Recommendations for th
use of area planners will be elaborated in Part Two of the
presentation, which will cover scheduling.

The process lanes concept will require the elimination of
our present multi-hull cutting system and the establishmen
of a single hull cutting system. The single hull cutting
system will require more cutting time for multi-hull con-
tracts. The cost of this extra cuttig time may be offset 
the savings incurred by not having to recut material due t
mistakes or revisions. Also, the single hull cutting syst
will allow for a large reduction in cut steel storage.
Savings on the investment of previously stored material an
the excess of usable estate will help offset the cost of t
extra cutting time.

The committee acknowledges the fact that proper accuracy
controls must be established for the proper development of
process lanes. Thus, with proper accuracy controls, the
elimination of the stock on paralleled midbody sections wi
allow for the ease of the fitting activities and will resu
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in a reduction in fitting manhours. A projected savings of
9.5% in erection cost could be realized as a direct result
of eliminating stock as hull erection joints. The elimina-
tion of scribing, burning, and welding edge preparations,
along with the elimination of the double pulling in of sec-
tions, will result in considerable savings.

With process lnesj the fairing of distorted plates should be
performed by the most economical method available and in the
most economical stage of construction. The Accuracy Control
Department should issue guidelines on when, where, and how
this work is to be performed by field personnel. Process
lanes will promote the increased use of pin jigs. However,
pin jigs will require precisely curved shell plates. Stu-
dies you have seen this morning indicate that the use of pin
jigs will reduce the company’s expenditures in the fabrica-
tion of fixed jigs.

D) AREA 4. ACCURACY CONTROL

Proper accuracy control procedures is one of the most impor-
tant prerequisites to process lanes development and mainte-
nance. The implementation of proper accuracy controls
throughout the shipyard will result in a sizeable savings in
fitting manhours in the fabrication, assembly and erection
stages of construction. The amount of necessary checks in
the shipyard can be drastically reuduced by the introduction
of a system of coordinated activities which prevent the
manufacture of a product deviating from what is typically
expected.

A projected direct labor cost increase of 0.5% at the pre-
fabrication stage is anticipated to establish the dimen-
sional and accuracy control program and the documentation
necessary for anticipated cost reduction in fabrication,
assembly, and erection stages. A projected savings of up to
6.0% at the assembly stage can be realized as a direct
result of accuracy controls in preceding stages.

If pre-fabricated parts and fabricated parts are dimen-
sionally accurate, assembly work should be constructed with
appreciable savings. A projected cost savings of up to 13%
at the erection stage can be realized through dimensional
and accuracy control by the elimination of racked or dis-
torted assemblies, the reduction of internal members having
to be left loose for alignment and the subsequent welding of
same in erection.
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E) AREA 5. OTHERS

The establishment of process lanes will reduce the amount 
stored material and subsequent lost material and will allo
for the establishment of material flow procedures. These
changes, in conjunction with proper accuracy control, will
reduce the total pre-fabrication, fabrication, and assembl
remakes and result in a direct savings of material and man
hours.

If the drawing schedules precede the process lane schedule
in all Engineering Sections, the decreased number of drawi
revisions and subsequent UCM revisions will greatly reduce
the cost due to remakes. Also, the standardization of
working pieces, such as lifting lugs and padeyes as con-
trolled stock items, will greatly reduce the cost of
material and manpower to produce these items.

Thus, a projected savings of 4.0% in the pre-fabrication,
fabrication, and assembly stages is anticipated in the cos
of remakes due to the elimination of multi-ship burning,
anticipated decreases in drawing or unit book revisions, t
establishment of material flow procedures, and the standar
ization of working pieces.

With the establishment of process lanes, there will be an
initial creation of specialized platens for the manufac-
turing of different types of ship units with little or no
future platen modification; thus, platen modification cost
will be reduced. Also, since process lanes will require
detailed schedules of all area activities, it will assure
proper completion dates and may allow for a reduction in
night shift personnel.

Thus, after investigating the five (5) areas mentioned, the
committee concluded that improvement in work efficiency will 
evident throughout all stages of ship construction. Conclu-
sions show that upon the establishment of the process lanes
concept at Avondale Shipyards, with all the necessary Sup-
porting functions, that there will be a 21% reduction in hull
manhours cost and subsequent increases in platen productivity

With the development of the process lanes method, the prepari
of the unit breakdown to the lowest level of construction was
greatly defined. In order to properly identify the lowest
level of fabrication, the Hull Production Planning Department
had to completely re-vamp their unit breakdown procedures and
unit, sub-unit, and partial sub-unit numbering. Using the ne
methods of construction, the lead hull planner then prepares
the unit breakdown summary sheets. This is a detailed unit
breakdown from fabrication through erection. At the present
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VII.

time, the key drawings are used by the hull planner to prepare 
the unit summary sheet. Once this document is finished, it is
 forwarded to the Hull Engineering Section where the hull
drawings are prepared for each unit. Upon completion of the
hull drawings, a copy of each unit drawing, along with the unit
summary sheets and unit parts list, are forwarded to the Mold
Loft.

When these documents are received by the Mold Loft, the Unit
Control Manual is then prepared. These are the actual working
drawings that-will be issued to the production trades. (This
will be explained in full detail during the Mold Loft presenta-
tion.)

CONCLUSION

Gentlemen, I would like to take this opportunity to thank you
for your attention and patience. Today, I briefly touched on
the hull planning procedures at Avondale Shipyards. There were
numerous changes brought about by the process lanes method. I
would like to leave you with this phrase.

It is easy to state required changes and to justify
change. It is more difficult to bring about changes.

Many organizations resist change, sometimes quite uncon-
sciously, perhaps because of insecurity. Health organizations
welcome and actively encourage change when it is related to
sensible, long term strategy. In particular, the organization
should see itself evolving to embrace the relevant development
in ship and production technology. This careful evolution
should be seen as a function of the organization.
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COST BREAKDOWN BY HULL GROUP

I COST CENTER I
PERCENTAGE OF
MANHOURS PER TON

I 8.25% I

FABRICATION 20 .46%

I ASSEMBLY I 24.26%

ERECTION 47. 03%

100.00%

COST SAVINGS OF PROCESS LANE METHOD VERSUS CURRENT METHOD

CURRENT METHOD PROCESS LANES METHOD
COST CENTER

PRE-FAB 8.2577 .12% LESS =

FABRICATION 20.46% 3.45% LESS = 17.01%

ASSEMBLY 24.26% 5.48% LESS = 18.78%

ERECTION 47.03% 11.77% LESS = 35.26%

100.00% 20.82% LESS = 79.18%

PROCESS LANE SAVINGS BREAKDOWN

PRE-FAB FABRICATION ASSEMBLY ERECTION STORAGE

PROCESS LANES 1% 5.5% 4% 1%

F-1
MATERIAL FLOW 1% 3% 1.5% .5% 47%
NEW PRODUCT- C-1
ION METHODS 1.5% 5% 4% 9.5%
ACCURACY A-1 D-1 E-1
CONTROL -.5% 1% 6% 1 3 %  

B-1
4%

7% I 18.5% 19.577 I 25% I 47%

FIGURE NO 4
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ZONE OUTFITTING
PLANNING AND SCHEDULING

I. INTRODUCTION

A) THE ZONE OUTFITTING METHOD

The conventional method of outfitting used in the past at
ASI was designed on drawings that were concerned with whole
systems and system functions. The outfitting material was
installed, for the most part, after erection of the hull
units and after completion of the hull work, by system.

Performing the outfitting in this manner is an extremely
costly operation because of the number of people and the
amount of material required to be in the same area, at the
same time, in order to complete the work according to sche-
dule. These conditions result in poor labor cost returns
because of the condition. The scaffolding costs are also
very high because of the access needed to do the work.
Additionally, safety records are poor because of the
crowded, confined working conditions. The conventional
method is also a vastly complicated operation, due to its
being concerned with whole systems, some of which could
cover almost the entire length of the ship.

We, in Outfit Planning, recognized some good time ago that
there must be a better way to do the outfitting. We made an
effort to “pre-outfit” the hull units on the Ogden contract,
the Occidental tug and barge contract, and also on the last
two hulls of the Navy A.O. contract. This was done by
taking the existing engineering drawings which were made in
the conventional manner, by system, and “breaking” them down
to suit on-unit outfitting prior to erection. This only
proved to be moderately successful, however, due to the man-
ner in which the drawings were made. Many valuable lessons
were learned, though, by all involved in establishing our
criteria concerning what could be installed and what could
not.

Oufitting in any manner is a complicated business, consis-
ting of thousands upon thousands of details, each one impor-
tant in its own right; but, there is now a more organized
method than any that we have tried before.

The zone outfitting method, which has now been adopted and
which is currently being implemented at ASI, was developed
over a period of time by the Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy
Industries Company, Ltd. of Japan (IHI) to avoid the many
problems and higher costs of conventional outfitting.



At ASI, we have been involved with the IHI zone outfitting
method now on two contracts - three container ships for th
President Lines and a hopper dredge for Zapata. On these
two contracts, which are presently in various stages of
completion, the drawings were made, for the most part, to
reflect the zone outfitting philosophy and the outfitting
was, and is still being, performed in the manner prescribe
as best we can manage this early in our evolution. Full
implementation, we realize, will not be completed for some
time.

The IHI zone method of outfitting is an offshoot of the un
or block method of hull construction, which was to build i
place on the building ways.

In the unit or block method of hull construction, the ship
is broken up into relatively small sections which are fabr
cated and assembled remote from the erection site to pre-
clude the unsatisfactory conditions caused by on-site
building, then brought individually to the erection site f
assembling together to make up the hull.

The zone outfitting method is similar, whereas the out-
fitting components are separated into relatively small, le
complicated packages that have been designed, for the most
part, to be installed on the units or blocks at the proper
stage of their construction, away from the erection site.
The outfitting drawings, as they are now made, ignore Sys-
tems per se and concentrate in smaller areas in order to
maximize the amount of interim material that can be
installed in these smaller areas (on-unit) remote from the
building ways in safer, open areas, and most usually
requiring no scaffolding.

The remaining outfitting material that must be installed
after the units are erected follows the same principle of
relatively small, less complicated packages of material,
confined to a specific area (on board), which is not over-
crowded due to the work previously performed on unit and i
which a minimum of scaffolding is now required.

Also, following this same principle are machinery and pipe
rack packages which are components of various sytems, but
are designed to be fabricated and assembled complete with
supporting structure, machinery, piping, walkways, etc. aw
from the unit and hull assembly site, then installed either
on the hull units prior to erection or on the hull (on
board) at the proper time.

The various systems are only recognized and approached, as
such, at the stage of construction where system progress
requires assessment, such as at the beginning of testing,
etc.
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So, then, we have these advantages in using the zone out-
fitting method:

- less complicated;

- better working conditions;

- less scaffolding;

more cost efficient;

safer working conditions;

more work is complete at launch; consequently, the ship
is at the completion dock a shorter time after launch,
which enhances timely delivery or possibly earlier
delivery.

II. PRODUCTION OUTFITTING PLANNING PROCEDURE

The phrase “outfit planning” describes the planning and sche-
duling necessary to install and test and operate all the compo-
nents of a ship, other than the hull structure.

The objective of this procedure is to explain the Production
Planning effort required to develop the information, documents
and the schedules necessary to implement and accomplish zone
outfitting at ASI and, also, to show the interface between Out-
fit Planning, Hull Planning, and the Engineering Department
during this process.

A) PRE-CONTRACT

- As early as possible in the pre-contract negotiating
period, the Production Planning Department establishes
the major milestone dates of keel, launch and delivery.
After contract” signing, these dates are shown in the
Master Yard Schedule.

- Production Outfit Planning then develops the zone out-
fitting master planning schedule, which is a schedule of
schedules, activities, and events. This is accomplished
by applying dates to the standard format.

- Production Planning receives, from Advanced Programs/Hull
Technical and Design Section, updated Key Plans:
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- Contract Specifications
- Midship Section
- Scantling Plans, Sections and Details

In addition, during the pre-contract period, Productio
Planning receives relatively “fixed” contract:

- General Arrangement
- Machinery Arrangement
- Key Systems Diagrams

- The ship is then divided into large purchasing zones by
Outfit Planning for the advance ordering of material an
equipment. A date for the earliest required items is
assigned to each zone. These large purchasing zonesd a
subdivided at a later date, and then become distinct ou
fitting zones for drawing and work scheduling.

- Production Hull Planning develops the preliminary unit
arrangement, with master butts, and develops the prelim
nary pre-fabrication and sub-assembly schedule and the
main assembly and erection schedule, which are the basi
for the Production Outfit Planning and Engineering Plan
ning Sections’ early activities.

NOTE: Hull and Outfit Planning Sections must work ver
closely together during this period, so that
whatever advantages that can be gained for the
outfitting, in the manner in which the ship is
broken up, are fully utilized.

- Production Outfit Planning and the Engineering Outfitti
Sections study the Key Plans concurrently and decide
preliminarily the application of:

machinery package units;
pipe package units;
the various types of on-unit outfitting (innerbottoms
flats, etc.);
zone outfitting on board.

B) CONTRACT SIGNING

- Production Outfit Planning develops the detailed zone
arrangement and the preliminary pallet list.

- Engineering develops the Preliminary Drawing Schedule,
which is submitted to Production Planning for need date

- Production Outfit Planning develops the Master Mileston
Construction/Zone Outfitting Schedule.
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- The Hull Construction and Miestone Schedules are reviewed
by Production Operations, Production Engineering and Pro-
duction Planning, and joint meetings are held to finalize
them. Concurrent with these reviews, Engineering is
developing hull drawings and review meetings are held
between them, Production Planning, and Production Opera-
tions for further developing and finalizing the unit
breakdown. Some compromises to accommodate the out-
fitting or hull construction may be made during this
period.

(The early definition and finalizing of the unit arrange-
ment are vital to the Engineering Outfitting Section for
the making of the working drawings to meet the schedule.)

- All the schedules previously discussed are submitted to
upper management for approval and, upon approval, are
distributed to the yard.

- Unit construction plan (where and how) is finalized by
Production Hull Planning at a series of meetings with
Production Operations, Outfit Planning, Mold Loft,
Engineering, and all other interested parties.

- Outfit Planning begins publication of the Unit Outfitting
Synopsis, a brief description of the outfitting procedure
for each unit.

NOTE: After it has been decided how and where each unit
is to be constructed, e.g.: upside down on
Platen 20, then turned for weld completion, moved
to blast and paint in the upright position, etc.,
it is of the utmost importance to the zone out-
fitting philosophy that this plan be maintained
by the field. It is upon this plan that the out-
fitting plan is built, which includes the engine-
ering drawings, the assignment of pallet numbers,
and the marshaling of the outfitting material
for delivery to the site at the proper time.
Therefore, the plan should not be changed until
all the ramifications have been considered and
thoroughly discussed before the decision is made.

- The Pallet Schedule is finalized by Production Outfit
Planning and issued to the yard.

- The Engineering Drawing Schedule is finalized and weekly
meetings begin between the Engineering Outfitting Sec-
tions, Production Hull and Outfit Planning, and Produc-
tion Operations to review and discuss as they develop:
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advance design composite sketches,
the working drawings,
pallet codes and the pallet. lists of material.

NOTE: It is imperative that, during the drawing
development stage, Engineering and Production
maintain very close contact and communications

for it is during this period that the final
criteria are applied as to exactly what out-
fitting material will be installed at each sta
of construction, and the contents of the palle
are cast as final.

- Outfit Planning begins publication of the “Unit Out-
fitting Lists of Material,” and the “Zone Outfitting
Lists of Material.”

- Work orders are issued by Production Engineering, and t
fabrication, sorting, collection and packaging of out-
fitting material begins.

- On-unit and package unit outfitting begins.

- On-board outfitting begins.

- Production Outfit Planning issues the Compartment Compl
tion and the Machinery Testing Schedule, which are deve
oped from information contained in the Master Milestone

  and Pallet Schedules and from the Test Memoranda devel-
oped by the Q.A. Section of Engineering.

NOTE: This procedure is only one of many which are requir
in the process to implement zone outfitting. Each
section of the yard must also have a procedure that
is consonant with the philosophy and which dovetail
with all the others.

III. THE PALLET CONCEPT IN ZONE OUTFITTING

The key instruments for outfitting in the manner that is bein
presented here are the pallets, under whose numbers the pack-
ages of outfitting material are grouped, and which will be
explained in the following text.

NOTE: The pallet numbers with the drawing required dates are
issued to Engineering early in all jobs. The pallet
numbers that are assigned by Production Outfit Planning
for use by Engineering at this stage may be best under-
stood if the analogy is made that, the pallet numbers a
at this point “empty buckets,” because no one knows at
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this time what the “buckets” contain.
furnished them, Engineering is to fill
them to Production via the drawings.

The pallet, as discussed here, requires that
you usually think of when You hear the word.

Production has
them and return

you put aside what
which is the

familar wooden framework platform used to move material about
with a forklift truck. Pallet material, for the pallet as
defined here, may be stored or moved using a variety of
containers, including the familiar wooden platform.

For the purposes of this discussion, the pallet, as the term is
used for zone outfitting, has an entirely different meaning.

A) THE PALLET FOR ZONE OUTFITTING CONSISTS OF:

1)

2)

3)

A work package, or kit of outfitting material, that is
designed by Engineering, based on pre-established
criteria, to be installed in the hull of a ship in a
specific place and at a specific advantageous time,
during construction.

The manhours allowed for its installation. Ideally, the
pallet should require approximately 100 manhours to
install, or one week’s work for two men. (Engineering is
not being asked at this point at ASI to designate the
pallets to this parameter. Production will break the
large pallets into smaller ones to suit need. However,
in the future, Engineering is expected to be cognizant
and to pallet code the material accordingly.)

A pallet number which identifies the material and which
is both significant and unique.

The pallet numbering system currently in use at ASI was
developed by Outfit Planning, using certain well-known
yard terminology in its structure. We have used this
system with success on the two contracts previously
mentioned.

B) THE PURPOSE OF THE PALLET NUMBER AS USED AT ASI IS:

1) To identify the material it represents by labor cost
code, which allows cost collection by pallet.

2) To identify where the material is to be installed.
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C)

D)

3)

4)

To identify the material by a serial number, which all
segregation into manageable packages.

To identify the stage or time at which the material is
be installed.

THE THREE APPLICATIONS OF PALLET NUMBERS TO OUTFIT MATERI
ARE:

1) Organizing material for the hull units at their variou
stages of construction completion before they are erec
on the ways.

2) Organizing material for the various outfitting zones (
board) after the hull units are erected that form the
zones.

3) Organizing material for installation on machinery and
pipe rack packages.

ON-UNIT OUTFITTING PALLETS

1) Typical On-Unit Pallet Numbers

06-001-01S
09-001-01U
16-001-01T
07-001-01V
20-001-01J

2) Pallet Number Breakdown

a) The first two characters represent a craft labor cos
code:

- Piping .... . . . . Pipefitters
- Machinery . . . . . . . Machinists
- Electrical . . . . Electricians
- Ventilation . . . Sheet Metal Workers
- Fittings ● . . . . . Shipfitters
- Outfitting . . . . Shipfitters
- Foundations . . . Shipfitters

b) The middle three characters establish hull unit numb

001 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . On Unit One
060 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . On Unit Sixty
etc.
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c) The sixth and seventh characters establish serial
number:

01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Serial Number One
02 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Serial Number Two
etc.

d) The eighth character represents a code for the stage
of unit construction at which the material is
installed. There are five (5) stage codes:

S = To be installed on a unit sub-assembly piece
before it is joined with other sub-assemblies at
main assembly to make up the unit (prior blast and
paint).

U = To be installed at main assembly or while the unit
is at the pre-outfitting position on the platen.
Normally, while the unit is upside down and open
before closing in with shell plating, deck plating
(prior blast and paint).

T = To be installed after the unit has been turned for
welding (prior to blast and paint). Some types of
material that are installed prior to paint:

- steel piping, including valves;

- CUNI piping, including valves (except small
tubing);

- galvanized piping;

- splash plates, striking plates, doublers,
coamings;

- independent tanks;

- lifting devices, padeyes, monorails, overhead
crane rails;

electric cable hangers, collars, transit frames,
kickpipes;

- foundations, vertical and inclined ladders,
docking plugs;

- chocks, bitts, cleats, manholes, hatches, heavy
doors;

- vent spools, heavy gauge duct, heavy construc-
tion louvers.
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V = To be installed after the unit has been blasted
and painted. This stage is usually reserved fo
the installation of material and equipment that
would be damaged by the blast and paint process
Some examples are: sheet metal gauge duct, pla
tic pipe, machinery, etc.

J -= To be installed after the unit has been joined 
blocked with another unit, after blast and pain
and prior to erection.

NOTE: Every effort must be made by all sections of Engineerin
to place the maximum amount of material on the units in
all stages of their construction, so that on-board
installation is confined to an absolute minimum. This
involves great attention in design to suit the unit bou
daries and its conditions.

The ideal design would allow all work to be performed i
the down-hand position and would require no scaffolding
The reality, of course, is a compromise that asks for t
minimum of work to be performed in difficult positions,
and in which a minimum of scaffold is required.

3) General On-Unit Design Criteria, all Engineering Groups

a)

b)

c)

d)

Do not place material nearer than one foot to either
side of an erection joint. This two-foot area is
required for fitting and welding of the joint.

Study the adjoining unit structure, also, before
placing material near the allowable distance from th
joint. There may be protruding structure or equipme
that extends into the unit you are working.

Relocate material, whenever possible, that falls on 
too near an erection joint. Examples would be: fou
dations whose exact location are flexible, reach rod
operators and rods, mooring bitts, etc. Each case
must be studied individually.

Tools for the engineering of material to be installe
on the units and on board:

the Unit Arrangement (Production Planning);
the Unit Summary Sheet-Construction Procedure
(Production Planning);
structural drawings showing unit breaks (Produc-
tion Planning, Hull Engineering);
isometric drawings (Engineering).
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E) ON-BOARD OUTFITTING PALLETS

1) Typical On-Board (Zone) Pallet Numbers

- 06-M12-01X
- 07-M21-01X
- 08-M32-01X
- 09-A10-01Y
- 16-D00-01Z

2) On-Board Pallet Number Breakdown

a) The first two characters
as they did for the unit

06 - Piping . ......
07 - Machinery . . . . .
etc.

represent the labor cost code
pallets:

Pipefitters
Machinists

b) The middle three characters are the location code.

The first character denotes the main zone:

M = Machinery Spaces
A = Accommodation Spaces
D = Deck and Hold Spaces

(These main zones are now standard on all jobs.)

The second character of the location code is used
to establish the sub-zone (see zone arrangement).

The third character of the location code is used
to designate either the port or starboard side of
the sub-zone or the sub-zone in its entirety:

= starboard side
2 = port side
3 = whole sub-zone

Hence: M = Machinery Space
 Ml = Machinery Space Lower Level
Mll = Machinery Space Lower Level,

starboard side
M12 = Machinery Space Lower Level,

port side
M10 = Machinery Space Lower Level,

throughout.
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c) The sixth and seventh characters are the serial numb
 of the pallet. The serial number may be used to
divide pallets that contain large amounts of materi
into smaller packages for easier handling, etc.
Exampe: Pallet O9-M10-01Y contains 60 pieces of fabr

cated ventilation duct and 40 pieces of spi
duct. This pallet could be divided thus:

O9-M1O-O1Y - 30 pieces fabricated duct
20 pieces sprial duct

O9-M1O-O2Y - 30 pieces fabricated duct
20 pieces spiral duct

d) The eighth character establishes at what time or sta
of hull construction the material is installed and
also its priority. There are three on-board stage
codes:

Load Aboard Prior To Closing In - First Priority

To be installed prior to closing in an area wher
the existing openings will not accommodate the
material or equipment after erecting a hull unit
over alongside, etc. The weight of an item is
also a consideration, where extra effort would b
required to move the item into place, even thoug
it would fit through existing openings.

Easy Access - Second Priority.

Material and equipment that may be passed or
carried through existing openings because of its
smaller size or lighter weight. This stage code
is also used for items on open deck areas.

Final Outfitting Items - Third Priority.

This code is reserved for final outfitting items
that would not normally be installed until just
prior to sea trial or delivery (pilferables, fir
hose, portable test instruments, spare parts,
etc.). Location codes for this type of material
usually are given to the whole main zone.
Example: 06-MOO-O1Z - install throughout zone M

17-AOO-O1Z - install throughout zone A
etc.
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F) SPECIAL PALLET NUMBERS THAT ARE USED TO GROUP ASSOCIATED
MATERIAL AND COSTS TO VARIOUS EQUIPMENT

1)

NOTE:

Examples

- M/E = Main Engine . . . . . . . . . . .Pallet

Associated Items:
M/E Chocking and Bolting . . . . Pallet

M/E Sway Bracing . . . . . . . . . . . . Pallet

M/E Spare Parts . ..... ● ... Pallet

- B/R = Boiler . . . . . . . . ● ..... Pallet

Associated Items:
Smoke Indicator Piping . ● . . . Pallet

Safety Lifting Gear . . .. . . ● . Pallet

etc.

One of the main features you should not
pallet system concerns the organization
This organization allows the control of

#07-M/E-O1X

#07-M/E-O1Y

#16-M/E-O1Y

#17-M/E-O1Y

#07-B/R-O1X

#06-B/R-O1Y

#07-B/R-O1Y

miss in the
of the material.
people through

the scheduling of the pallets. The workman cannot work
out of phase, which usually lessens the effectiveness of
others involved, if he does not have the material. The
material is controlled and, thereby, the people in the
system are controlled.

The significance of this fact is pointed out in a foot-
note in the “Product Work Breakdown Structure” publica-
tion, “In Japan We Have To Control Material Because We
Cannot Control People.” (Y. Mikami to L.D. Chirillo,
June, 1980)

IV. CLOSING REMARKS

It is now possibly clear to you that the zone outfitting method
is a highly organized and methodical approach to integrate the
outfitting of a ship with its construction and erection. There
are many advantages in the system that are inherent and not
readily apparent, but of which you will become aware once it is
decided to implement the system. In closing, allow me to
briefly cover some of the innovations that have been introduced
since inception and the effects of them on the yard.
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A) ENGINEERING PLANS        

1) Drawings are made to suit unit construction and the uni
construction schedule. This establishes a realistic
schedule for engineering. It is very easy to see where
the “tight” spots are and the man loading required to
meet the schedule. Piping arrangement drawings are mad
to cover multi-units with a separate P/D and L/M bookle
for each unit. Pipe down through two inch is developed
and below that is dimensioned on the arrangement. Ther
is no “field run” piping except small tubing. The
material in the L/M and pipe pieces in the P/D are pall
numbered and coded to the proper stage.

Ventilation arrangement drawings are made to cover
multi-units with a separate L/M booklet for each unit.
Each piece of duct is numbered on the arrangement and a
material, includng the duct pieces, are numbered and
pallet coded in the L/M.

Outfitting section drawings cover multi-units and list
the material by pallet numbers. Additionally, painting
information is listed for each item and also the weight
of the finished assembly. Most of their drawings are
organized in a manner that allows separation of the
fabrication from the installation sections, so that the
workman only sees what is necessary for his work, if so
desired.

Mechanical Section drawings, also, follow suit (reach
rods, exhaust piping, cargo pump installation, etc.) wi
multi-units in the arrangement and a separate listing b
pallet number.

One principle that has been emphasized to Engineering i
all our policy discussions is, “Production does no mate
ial take-off from the drawings.” They have responded
admirably and, to date, have made great progress in con
forming.

2) It must be pointed out that making the drawings, in the
manner required to suit zone outfitting, requires a muc
greater effort and expenditure “up front” in Engineerin
than was necessary previously. The drawings are more
difficult and, therefore, more time consuming.
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B)

1) Fabrication

a) Now geared to actual need

b) Shop level loading easier

c) Material storage problems

2) Installation

dates.

to plan and execute.

are less.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

On-unit at the proper time and attitude (down hand,
etc.).

On-board at the proper time, in a

Working conditions are better and

Management has better control.

more orderly fashion.

safer overall.

Better physical progress assessment at any given point.

More cost effective.

3) costs

a) Easier to monitor.

b) Easier to manage.

c) Easier to pinpoint individual performance.

d) Easier to gauge overall performance.

e) Better and more accurate feedback to Estimating on
what the job actually cost.
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A1-Service Desk -

A2 - Boat Deck -

EXAMPLE C







A.

B.

C.,

D.

E.

F.

18'6" BHD, Is BASE PLT.

UNIT PASSES THROUGH OUTFIT AREA IN TWO SECTIONS, MN, DK, SECTION
& LONG'L BHD, SECTION, NOTE: TRUNK SECTION ASSEMBLES  ON PLATEN
23

OUTFIT SUB ASSY’S

(1) MN. DK. SECTION
A. HATCHES, ETC.
B. TIME REQ'D 2 DAYS

(2) LONG'L BHD. SECTION
A, FIELD RUN PIPE
B, INCL, LADDERS, (FWD, BHD,) FDNS.
C. TIME REQ’D 2 DAYS

(3) TRUNK SECTION
A. GRATING, ETC, NOTE: FOLD BACK FLAT AGAINST TRUNK BHD. W/

B, TIME REQ’D 1 WEEK DURING  ASSY,

MOVE TO MN. ASSY. & JOIN DK. & BHD.

MOVE TO END OF PLATEN (NO TURN)

OUTFIT
(1) COMP. INSTALL PIPE
(2). TIME REQ'D 5 DAYS

PRIOR TURN AFTER & BLAST AND PAINT

G. OUTFIT
(1) BOMDSTRAND
(2) TIME REQ'D 2 DAYS

H. TURN UNIT AND INSTALL PRECOATED TRUNK & BRKTS.

1. OUTFIT
(1) VERT. LADDERS, ETC.
(2) TIME REQ'D 1 WEEK DURING GRAND ASSY.

J. TOUCH UP PAINT

K, ERECT

E X A M P L E  F
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DESIGN ENGINEERING INTERFACE FOR
PRODUCTION PLANNING AND SCHEDULING PRESENTATION

I. INTRODUCTION

- Yesterday you heard the presentation on Hull and Outfitting
Planning for Zone Outfitting; today Engineering, in the time
allowed, will provide a “thumbnail sketch” of the impact of 
zone outfitting on its operation and procedures. As will be
explained in the brief presentations which follow, Avondale
Engineering has had to change the type and method of prepar-
ation of much of the documentation it prepares in order to
accommodate the implementation of IHI shipbuilding technol-
ogy at Avondale Shipyards. In reviewing engineering oper-
ating practices and procedures, the goal was always to
change only what had to be changed so that the impact of the
move to zone outfitting could be cushioned as much as pos-
sible with things familiar. For example, only two Engine-
ering Sections underwent slight reorganization. The Mechan-
ical Section added a “Machinery Package Group” to handle the
entire development of machinery package units, and the
Engineering Administration Section added an “Operations Ser-
vices Group” to handle the lifting arrangements required by
Production so that outfitted structural units could be
lifted with safety. Avondale Engineering has demonstrated
that zone outfitting can be absorbed into the design organi-
zation without the need for violent internal reorganization.

Because design development under zone outfitting proceeds
unit-by-unit rather than system-by-system, the engineering
work effort must be accomplished in an earlier time frame
than is the case, utilizing conventional design methodol-
ogy. The earlier the start that Engineering has, the better
the chance that all required engineering work will be com-
pleted at start of pre-fabrication. To this end it is most
desirable that engineering work start prior to contract
signing, if at all possible. This can be done through a
“letter of intent” arrangement or through some other means,
but the owner, as well as the shipyard, will reap benefits 
for money spent during the “pre-contract” phase. If a
“pre-contract” start is not possible, the engineering effort
must commence immediately upon contract signing. In either
case, potential problems will come to light at an early
stage, the chance for timely material procurement of long
lead items will be enhanced, the shortened building period
that zone outfitting offers will be protected and initial
regulatory reviews can be conducted early.

Pre-contract engineering effort should include work on
mechanical system diagrams, weight estimate, longitudinal
strength, hydrostatics, tank capacities, bon jeans curves,



intact trim and stability data, loading conditions, damag
stability evaluation, wake survey, resistance and self-
propelled tests, electric load analysis, electric one-lin
diagram, vent system development and duct opening, as wel
as the development of procurement specifications on long
lead material items such as main propulsion engines, dies
generators, cargo oil pumps, anchor windlass, steering gea
etc.

During the pre-contract phase, a constant dialogue must be
maintained between Engineering and Production concerning
such areas as preliminary unit definition, identification 
construction method, the establishment of outfitting zones
for purchasing and the preliminary assignment of machinery
package units and pipe racks for main deck. This dialogue
which begins during pre-contract is essential to the suc-
cessful implementation of zone outfitting techniques and
must continue throughout contract design development and
construction. In fact, the major beneficial “fall out” of
the implementation of zone outfitting at Avondale has been
the renewed spirit of cooperation between the Engineering
and Production organizations.

You heard yesterday about the importance of planning and
scheduling for the Production Department in the implementa
tion of zone outfitting. Good planning and scheduling tec
niques are just as important for the Engineering Departmen
in order for zone outfitting to be successfully imple-
mented. This is due to two major factors: (1) more
drawings are required than with conventional design tech-
niques, and (2) the drawings must be produced in a much
shorter period of time than with conventional design tech-
niques. Avondale’s Engineering Planning and Scheduling
Section works with the Technical Engineering Sections to
establish drawing schedules and material procurement sche-
dules and then monitors these schedules weekly, reporti
the results to Engineering Management.

Thus far, Avondale Engineering’s implementation of zone ou
fitting techniques has been most satisfactory. By and
large, the problems encountered are many of the same ones
which plague the engineering effort utilizing conventional
design techniques -- lack of vendor information, lack of
industry standards, customer changes, etc. However, with
zone outfitting the consequences of these problems are mor
acute than with conventional design techniques. The philo
ophy that must be adopted by an Engineering organization 
that is going to implement zone outfitting techniques coul
be condensed into the following key items:

- START ASAP - before contract signing, if at all pos-
sible, you will need all the time you can get.
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- COMMUNICATE - with Production from the start.

- MATERIAL SPECIFIED AND ORDERED ASAP - have vendors
ready to go upon contract signing - the sooner you
issue purchase orders, the sooner you’ll get vendor
information required for drawing development.

- PLAN & SCHEDULE ENGINEERING WORK - with all the
drawings you’ll have to do and the short amount of
time to do them, you’ll need a good plan and a good
schedule.

- REMEMBER TO MAKE IT HAPPEN - with zone outfitting, you
won’t have time to sit around and wait for the “other
guy” to call you - if you need something, push until
you get it.

The following sections are brief presentations on the way in
which Avondale’s Engineering Sections have been affected by
the implementation of zone outfitting.

II. NAVAL ARCHITECTURE AND HULL STRUCTURES

A) NAVAL ARCHITECTURE

- Since the introduction of zone outfitting at Avondale, the
Hull Technical & Design Section which handles the Naval 
Architecture function, has shifted the majority of its
work effort to a much earlier time frame within the con-
tract period. The primary reason for the shift is the
fact that zone outfitting requires the Hull Technical and
Design Section to produce structural drawings called “Key
Plans.”

Simply stated, Key Plans are very detailed scantling plans
which show the entire overall structural envelope of the
vessel and detailed information of all decks, frames,
bulkheads, stringers, flats and shell plates. The Key
Plans must also incorporate major interfaces from all
Engineering disciplines (e.g. foundations, vent trunks,
large penetrations, etc.). By having these Key plans, all
Engineering and Production Departments can proceed with
their planning and drawing preparation using a common
drawing. Therefore, by design, the Key Plan must be 
available to all departments very early within the con-
tract period so that the accelerated IHI drawing issue
schedules can be met.
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In order to issue the Key Plans early, support tasks tha
are used to develop the Key Plans must be completed soon
than under conventional systems. Scantling plans, damag
stability studies, hull girder strength calculations,
fairing and finite element studies must all be completed
prior to issue of the Key Plans. The early comletion o
these support tasks assures that major changes to the v
sel will not occur after issue of the Key Plan, thereby
avoiding cascading disruptions of all subsequent work.

Aside from the Key Plans, the next major impact of zone
outfitting on the Hull Technical & Design Section has b
the added responsibility of loading and maintaining the
computer data base used in the entire phase of developm
and construction of the vessel under contract. This da
base allows drawings to be prepared from computer con-
trolled drafting machines and, ultimately, for steel to 
marked and cut by computer controlled burning machines.
The information contained within the data base must be
developed and loaded to the faired hull form created
during the line fairing process. Under the conventional
system, the Mold Loft had the responsibility to load and
maintain the data base once fairing was complete. How-
ever, since the Hull Technical & Design Section was
loading the data base with “Key Plan” information, ASI
management decided that the remainder of the hull loadin
should be accomplished by the same department so as to
avoid any duplication of work.

This new job function has created a good deal of daily
interface with the Production Department and the Hull
Technical & Design Section. Before zone outfitting, the
Mold Loft communicated with Engineering through the Hull
Structures Section. It is also envisioned that the Hull
Technical & Design Section could become involvd directly
with field problems once the yard begins to cut steel on
ASI Job C1-15 (Exxon Product Carriers). This added role
of the Hull Technical & Design Section will eventually
define both design and production problems so that futur
designs can circumvent these problems, thereby reducing
overall cost and construction time.

B) HULL STRUCTURES

- Prior to the introduction of zone outfitting at Avondale
the hull structural drawings were developed and presente
to the Production Department utilizing a system-by-syste
approach. The drawings were developed presenting the
decks as a system, the shell as a system, the web frames
as a system, and so on. We can think of these various
structural components as systems of the hull envelope.
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The system-by-system approach presented the entire shell,
deck or longitudinal bulkheads to the Loft, from which the
various structural units had to be extracted. The
system-by-system drawings did indicate the unit breaks or
erection joints, but the individual unit’s demarcation
lines and extent was not so easily discernible gra-
phically. Additionally, the system-by-system approach
required the user to possess other system plans in order
to obtain the knowledge of all of the components of a
particular unit. Many reference plans were necessary.

- The greatest influence that zone outfitting had on the
functions of the Hull Section was in the development of the
hull structural plans.

Zone outfitting introduced four (4) major ideologies
regarding methodology for producing the structural
drawings. :

1.

2.

3.

4.

The structure would be developed and presented unit
by unit.

The individual units would be developed from a Key
Plan rather than a rough scantling plan. The Key
Plan conceptually is a more complete scantling plan
delineating secondary structure to a more detailed
level. 

The structural drawings would have their respective
unit’s various components identified by a designa-
tion system that was keyed to the intended con-
struction sequence or stages for that particular
unit.

Each unit drawing, or yard plan as they are
referred to, would be accompanied by a complete
accounting list of material for that unit, known as
a Unit Parts List.

ASI still maintains the obviously required system
drawings, such as the rudder support system, mooring
system, and anchor handling system. Their development
methodology has essentially remained unchanged under the
zone outfitting concept. 

Standards - The adoption of zone outfitting has led to the
creation of a large number of standardized structural
details. The adoption of standardized structural details
has led to uniformity in configuration and application.
Repetitious detail requirements are simply referred to the
standards.
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Some standardized notations, where certain letters of th
alphabet singularly, or in combination, are assigned
certain meanings, are used in the yard plans. These sta
dardized notations are directly tied to ASI’s Standard
Structural Details.

- Symbolic Logic - The next area where the adoption of zon
outfitting has had an influence is in the use of symboli
logic. Prior to zone outfitting, ASI structural plans
utilized symbolic logic to some degree. Now, the use of
symbolic logic has increased significantly. Symbolic
logic is now employed to denote mold line side, dimen-
sioned side of member, stock allocations, etc. In the
future, additional symbolism will be utilized in an effo
to further standardize repetitious meaning or intent, an
thus reduce wording or graphic presentations on the
plans. The attending cost saving is an obvious initiati
factor.

- Unit Parts List - The next area, where the adoption of
zone outfitting has a significant influence, lies in the
decision to create a document known as the Unit Parts
List, or UPL. Essentially, the UPL is a document that
accounts for all the pieces in a unit. In addition to
accounting for every piece, the pieces are presented to
the user in the order of ascending stages of constructio
grouped into the various partial sub units, sub units, a
pieces required for both the assembly and erection stage
of construction. The UPL is an accounting system that
presents its information in the same order as a document
produced by the Production Planning Department, the “Uni
Breakdown Summary Sheet.”

The UPL is constructed from the “Unit Breakdown Summary
There are additional items of information that

are contained in the UPL. These additional items of
information are notations to the Loft as to what pieces
require “lofted” dimensions, what pieces require stock,
what pieces require special attention in the lofting and
manufacturing stages, etc. The UPL will be used at the
various work stations.

It is envisioned that the UPL will be a baseline documen
that can be used by other groups or departments in the
Production Establishment for such functions as material
accounting, sorting, routing, storage, etc.

- Penetrations - Penetrations in structural components, du
to piping, ventilation, mechanical and electrical
routings, are presented in the yard plans when those pen
trations fall into either one of two categories: penetr
tions requiring structural reinforcement, and those that
can be cut by numerical burning.
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Until the advent of zone outfitting, only the penetrations
that required structural reinforcement were shown. Zone
outfitting has provided for earlier identification of
system routings, with the attending benefit of being able
to include those penetrations into the yard plans.

Process Lanes Integration - As mentioned earlier, under
the discussion of the Unit Parts Lists, the concepts of
process lanes have been incorporated into the yard plan.
The notations for the various structural components,
designating them as sub units, partial sub units, combined
partial sub units or just individual pieces to be left
loose until assembly or erection, are a function of the
area or location of their manufacture.

This designated manufacturing location is one of the basic
concepts of the Process Lane principle. The yard plan
notations are obtained from the Unit Breakdown Summary
Sheet prepared by the Production Planning Department. By
knowing the meaning of the process lane coding notations,
one can determine the location of manufacture of a partic-
ular structural component.

Interface between the Hull Section and the Production
Establishment can be broken down into two (2) broad
types. The first type of interface is one which is neces-
sary for the accomplishment of Hull Section responsible
work. This type of interface is termed primary inter-
face. The second type of interface is one which the Hull
Section engages in, in order to assist other entities to 
accomplish their assigned tasks.  This type of interface

is termed support interface.

Primary Interface - The primary interface between the Hull
Section and the Production Establishment lies mainly in
the information that the Production Establishment provides
to the Hull Section prior to, and for use in, preparing
the yard plans. This primary interface provides informa-
tion for three (3) distinct “systems” which appear on the
yard plans:

a. Ship Erection Breakdown
b. Plate Edge Preparation
c. Ship Unit Construction Method

The three (3) above mentioned “systems” are governed by
production considerations, and the need to accommodate
production techniques and methods. The three (3)
“systems” and their interaction profile with the Produc-
tion Establishment will be briefly reviewed.
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dates provide the Hull Section with the necessary informa-
tion for the development of the drawing schedule which in
turn delineates the required order of drawing development.

Secondary Interface - The secondary interface between the
Hull Section and the Production Establishment exists
primarily in providing the Production Establishment with
information on Hull Section responsible material and
providing the Production Establishment with yard plans and
shop drawings in the case of systems such as mooring,
anchor handling, etc. For example, discussions with the
Machine Shop Superintendent are carried on during the
development of the rudder support system in order to
appraise the shop of specific engineering requirements as
well as receive information on manufacturing limitations,
procedures, requirements, etc.

With regard to the yard plans, the Hull Section is in
constant communication with the Mold Loft during the
Loft’s development of the Unit Control Manuals.

III. MECHANICAL

- GENERAL

The concept of producing zone outfitting type drawings for
the various mechanical systems requires a new design philos-
ophy and requires that the Mechanical Section change its

  method of developing drawings. This change increases the
engineering time required to produce the vessel’s design,
but should be offset by the manhour savings which can be
realized by Production.

We will touch on the major engineering/design effort
required by the Mechanical Section and try to briefly show
the differences between traditional mechanical design and
design incorporating zone outfitting.

- SCOPE OF THE JOB

The scope of the engineering required for any job is put
into definition by formulation of the plan schedule required
for that job. Traditionally, this has been easily obtain-
able by the Mecahnical Section at the beginning of the con-
tract, since engineering drawings were system oriented. The
plan schedule developed provided an early and fairly accur-
ate definition of the job.
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However, with zone outfitting, most Mechanical Section
drawings are not system oriented but rather are unit or zo
oriented. After a unit breakdown is made by Production
Planning, the Mechanical Section must determine its drawin
breakdown by units. Time must be spent for advanced plan-
ning in order to define what systems are contained in
various units. This is accomplished with a comprehensive
advance planning program for system routing.

At ASI, the Mechanical Section has implemented what is
called “Advance Design Composite Study” (ADCS). ADCS’s ar
produced by top designers taking the functional system-
diagrams and making a schematic one line routing of the
systems on scaled arrangement drawings. When the designer
are routing the systems, they must insure that the routing
shown is realistic and can be obtained. The ADCS is great
improved if the designer has good scantling drawings and
major equipment drawings. A well thought-out ADCS by top
designers will completely define the scope of the job.
Then, from the ADCS, a realistic plan schedule for Mechani
cal Section drawings can be obtained.

It should be noted that as the zone outfitting method is
being developed at Avondale, the Engineering scope of work
is constantly being changed as Production realizes addi-
tional information they require on the drawings. This has
made it difficult at times to estimate manhours required fo
drawing completion. As both Production and Engineering at
Avondale become more familiar with zone outfitting, this
problem of expanding work scope should be minimized.

- COMPOSITES

Development of detailed composites has changed from the
traditional development methodology as follows:

- The breakup of the composite area follows the unit
breakups rather than the traditional level breakups.

- Development of the composites is done basically unit-by-
unit in lieu of system-by-system. The proposed routing
which has previously been determined on the ADCS’s is
followed as closely as possible.

- ARRANGEMENT DRAWINGS

Since Production personnel are outfitting small pieces of
the ship which are basically unrelated to the ship as a
whole, arrangement drawings are done unit-by-unit with
accompanying lists of material done unit-by-unit in lieu of
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the traditional system-by-system. In addition, all material
and pipe spools must be coded to the unit, so that Material
Control can palletize the material and deliver it to the
unit outfitting site.

Following is a list of problems which had to be overcome by
the Mechanical Section in the implementation of zone out-
fitting as it relates to arrangement drawing preparation:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

The total quantity of drawings is increased which
increases the basic burden of interface control,
drawing handling and distribution.

A system change which would have only affected one
drawing in the traditional design may now cause revi-
sions to many arrangement drawings and associated L/M’s
and pipe spools.

Additional detailing is required in dimensioning the
drawing, since such traditional items such as frame
lines and ship’s centerline may be non-existent on 
particular drawings.

Since finished painting is part of the zone outfitting
philosophy, all pipe spool drawings must contain the
internal and external coating requirements which are
dependent on system and location.

Designers must be more aware of each system’s require-
ments, since many systems are involved in each unit
drawing. Materials can be easily confused since many
diagrams must be used for one drawing. There can be no
system specialist designers.

Designers must be aware of which materials can be
installed at various stages of construction (e.g.
fiberglass piping cannot be installed before blasting
without damage).

The system arrangement must be developed to be compat-
ible with the method of fabrication for a particular
unit (e.g. if a unit is fabricated with a bulkhead
facing down, pipe should not be routed on the underside
of that bulkhead if at all possible).

- PACKAGE UNITS

Engineering has organized, within the Mechanical Section, a
Package Unit Design Group. This group is responsible for
the complete design of all Machinery Package Units,

structure, outfitting, instrumentation,
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painting, label plates, etc. Having this design in one
group insures the integration of all design facets. This
method also simplifies the development of the Machinery
Space Composites, since a package unit becomes a “mini-
composite.”

PIPING RACKS

As much as possible, ASI tries to rack piping on structural
frames which then can be installed as one complete assem-
bly. The Mechanical personnel responsible for the piping
racks are also responsible for the detailing of the rack
structure in order to insure integration of structure and
piping.

COMPUTER AIDED DRAFTING

ASI is presently developing a computer aided drafting syste
with Lockheed and IBM known as CADAM. A pipe spooling pro-
gram is presently being used to improve the accuracy of the
pipe spools and increase productivity.

MATERIAL PROCUREMENT

Material procurement must be done at a very early stage of
the contract for all systems due to the possibility that th
first unit planned by Production for zone outfitting may
have contained within that unit a small portion of many
systems. Therefore, in order to have material in time for
Production’s needs, advanced ordering of material must take
place. Advanced ordering of long lead material is done fro
the complete ADCS’s, rather than the functional schematic
diagrams, since a more accurate material take-off can be
obtained.

All material on systems is coded to coincide with actual
fabrication and installation sequence. This requires close
working contact with Production personnel.

VENDOR INFORMATION

In order to do worthwhile advanced planning, vendor informa
tion is required at a much earlier stage in the contract.
This is required for feasibility of equipment hook-up and
determination of any problems with the physical location of
the equipment. Also, the arrangement of certain systems is
dependent upon individual manufacturers.



IV. OUTFITTING

- GENERAL OVERLOOK

As a result of the implementation of zone outfitting, Out-
fitting Engineering has had to undergo a significant
change. It’s not that Outfitting Engineering had to create
new data, but that the old data had to be expanded and
placed in different order on the drawings and, in some
cases, additional details developed in order to support the
zone outfitting concept.

The major impact of zone outfitting on the Outfitting
Section is the pallet system of material numbering for
handling and routing. Following is a more detailed view of
the various changes which Outfitting Engineering had to
undergo in order to implement zone outfitting.

- PALLETIZING SCHEDULES AND PALLET NUMBERS

The assigning of material to “pallets” has caused Outfitting
Engineering, like all Engineering sections, to generate
material lists broken down for one unit (or “pallet”) at a
time and to provide the field with a list of all units
(pallets) which may be covered in the drawing. Generally,
this has been handled by adding schedules of pallets
included and for material per pallet to the drawings.

- UNIT DIVISIONS IN LARGE DRAWINGS 

The Outfitting Section’s large drawings had to be broken
down into unit books to accommodate zone outfitting. On
some drawings, such as walkways which extend into more than
one unit, it is necessary to provide “fit-up” details to be
used when the units are assembled into the hull form.

- METHOD OF DIMENSIONING DRAWINGS
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“Datum lines” and “nearest structure” type dimensions, in
lieu of the conventional off-centerline and off-frame dimen-
sions, had to be utilized on drawings. This problem was
common to all Engineering Sections.



- PILE-PLANNING OF DRAWINGS

Pre-planning of drawings, while not new to Outfitting
Engineering, has assumed a much more important role. It
provides an efficient method of pin-pointing potential pr
lem areas and provides a vehicle for communication within
the Engineering Department which is more effective than w
the case with the conventional method of drawing developm

SEPARATION OF FABRICATION & INSTALLATION INFORMATION

Because more and more Outfitting material is coming to th
assembly site in a “finished” or “package” state, the nee
for fabrication information at the assembly site has grea
diminished. As the workmen at the assembly site become m
and more “installers” and “handlers,” their need for inst
lation information supersedes their need for other types 
information. This has lead to a natural separation of th
two types of information (fabrication and installation) o
the drawings.

While the need for more information and planning increase
the Engineering effort, this is expected to be more than
compensated for by savings in Production time. A spin-of
of this development is the possibility of increased reuse
details for future jobs and easier standard development a
application.

- ADDITION OF WEIGHT INFORMATION

With much more material being added to the units before th
are assembled one to another, the weight of the added Out
fitting material becomes an important factor in unit hand
ling. It has, therefore, become necessary to indicate the
weight of the Outfitting material (sub-assemblies) on the
drawings.

- MISCELLANEOUS

The use of automated equipment for material control, pal-
letizing schedules, and generation of work orders, while n
part of zone outfitting per se, are logical extensions of
the system and in themselves generate changes to Outfittin
Engineering procedures. Standard raw material catalogues,
sub-assembly concepts and sub-assembly parts lists are amo
some of the items that have had to be developed.
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The learning curve, unit “break recognition, the frustration
factor of suddenly finding that the “old way” is not good
enough and the increased time and degree of difficulty in
drafting and checking in the new procedures, all combine to
produce a need for re-education of engineers, designers and
drafters; a need which is continuous as we become more
familiar with the new methods.

v. ELECTRICAL

- INTRODUCTION

The impact of the Electrical Engineering implementation of
zone outfitting primarily concerns wireway design changes
and changes in the list of material format for deck plans
and isometric wiring diagrams. Most electrical equipment
and cabling is installed during the “on board” phase of zone
outfitting. This is necessary to insure that the electrical
components are not subjected to adverse factors such as
weather, sandblasting, dust and paint spray, during the
early stages of zone outfitting. Electrical equipment 
installed “on unit” tends to be concentrated on vendor
supplied module packages and shipyard built machinery
package units.

- WIREWAY DESIGN

Wireway design is well suited to modular construction tech-
niques. The wireway hangers are made of steel and can,
therefore, be phased in with the orderly erection of a unit
during main assembly prior to blast and paint. In designing
the wireways for “on unit” installation, ASI has experienced
an increase in design time of approximately 50 percent due
to the increased level of detail required for modular con-
struction as opposed to the manner in which wireways have
historically been designed.

Using the zone outfitting concept, wireway arrangement
drawings are segmented by unit number to allow the produc-
tion foreman to identify exactly which hangers are in each
unit. The list of material is broken down by unit to show
the number of hangers of each type required. Each type of
hanger is detailed. For zone outfitting, the number of
hanger types can be in the hundreds. Each slight variation
of one hanger from another generates a new hanger detail.
The end result of the additional detailing is to generate a 
unique piece mark number for each hanger which can then be
entered into a computer program for tracking purposes by
Production Planning and Management.
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The fabrication and installation of wireway non-watertigh
collars is an area where zone outfitting has made a signi
cant contribution. Using the traditional manner of colla
fabrication, the production foreman obtained dimensions f
hole lists and then had the collars constructed by a spe-
cialist in his Electrical Department. Before installatio
of the collars in the bulkheads, the holes would be burne
out by the layout crew utilizing dimensions provided by t
hole list. In zone outfitting, the production field crew
work effort is reduced considerably. Collars are standar
dized to a limited number of commonly used sizes.

Early in the design of the vessel, dimensional informatio
for numerical hole cutting by automatic burning machines 
provided to the Mold Loft. This allows the holes for the
wireways to be accurately cut by the automatic burners
during the erection of the unit in main assembly. Effec-
tively, the electrical field production crew’s responsi-
bility for non-watertight collar fabrication and installa
tion is reduced to simply obtaining the pre-made nonwater
tight collars and installing these collars in precut hole

- DRAWING FORMAT CHANGES

To facilitate zone outfitting, the formats of electrical
deck plans and isometric wiring diagrams have been revise
to include additional unit construction information. Pre
viously, these drawings depicted
the body of the plan with a list
total quantities for the materia

the electrical system in
of material which listed
l distributed throughout 

drawing. For zone outfitting, these same drawings now ha
leader lines in the body of the plan which segment the sh
into the various zones. Also, the front of the drawing h
a table above the title block which flags for cursory
drawing reviewers that the drawing contains material whic
must be installed in any of twelve different stages of co
struction; such as, during subassembly on unit, or before
closing in on board. As a further aid, the title block
itself identifies the ship zones affected by the electric
system shown on the drawing.

The list of material for deck plans and isometric drawing
is sub-divided by the pallet codes associated with each u
or zone. Under each pallet code is listed the electrical
material contained on the drawing which will be installed
a particular unit or zone. An exception to this techniqu
of material listing is the listing of cable quantities.
Cables are summarized at the end of the list of material
with no reference to any particular unit or zone. The
reason for this apparent anomoly is related to the manner
which cable is handled and installed in the shipyard.
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Cables are purchased, stored, and transported to the work-
site on reels. As the cable is being installed, the elec-
trical crew cuts the length required for the installation
from the reel. The Production foreman coordinates the over-
all cable installation to minimize cable waste. Since cable
is expensive- and is a long lead item for procurement, cable
footage must constantly be monitored. Therefore, to
identify specific cable lengths in each pallet would not
contribute to a more efficient, less costly installation.

- PACKAGE UNITS

Machinery package units constructed by the shipyard require
coordination during the design phase of a job to insure that
all devices belonging on the package unit are installed
during assembly of the package unit. Typical electrical
devices which are installed on the package unit are motors,
motor controllers, pushbutton stations, solenoids, sensors,
and heat tracing cabling. The locations of these devices
are established by the package unit designers with inputs
supplied from the various Engineering disciplines, including
Electrical. Particular attention is paid to electrical
equipment and cabling which will be installed on tanks, that
are a part of the package unit, to insure that the proper
provisions have been made for foundations and cable studs.
Since the tank will be fully constructed and tested before
it leaves the package unit shop, any welding to the tank
exterior in the field would result in damage to the tank
interior coating and require the tank being retested. In
some instances, the machinery package unit is designed
before certified drawings are received from the electrical
equipment vendors. To minimize the disruption to the
package unit design, the size of devices such as motor
controllers and pushbutton stations is estimated based on
previous experience with the particular equipment. Also, by
using motor control centers, many of the vagaries of motor
controller sizes are eliminated as the controllers would
then be part of a motor control center remote from the
package unit.

On the main deck of the Exxon Multi-Product Carriers,
presently being designed at ASI, there are a number of pipe

rack package units. As an integral part of these pipe rack
package units are a number of wireways. In the past, wire-
ways were provided for the main deck based on capacity
requirements of the wireways at various points along the
main deck. This technique allowed wireway sizing to proceed
in the early stages of the ship design without the knowledge
of exact locations of equipment on the main deck. It was
left to the production foreman to run local runs of cables
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from the wireways to individual pieces of equipment scat-
tered around the main deck. Since the pipe rack package
units are essentially complete when installed on the ship,
exact locations of main deck cabling must be known much
earlier in the contract to allow the wireway development to
be complete on the pipe rack package units. This requires 
significant increase in the work effort of the wireway
designer since he must now determine exact locations of
electrical equipment and provide small branch wireways to
this equipment from the main wireway runs.

- FEEDBACK FROM APL JOB

Feedback from the electrical production crew in our yard in
their working with zone outfitting indicates that the prob-
lems have been minimal. Misalignment of wireways between
units has not occurred  to any appreciable extent. Where it
has happened, the production crew has repositioned  the han-
gers at the unit break point to allow a smoother transition
of the cables through the wireway from one unit to the
next. Another area where some dislocations of equipment ha
occurred is the positioning of equipment in units which do
not have the ship’s centerline in the unit. In these units,
it is necessary to measure locational dimensions of equip-
ment from the nearest substantial structure. The Electrica
Section, as well as other Engineering  groups, have attempted
to alleviate this problem by providing dimensional informa-
tion of equipment in these units from the nearest substan-
tial structure, as well as from the centerline of the ships.
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OUTFITTING
PLANNING AND SCHEDULING

I. INTRODUCTION

As a result of IHI technology implementation of
scheduling at ASI, certain changes to Mold Loft
required (see Graph No. ML).

The following (Graph No. 1 ML) depicts the flow
through the Mold Loft operation.

planning and
procedures were

of information

The areas which are shaded represent those functions which have
been influenced by IHI technology at Avondale Shipyards.

With assistance from IHI personnel, a Mold Loft Planning Group
was established. The need for this group was necessitated by
the amount of data flowing through the Mold Loft from other
departments. From the Engineering Department came drawings,
unit parts list, material list, and computer data base informa-
tion. From the Steel Department we receive screened material
list and material transfer list. The Production Planning
Department sends to the Mold Loft unit schedules, unit summary
sheets, and hull unit jig designations.

Previously, this information was processed by the group leaders
and parts programmers. Because of this, there was a lack of

  continuity in our Mold Loft output due to different evaluations
by these individuals of how and where parts should be produced.

Now, the Mold Loft planners, equipped with standard planning
procedures, direct the Mold Loft operations and the results are
consistent and accurate information released to the field.

Some of the duties of the Mold Loft planners are as follows:

- Review all documents for any errors, omissions or inconsis-
tencies and feedback and resolve any deficiencies.

- On the unit parts list, Mold Loft processing information
required for each part will be noted such as numerical con-
trol part, templates, declevity, servograph, roll, knuckle,
etc.

- The planner will gather all information from reference
drawings and “red pencil” on Engineering drawings such
information as datum lines, stock, bevels, tangent line, and
any other information needed by the programmer or loftsman
which does not appear on that drawing.



- Notes shrinkage factor to be used by programmer and loftsman
at each stage.

- Indicates where steel tapes are required and assigns tape
numbers.

In conclusion, it is believed because of the Mold Loft plan-
ners, the loftsman and programmers will become much more effi-
cient in their work and will forward to the field documents
information thatlwill be accurate and consistent in its for-

and

mat. This will result in increased productivity and reduced
cost during construction.

PLANNING AND SCHEDULING

On previous contracts, the Mold Loft workload was scheduled
and furnished to the Production Department on a unit-by-unit
basis. Numerical control burning information, as well as
conventional Mold Loft templates, came together on the day
on which the unit was scheduled to be processed as per the
Planning Department schedule.

Presently, the Mold Loft must schedule its workload to the
pre-fabrication level.
construction

This requires that for each stage of
- Pre-Fab (PC.), Fabrication (P.S.U.), Sub

Assembly (S.U.), Main Assembly (M.A.), and ‘Erection - a
level loaded schedule must be produced to control the Mold
Loft efforts to meet the schedule requirements. No longer
can the Mold Loft schedule their work to the unit level.
The prime rea.on for this type scheduling performed today
was the implementation  of the process lane approach to con-
struction. Similar hull parts routed to work stages which
required level load scheduling of these stations causes com-
ponents within a particular unit to be processed at diffe-
rent times; thus, Mold Loft information must be produced to
accommodate level loaded process lanes.

UNIT CONTROL MANUAL

Another aspect of Mold Loft work effected by process lane
concept is the production of "Unit Control Manuals." As was
the case with numerical and conventional loft information,
the U.C.M. must now be produced and scheduled stage by stage.

Although the U.C.M. will be discussed in great detail at a
later seminar, I will briefly discuss the subject.

The Unit Control Manual (U.C.M.) is a document associated
with hull work only, produced by the Mold Loft from Hull
Engineering drawings. This document is designed to address
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each stage of construction, pre-fabrication (cutting list),
fabrication (partial sub-units), sub-assembly (sub-unit),
main assembly and erection (see Graph No. 2 ML through Graph
No. 10 ML).

The objective of the U.C.M. is to give to the worker at each
stage only the information he “needs to know” to perform his
work task. The format used on the U.C.M. documents does not
require the worker to access any other information to do his
job. It allows the worker to work accurately and quickly.
The simplicity of the instructions on the U.C.M. drawings
releases the supervisor from drawing research and allows him
more time with his workers. This will improve both quality
of work and productivity.

The productivity of U.C.M. drawings is performed with an
integrated SPADES/CADAM system. Parts from the SPADES data
base are pulled upon a CADAM tube, additional information
added from CADAM standards file, then the drawing is plotted
by a versa-tex plotter for reproduction and distribution to
Production.

C) STEEL TAPE SYSTEM

To maintain continuity across units during the construction
stages and to assure the accuracy of layout work, Avondale
has adopted the use of “steel tapes” as a measuring medium.
These steel bands are provided for all stages of ship con-
struction. They relieve the production worker of conven-
tional measures and eliminate costly errors in misread
dimensions. Since the same information is used over a
number of units, more consistency in construction becomes
possible.

The steel bands are produced on a specially built table,
housed in the Mold Loft. Computer data provides the lofts-
man with accurate information for structural locations such
as:

1) shell longitudinals

2) seams

3) deck longitudinals

4) sight edges

5) frames locations
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6) girder locations

7) expanded girths, transversally, and longitudinally

These locations are marked with a steel scribe on the ban
and appropriately labeled. Expansion for steel shrinkage
also included. Each tape is uniquely identified by a num
assigned at the Mold Loft planning stage.

U.C.M. documents guide the workers by indicating where an
which steel tapes are to be used.

D) PIECE NUMBER SYSTEM

Also affected by the process lane implementation was the
hull parts piece number system. With assistance from IHI
Avondale established an entirely new twelve (12) digit hu
piece number system. Each hull part receives a unique pi
number; this piece number also identifies the routing of
that part through the different work stages.

Perhaps it should be noted that in order for the piece nu
bering system to be effective in its routing mode, each
piece must be considered at the production planning stage
The hullwork production planner, therefore, must record o
the unit summary sheet the stage of construction each pie
will be used (see Graph No. 11 ML).

After many meetings and countless hours, we feel the fina
version is a visable piece numb ring system that will
satisfy our shipyard’s need.

E) LINE HEATING

A method of heating steel plates in lines, rather than co
ventional furnacing of plates, has been developed by IHI.
It is very effective and works on sound scientific princi
ples.  It can be used to move and mold steel into many
shapes. Proper application of line heating can produce
rolled, twisted, and compound shaped plates, or any combi
tion of these. It is a science that takes workers time t
become efficient with.

The Mold Loft provides roll templates with sight edges sh
(usually made at frame lines) with a plane established
approximately normal to the roll axis, with a sight line 
the declevity angle the template will be held at the plat
The roll set portion gives the desired transverse shape.
The plane gives the amount of twist. The sight line (or
thread line) gives the amount of compound shape. A plate
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II.

F)

has the correct shape only when the roll sets fit the plate
completely at the prescribed declevity, the plane is sighted
to be a good flat plane, and the thread or sight line is
straight.

A similar method is used to twist formed longitudinal.
This will be used on members that require excessive force to
pull twist them in the field.

To date, Avondale has used the line heating method to form
145 shell plates. The results are very encouraging. The
average cost of the 145 plates, line heat vs. furnace
forming, is about equal. However, this has been a learning
and training phase and expectations are that this cost will
reduce considerably with time (see Graph No. 12 ML).

Using the heat forming method, the entire cost of solid
steel jigs used in forming furnaced plates has been elimi-
nated. The cost of these jigs is usually 3 to 4 times the
actual cost of forming; therefore, savings is considerable.
Further intangible savings have been realized at the assem-
bly stage of construction due to the accuracy of the line
heat formed plates.

THE KEYLINE METHOD OF MARKING LAYOUTS FOR CURVED SHELL UNITS

To assure accuracy of the curved shell units, we have inte-
grated into our Mold Loft the IHI method for checking nume-
rical control or manual layouts on curved shell units built
in a solid or pin jig. This method of verification is
called the “Key Line Method” by IHI.

The Key Line Method has been tested by ASI on units in solid
and pin jigs. The results were very favorable and the
method received well by the field personnel. The benefits
expected from “Key Line Method” will be accurate layout to
insure continuity of members and seams and accurate cutting 
of the shaped units periphery which will produce faster and
cost efficient erection of the shaped areas of the vessels.

IHI TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

A) IMPACT ON PRODUCTION ENGINEERING

1) Process Lanes

With the implementation of process lanes concepts at
ASI, certain traditional production engineering poli-
cies and procedures will be impacted.
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a> Labor Cost Coding - The process lanes concept of
categorizing hull structure into "like" or
"similar" kinds of work and in setting aside
specific work centers to accomplish each of the
categroeis of work, allows the production
engineer the flexibility to establish a cost code
system which will be compatible with the specific
work center and the specific category of work
that the center will accomplish.

The new cost code will, in effect, make each work
center a “cost center," thereby enabling manage-
ment to observe work center efficiency, as well
as monitor job cost. The concept of scheduling
the same category (type) of work to a specific
work/cost center opens up a new spectrum of cost
collection and analysis.

In the past,
struction,

with "module" or "unit" type con-
our labor cost coding system was

designed to provide detailed returns regarding
actual direct labor cost for ech unit or module
construction and became, to some degree, unman-
ageable due to the quantity of work orders
required and issued. The new concept will now
provide for direct labor cost collection by cate-
gory of construction at a given work/cost center
for a predetermined or scheduled period of time.
The new result will be considerably fewer work
orders to accomplish the same amount of work amd
a much more manageable system. Cost returns on
work orders under this system will be sore accu-
rate, providing a sound basis on which to develop
and refine labor rates and standards.

b) Operational Savings - Operating costs for the
Production Engneering Department will be consi-
derably less. The need for fewer work orders
denotes the need for less people, or the option
to reassign responsibilities to other productive
effort. Fewer orders in the field or shops
become more manageable in terms of production
engineering effort to monitor the activity, thus
producing greater production engineering effi-
ciency. This, in turn, can free the production
engineer to devote more time to develop resources
in other areas.

The cost savings also "dominos" into other
departments. The Data Processing department has
fewer work orders to process and maintain, thus
eliminating the need for people or, again, the
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option to re-assign. The manufacturing superin-
tendent or shop department head also in turn has
less paperwork, reducing the need for ancillary
people who might otherwise be needed only to pro-
cess the paper and not be directly involved in
active production work.

For purposes of comparison, when considering the
average numbers of work orders prepared and
issued to the field under the old system for
basic hull construction, we note the following:

Old System (Actual) New System (Projected)
8,700 (4 ships) 2,530 (3 ships)
2,175 per ship 843 per ship

This represents an approximate 61% reduction in
paperwork effort.

c) Pre-Outfitting Efficiency - The process lanes
concept appropriately addresses the pre-
outfitting activity by setting aside a special
process lane or specific work/cost center for
installing “on unit” those outfitting pallets of
material that lend themselves to installation in
a unit or module prior to erection of that module.

The effort impacts the Production Engineering
Department (as well as other Engineering and Pro-
duction manufacturing departments) by reducing
the need for the quantity of work orders prepared
under the old system. This, again, has the net
result of providing for more efficient, cost
effective production engineering within the Out-
fitting Section of the Production Engineering
Department. 

A more detailed review of the overall concept
will be presented in another conference in the
fall of this year.
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“MOLDLOFT OBJECTIVES”

oMOLDLOFT PLANNING & SCHEDULING

oDEVELOPMENT OF UNIT CONTROL MANUALS

oDEVELOPMENT OF STEEL LAYOUT TAPES

oDEVELOPMENT OF NEW PIECE NUMBER SYSTEM

oDEVELOPMENT OF LINE HEATING

oDEVELOPMENT OF “KEY LINE METHOD’’ LAYOUT

























KEEL PLATE AND SIDE SHELL PLATE AROUND STERN FRAME.
A.P.L. - UNIT #46 & UNIT #106
THESE PLATES WERE APPLIED LINE HEATING METHOD INSTEAD OF
TRADITIONAL BENDING METHOD.

I.H.I. RECOMMENDS THAT
JIGS SHOULD BE APPLIED

PHOTO 1

ALMOST ALL PLATES TO REQUIRE THE FORMING
LINE HEATING METHOD EXCEPT SPECIAL CASES,
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MATERIAL CONTROL
PLANNING AND SCHEDULING

I. INTRODUCTION

Material Control is one of the most important functions for
shipbuilding. In this heavy indqstry, material costs account
for about 60% to 70% of all the shipbuilding costs. Therefore,
the material cost directly affects and may increase interest
payable, handling cost, storage area, as well as the disruption
of the production schedule and the cost of the material. The
fundamental targets for material control are the saving of
these undesirable surplus costs.

It is felt that the application of the IHI technology will
greatly implement cost savings through material control at
ASI. These cost savings are not necessarily to be realized in
the Material Control Department itself, but throughout the
various crafts served by the Material Control Branch.

In the past, the basic rationale for the listing, requesting,
procuring, receiving, and issuing of material was on a system
basis, as compared to the new technique of unit, zone, and
sub-zone method employed today. The basic physical control of
material is enhanced by this new technique in that it presents
smaller increments of material to be handled with much less
storage time on site in the field.

Historically, material handling by the Material Control Section
at Avondale does not include the handling of raw steel. This
is handled by the Steel Control Section. Material handled by
the Material Control Section is categorized into the following
areas:

- Pre-Fabricated Steel

- Fabricated Pre-Outfitting Items (such as Manholes, W.T.
Doors, Deck Fittings, Foundations, etc.)

- Raw Piping Material-Input to Pipe Shop

- Fabricated Pipe Details from the Pipe Shop

- Warehouse (Purchased) Materials



A) PRE-FABRICATED STEEL

Prior to utilizing the zone outfitting and process lanes
technique, virtually all pre-fabricated steel moved from 
Plate Shop to interim storage at the fabricated steel sto
age area. Under the new concept, the reverse situation
occurs in that only a small portion of pre-fabricated ste
moves into the fabricated steel storage area for interim
storage, with the vast bulk of material moving directly t
the work queue storage areas.. This is possible as a resu
of detailed process lane schedules based on the Volume an
quantity of work for each process lane. 

Those items of pre-fabricated steel that will continue to
flow from the Plate Shop to interim storage will be neste
plates from the numerical control burning machines that m
have the tabs cut and then be palletized.

The pre-fabricated steel listed on the UCM’S for PSU’S,
sub-units, and units will, in general, be tracked through
the Plate Shop and the work platens by the supervision of
the shop and the platens. It will not be tracked by the
Material Control Group. This is a change from former pra
tice. It is felt that due to the IHI concept of categori
tion of units and the timely scheduling of events coupled
with a direct flow, that significant cost savings will be
affected here.

An overall material marshalling plan has been generated t
accomplish the total logistics for recording, expediting,
palletizing, and delivering the various categories of mat
ial to the process lanes.

In the case of pre-fabricated steel, a contingency has be
built in to this plan to allow marshalling to proceed in 
orderly manner, even if the process lane schedules are
delayed, perhaps by inclement weather, and thus result in
the process lane work centers falling behind the Plate
Shop’s pre-fabrication schedule.

In an average week, pre-fabricated material for fourteen
(14) sub-units must be issued to the process lanes. By
reviewing the various units to be fabricated, the size of
the storage grid, or process marshalling area, can be
readily determined. Unit 67, a double bottom unit, was
selected as a large unit for this purpose. This unit wil
require a grid 20’ x 53’.
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Since there is a requirement for fourteen (14) units per
week, a three (3) week delay contingency was plotted with
the result that forty-two (42) grids would require an area
approximately 200’ x 275’, including a burning and sorting
area.

The point to be made here is that even with this built-in
contingency for three (3) weeks schedule interference, the
size and scope of the storage requirements is overwhelmingly
reduced in physical size and the capability to track the
material is vastly simplified due to the new techniques
being employed.

I wish to breifly review for your benefit one of the view
graphs presented yesterday, to demonstrate the effectiveness
of this stream-lining of pre-fabricated steel flow. The
present method of producing and moving pre-fabricated steel
from the shops and platens to interim storage requires hand-
ling approximately 9,174 pieces per week as opposed to 6,571
pieces per week, and requires 177 moves per week as opposed
to 119 moves per week, or a reduction of 28.4% in pieces and
32.8% in moves.

In evaluating all facets of this movement study, a savings
of approximately 30% in the handling of pre-fabricated steel
material will be realized due to the implementation of the
process lane concept.

The much smaller quantity of pre-fabricated steel that will
continue to flow to interim storage, primarily nested
plates, will be controlled by utilizing the UCM in a manual
mode as opposed to formerly using the unit books.

B) FABRICATED PRE-OUTFITTING MATERIAL

Fabricated pre-outfitting items, such as foundations, lad-
ders, W.T. doors, etc., were formerly fabricated in entire
jobsets, thus creating many material handling problems, such
as requirements for physically large storage areas, much
double handling with normal attrition taking its tool with
resultant loss, or damaged material and possible deteriora-
tion due to long term storage in the weather.

The process lane concept, with its thrust for level loading,
will dictate a new approach in this category of material.
With few exceptions, fabricated pre-outfiting items will not
be fabricated in entire jobsets, but instead will be con-
trolled in smaller groupings compatible with short term
scheduling needs. This will very effectively eliminate most
of the handling and storage problems presently encountered.
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C)

In the former method, some fabricated pre-outfitting item
moved directly from the fabrication shop to the jobsite,
whereas, now, all of this material will move to interim
storage for palletization by unit, or zone, thus necessi-
tating more overall line items to be handled by Material

Control. The cost of this small additional volume of pieces
to be handled will be greatly compensated for by the redu-
tion in remakes and resultant loss of time in the field when
work is not completed due to the need for remakes.

The control of this material will be accomplished on a pal-
let basis for each hull. Requirements for pallet loading
will be obtained from the unit and zone outfitting losts
prepared by the Planning and Scheduling Department.

By utilizing this method, Material Control will be in a
position to effectively expedite this material through the
shops, using the pallet release date minus a two to four
week lead time. Formerly, this expediting effort was
lacking and thus, with a much more clearly defined manage-
ment system, greater cost savings can be accomplsihed.

RAW PIPING MATERIAL INPUT TO SHOP AND FABRICATED PIPE
DETAILS FROM THE PIPE SHOP.

Fabricated pipe details are presently being implemented for
fabrication in our semi-automated Pipe Shop. The engine-
ering and shoip fabrication effort will be driven by a
CADAM/COPICS EDP program. While the vast detail involved in
this system for enhancing the engineering and fabrication
effort is the subject for a separate discussion, I would
like to review the impact of the process lane concept on 
material control aspect of this operation.

Under the old system of outfitting procedures, the Mechan-
cal Section of the Engineering Department would produce a
pipe detail drawing for each piping system. This P.D.
drawing and its attendant L/M gave the Material Department
both shop fabrication and “on ship”installation information
which had to be separated. When the Material Department
received the P.D. and L/M lists from Engineering, it,was
necessary to do a material take-off on each P.D. to deter-
mine which materials were “shop load” and which were to-be
installed “on board.”

With the new unit/zone outfitting procedures, the Mechanical
Section of the Engineering Department produces a pipe detail
drawing for each unit. These drawings include all shop fab-
ricated piping within the confines of the unit, and each is
assigned a pallet code. All of this information is input 
COPICS for scheduling through the Pipe Shop. From this
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information, a weekly load list is produced containing all
materials for the P.D.’s that are scheduled to be built for
that week. This list of material is reviewed by the Mater-
ial Control Department to determine if all materials are on
hand. Since only parts of systems and, in fact, only parts
of units are fabricated weekly, a manual material take-off
would be very impractical. The computer generated material
listing makes this procedure unnecessary. 

The procedures followed under the old system-oriented method
for issuing materials to the Pipe Shop was triggered by the
production work order. One work order was written to sche-
dule a whole piping system of fabricated pieces through the
shop at one time with only a tentative start and complete
date. When this work order was received at the Material
Department, the material take-off that had been made earlier
and kept current with any revision was reviewed and material
requisitions were written for all materials on hand at that
time. Before releasing any material to the Pipe Shop, how-
ever, it was necessary to confer with the Pipe Shop superin-
tendent to determine if the shop load was such that this
material could be accommodated at that time, since shop
loading was not considered in the overall schedule. If it
was determined at that time that the Pipe Shop could handle
the system in question, the Material engineer released the
material requisitions to the Warehouse for issue and, at the
same time, sent a copy of all shortages listed against that
system to the Pipe Shop for information and to the Expedi-
ting Department of Purchasing for action. The Warehouse
would then fill all the material requisitions and send all
the material available to fabricate the whole system to the
Pipe Shop. All materials not on hand were assigned to the
“deliver on arrival” category and sent to the Pipe Shop
whenever they arrived. If, after consultation with the pipe
superintendent, it was decided not to fabricate the system
due to shop loading or overloading, the material requisi-
tions were held by the Material engineers-until called for
by the pipe superintendent.

The system for issuing materials to Pipe Shop under the new
“shop management, unit outfitting" procedures is somewhat
reversed from the old method. After reviewing the material
listing from Data Processing’s detailing all materials
required for one (1) week’s shop loading, the Material 
engineer determines those P.D.’s for which 100% of the
required materials are on hand. These P.D.’s are then
released via a CRT in the Material Control Department and
become available for fabrication on the scheduled date.
This information is fed to Production engineers so that work
orders can be written only for those P.D.’s released and to
the Pipe Shop so that the materials and the P.D.’s to be
built will coincide. As with the old system, material
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requisitions are then written to the Warehouse for issue t
the Pipe Shop. The materials sent to the Pipe Shop will b
separated by categories, such as flanges, elbows, reducers
etc., for ease of machine station loading in the Pipe Shop
P.D.’s that were scheduled during this time period, but no
released due to a lack of material, are reviewed each week
and released to the Pipe Shop when the material arrives.

The storage and issuing of finished pipe details under the
system type method presented the Material Department with
many handling and record keeping problems as can be seen
from the brief system overview discussed below. As pipe
details were fabricated in the Pipe Shop with perhaps
several systems being built at one time, they were sent
directly to the fabricated pipe storage yard where they we
off-loaded on to other trailers depending upon the coating
required; or, if no coatings were required, palletized,
stored and located in a manual locator system. As coated
pipe details were returned to the storage area, they too
were palletized, stored at random and recorded. This resu
ted in one system being stored on many pallets in many loc
tions. When the installation work order was written, it w
to install the entire system over a rather long period of
time. Of course, it would be impractical to issue all the
P.D.’s for an entire system at one time; so, what usually
happened was the installing foreman would call for P.D.’s 
he needed them. This resulted in taking the appropriate
P.D.’s from a pallet containing other P.D.’s, in effect,
double handling nearly all P.D.’s The length of time the
P.D.’s remained in storage often caused other problems suc
as deterioration, damage, or loss.

Today, pipe details are received from the Pipe Shop as the
are built and off-loaded to the various coating ares much 
under the old system. However, each P.D. is now pallet
coded and placed into a metal container with only P.D.’s
designated for that particular pallet. Since the Pipe Sho
is building to a much shorter schedule due to the fewe
P.D.’s required in a unit as compared to a system, P.D.’s
remain in storage a relatively short time. When all P.D.’
required for a pallet are received and ready for installa-
tion, the metal containers are banded and only await the
scheduled installation date to be issued. Obviously, this
method will result in a smoother flow of fabricated parts 
the building areas, along with a reduced amount of handlin
by the Material Department.
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D) WAREHOUSE (PURCHASED) MATERIAL

Waehouse, or purchased material other than piping, is still
for the most part purchased on a system, or group basis, but
allocated against unit and zone areas. This material is
received and stored in material family groupings by job and
purchase order number.

Working with the unit and zone pre-outfitting lists, this
material is palletized at the Warehouse by craft. In con-
junction with the fabrication and erection schedules, this
material is then delivered to the work site.

By way of summation, the total logistics of material flow to
the unit and zone concept, under the process lane technique,
has been embodied in our material marshalling plan. This
plan essentially establishes four (4) physically designated
marshalling areas. The overall effort is then monitored and
coordinated so that materials from the various areas will
arrive in a timely manner to form a complete material pack-
age. This coordinated effort represents a big improvement
over the former “system method.”
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ACCURACY CONTROL
IN THE SHIPFITTING DEPARTMENT

I. INTRODUCTION

A) GENERAL

The primary goal of Accuracy Control in the Shipfitting
Department is the development and implementation of proce-
dures that enhance the construction process of completed
ship units so that they will, within prescribed tolerances
and with a high degree of predictability, coincide with all
design dimensions and details, thereby minimizing the amount
of rework on units at the time of erection. Secondary goals
are the development and implementation of procedures that
enhance the burning process of individual pieces and the
construction processes of sub-units and partial sub-units so
that they will, within prescribed tolerances and with a high
degree of predictability, coincide with all design dimen-
sions and details, thereby minimizing the amount of rework
in the sub-assembly, main assembly and final main assembly.

These goals are achieved through a three-fold effort:

1) Checks

2) Controls

3) Statistics

These efforts should have a dual impact: the improvement of
immediate work and the improvement of future work (see Fig.
1-1) . Although these are distinct and separate activities,
they are so thoroughly interrelated that any one cannot be-

effectual without the involvement of the other two.

B) CHECKS

Checks are utilized for three primary purposes:

1) The isolation of specific problems that present
demand for controls.

a

2) The monitoring of construction to insure that:



c)

D)

E)

a) proper controls are being utilized

b) controls are, in fact, effective

3) The monitoring of construction to assist in the min
mizing of human errors.

CONTROLS

Controls are employed for the sole purpose of enhancing
existing work practices. Control might be called the magi
word in Accuracy Control, but it is, in reality, the magic
word in any type of endeavor. The most necessary prerequi
site for success in any venture whatsoever is a predictable
end result. It is control that makes an end result predic
able, whether that control be over Personnel, Machinery,
Systems, or even Yourself. A lack of control means liter-
ally that something is “out of control," resulting in a ver
poor degree of predictability.

STATISTICS

Statistics may be divided into two categories:

1) The development of statistics that are applicable to
shipfitting work throughout the ship.

2) The development and maintenance of statistics applic
able to a specific unit. In other words, a unit his
tory.

COORDINATION OF ACTIVITIES

The coordination of these activities is graphically dis-
played in Figures 1-2 through 1-5. Figure 1-2 indicates
that without the utilization of an Accuracy Control Program
a poor product is the predictable end result, both for imme
diate and future work. Figure 1-3 indicates the implementa
tion of checks. Checks alone cannot improve the end pro-
duct. Figure 1-4 indicates the development and implementa-
tion of controls in addition to checks. This results in an
improved product for immediate work but develops slight
potential for the improvement of future work. Figure 1-5
indicates the results that may be expected with the imple-
mentation of a well coordinated Accuracy Control Department
utilizing checks, controls and statistics.
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The results from this are not only a good product in the
immediate work nor the potential for a good product in the
future work, but the potential has also been developed for
improved design concepts, improved engineering concepts and
improved production concepts.

The amount of time spent on each of these three distinct but
interrelated activities will vary widely, contingent upon
many factors such as the stage of development of the
Accuracy Control Department or the complexity of the work at
hand. In the early stages of the development of an Accuracy
Control Department, it is likely that checks will be the
single most important activity. Initially, the checks are
necessary to develop a cognizance of all the problems that
are at hand. As these various problems are recognized and
evaluated, controls may then be developed and implemented to
alleviate the problems. As the work progresses and the
effect of controls becomes pronounced, the need for checks
should begin to taper off until ultimately it is used prima-
rily as a monitoring procedure. Similarly, in the early
stages of development of an Accuracy Control Program, a very
considerable amount of time will be utilized in the develop-
ment of generally applicable statistics. As these statis-
tics are evaluated and utilized in the development of con-
trols, the need for statistics will also tend to taper off.
The maintenance of unit histories must be a continuing 
effort.

II. OUTLINE OF ACCURACY CONTROL ACTIVITIES

A) CONTROLS

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

B) CHECKS

Control Lines, Control Points and Backside Marking

Burning Procedures

Uniform Shrinkage Factors

Construction Procedures

Erection Procedures

Construction Aids

1) Measuring Procedures

2) Mathematical Checking Systems
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3) Forms For Reporting

4) Establishment Of Unit Profiles

C) UNIT HISTORIES

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

Engineering

Mold Loft and Numerical Control

Plate Shop

a) Burning

b) Panel Line

Structural

Shipfitting

Welding

Handling

Miscellaneous
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2.1 Controls

A.

B.

C.

D .

E.

F.

Control Lines, Control Points and Backside Marking

Burning Procedures

Uniform Shrinkage Factors

Construction Procedures
Erection Procedures

Contruction Aids

2.2 Checks

systems

D. Establishment of Unit Profiles

2.3 Unit Histories

A.

B.

c.

D.

E.

F.

G.

E.

Fig 2-1
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ACCURACY CONTROL AS AN INTERFACE
OF PRODUCTION PLANNING

I. GENERAL

Although all activities of an Accuracy Control Program are
interrelated to Production Planning and the effectiveness of
such activities is positively correlated to the stage in the
work process in which such activities are planned and imple-
mented, in some areas of activities this interrelationship is
much more pronounced. In the time available today, we will
briefly explore some of these activities with an emphasis on
the profound effect that they can have on an end product. The
Accuracy Control Program at Avondale Shipyards was started
early in the production of a contract to build three A.P.L.
Container Ships and, to date, the activities of the department
have been restricted largely to the A.P.L. Contract. All of
the following have been developed while working on that con-
tract. Three areas of activity have been selected to discuss
at this time, not because they are necessarily of any greater
importance than other activities but, rather, because they more
graphically illustrate the advantages that can be derived from
the functions of a well coordinated Accuracy Control Program.

Time does not permit a detailed analysis of these procedures.
Today we will only attempt to touch on the highlights of the
procedures and advantages to be secured from them with more
extensive details deferred to later discussion.

II. CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCES

It is probable that the most immediate and most positive
improvement that can be achieved in the work process is through
the development and implementation of well conceived fitting
and welding sequences. This is quite likely a valid assumption
in that the complete lack of such established sequences can
virtually negate all other improvements. Dozens of such con-
struction sequences were ultimately developed for use on the
A.P.L. Contract. A typical unit has been selected for minimal
elaboration at this time.

Unit #7 is a fairly typical innerbottom unit such as is likely
to be found on most ships of contemporary design (see Fig.
3-1) . Three major areas of heat introduction, in the form of
welding, present the potential for building in stresses or
actually deforming this unit:



1. butt welds;

2. vertical welds, floors to girders;

3. welding of loose shell longitudinal.

Since this unit was built upside down and the tank top was
delivered to the platen fully welded with all longitudinal
stiffeners fitted and welded, it in no way contributed toward
any deformation of the unit. The longitudinal girders were
delivered to the platen with the floors immediately outboard
already fitted and welded. This then necessitated fitting of
all girders and attached floors to the tank top, the fitting o
all floors to girders immediately inboard of them, the fitting
of all loose shell longitudinal and the fitting of all shell
plating to girders, floors, longitudinals and to the tank top.

Each of these areas of fitting presented a very distinct poten
tial for deforming the unit. No formal construction sequence
whatsoever was utilized in the building of Unit #7 of Hull 1.
Figure (3-2) is a profile that was developed from that unit,
shown to a scale of 1/8” - 1’ - O" athwartship and full scale
vertically. A crown in excess of 5/8” developed on this unit.
Other similar, but larger, units developed crowns up to 7/8”.

Various attempts were made to minimize this deformation inclu-
ding the building in of a reverse crown, but most of these
efforts tended to be ineffective (see Fig. 3-3). Utilimately,
a detailed construction sequence was developed and implemented
(see Fig. 3-4).

This procedure isolated and controlled the three basic problem
areas: butt welding of all shell plates, welding of all floors
to girders, and welding of all loose shell longitudinals. The
procedure in no way minimized the heat introduction but only
permitted it to shrink the components in such a manner as to
minimize the potential for deformation. The resulting unit on
Hull 3 was virtually flat (see Fig. 3-5).

The deformation of such units as innerbottom Unit #7 resulted
primarily from the introduction of heat, in the form of
welding, at the shell plate side of the unit while the tank top
of the unit was totally restrained by prior fitting and
welding. This resulted in horizontal movement in excess of
5/16 of an inch on the shell plate side of the unit. Since the
tank top side of the unit was restrained and not permitted to
move, the crowning of the unit was the unavoidable result.
This result is both predictable and calculatable as is shown on
accompanying calculations which will be elaborated on in detail
in later discussions.
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The entire construction sequence was developed to permit a uni-
form movement of the components of the unit, thereby precluding
the possibility of deformation.

III. CONTROL LINES, CONTROL POINTS AND BACKSIDE MARKING

Early in the production phase of the A.P.L. Contract, it became
evident that accurately located control lines on a unit would
be advantageous in both the building and erection of the
units. Figure (3-6) shows the layout of control lines on a
typical tank top unit. The buttock is used for setting the
unit athwartship and the frame line is used for setting the
unit longitudinally. For this procedure to be practical, these
lines must be located with unvarying accuracy. To enhance the
potential for a high degree of accuracy, future contracts will
incorporate these lines into the Engineering Drawings and Panel
Line Sketches that are used for building flats, decks, bulk-
heads, etc.

IV. CONSTRUCTION AIDS

Many tools may be developed to assist the Shipfitting Depart-
ment in completing accurately built units, but perhaps the one
of the greatest practical value is the erection joint tape bat-
ten. These battens indicate proper position of all structurals
at erection joints. Where utilized properly and in conjunction
with other procedures, it is possible to locate such structu-
ral within a tolerance of one quarter inch or less. This pro-
cedure has proven itself so effective on the A.P.L. Contract
that on future contracts battens will be developed at all erec-
tion joints.
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Main Assembly Construction Sequence

1.

2.

3.

Lay down tanks top panels on platen.

Hang girders to which floors have been previously fitted and welded.

Fit girders to talk top. (2’ -0” fwd. and aft. of each frame should
left free of tacks) 

Level unit. (Tack to platen w/clips)4.

5. tank top)Fit  floors to griders  (Do not fit floors to

Weld all floors to griders, backsstepping four

Fit floors to tank top.

times.

7.

8. Flat weld all girders and floors to tank top.

9. Fit all stifeners, collars, brackets, clips, etc. at tank top.

stage of construction.
10. Weld stiffeners, collars, etc., at tank top.

Note: No piping to be installed prior to this

11. Hang and fit all loose shell longitudinals.

12. Weld clips or collars at shell longitudinals.

13. Hang and fit shell plate nearest to centerline of ship. (It this is
a blanket, fit entire blanket, tacking to floors, girders and longi-
tudinals)

Hang adjacent shell plate.

Weld shell plate butt.

Repeat procedure prescribed in item #14 for each of remaining shell
plates up to extreme outboard plate.

17. Hang extreme outboard shell plate. If shell longitutials fall  under
this plate, fit as previously described. Otherwise fit shell plate
to floors, utilizing weldinig clips.  (Do not fit to floors) Do not
fit to tank top at this time!

shell plate butt.

Fit shell plate to tank top.

shell plate to tank top.

right side up and finish fitting at shell.

floors, girders and longitudinals and backgouge and weld butts

20.

21.

Flat weld

22.

23.

Flat weld

Check ends of all girders and longitudinals for proper alignment with
adjacent units. Fair if necessary.

Fig 3-5
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DISTORTIONS OF UNITS

For the simplicity of discussion, we analyzed the unit in the form
of a simple beam (see Fig. 4-1 and 4-2). Using a standard W36 x 194
beam, we derived the following comparison: the distortion from
welding can be compared to simple beam action when the beam is
loaded with a uniformly distributed load.

From the AISC Handbook on simple beams with uniformly distributed

maximum deflection in the vertical direction

load in kips/inch

length of the beam in inches

modulus of elasticity (30 x 106 PSI)

moment of inertia in inches to the fourth.

1 = 480” and I = 12,100 in4 for a standard
W36 x 194 shape, then:

We can easily measure the horizontal deflection, but the vertical
deflection is more difficult to determine and is very important. To
determine the vertical deflection that would occur as a result of
the horizontal deflection, we need to derive some more formulas.

Horizontal deflection"
described by the following formula:

P = the force in the shell

A = cross sectional area of the plate

1 = length (varies with the size and amount of tack
welds)

E = modulus of elasticity.



Since stress “ 6 “

then EQ. I becomes

EQII

but

Where:

so: EQIII

M =

= P/A

moment

distance tO the neutral axis

in terms of the hori-
zontal deflection "
equation:

By equation IV

To prove this equation we substituted the values we used in
the max equation into our equation IV.
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When: w = .5k/in

c = 17.61 in (steel handbook)

1 = 480”

E = 30 x 106 PSI

I = 12,100 in4

This compares with our earlier results of 15/16” in the equation
for max. 
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LONG TERM SCHEDULES

I. INTRODUCTION

The training began in October, 1981, with an indoctrination of
the pinciples of process lanes as described in Phase I of the
process lanes theory. Upon completion of the indoctrination,
the training turned toward the development of long term sche-
dules.

The schedules and the system of methods used to produce them is
yet another spoke in the wheel that will be a total production
system. The theory behind the schedules is very simple.  They
are based on the actual production efforts and the facilities
used in the production effort. The next step was to apply this
theory to the principles of process lanes applicable to Avon-
dale Shipyards.

The goals set forth by the schedules are realistic because they
are based on facilities available and a calculated period of
time to accomplish each task required for proper and accurate
completion of all units.

The first step is unit breakdown and categorization. Process
lanes require the units of a vessel to be divided into catego-
ries based on their size, shape, weight and method of construc-
tion. Categorization of hull components is required primarily
by the Production Planning Department and later by the shop
planners. This will assist them in basic and detailed planning
and scheduling and establishing material flow. Categorization
also allows us to determine where partial sub-unit and sub-
units will be fabricated and help determine time required for
construction. To accomplish this, the hull has been divided
into six (6) basic types. They are as follows:

TYPE I - FLAT PANEL UNIT

These units are comprised of panel line components and
assembled on a flat surface as the base of the unit; how-
ever, it is not limited to strictly panel line components.
This flat surface can be a deck, innerbottom, bulkhead, and
sometimes a flat shell plate. This category is comprised of
relatively simple units with short construction time
required. Weight would be approximately 140 tons. About
50% of total hull weight falls in this category. (Graph No.
HLS-1)



B) TYPE II - CURVED SHELL UNITS

These units are assembled on curved shell, knuckled longi
dinal bulkhead, or innerbottoms in a fixed jig or a pin
jig. Such units would be outboard with tanks or outboard
sections of shell plate for engine room flats and fore
peak. Weight is 75 tons. (Graph No. HLS-2)

C) TYPE III - SUPERSTRUCTURE TYPE UNIT

These are usually built on a deck or engine room flat as 
base of the unit. These units stay in main assembly for
longer periods of time due to the large amounts of pre-
outfitting in this area of the ship. (Graph No. HLS-3)

D) TYPE IV - LARGE AND HEAVY MODULAR UNITS

These units are large and very heavy with a long assembly
and outfitting period. They require much piece-meal and
close tolerance fitting, such as fore peak with bow thrus
and bulb, aft peak with rudder post and stern frame
castings, and engine room double bottom with main engine
foundation. (Graph No. HLS-4)

E) TYPE V - MACHINERY SPACE DOUBLE BOTTOM

These units are usually built with tank tops as the base 
the unit, and they require a long period of time of main
assembly. Pre-outfitting requires more time in this area 
the ship (due to enormous amounts of pipe). Shell platin
is usually piece-mealed, requiring more time for fitting 
welding. (Graph No. HLS-5)

F) TYPE VI - SPECIAL WELDMENTS

These are specialty units, such as rudders, skegs, anchor
pockets, bilge keels, Coamings, box girders, and bulwarks.
(Graph No. HLS-6)
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II.

III.

ISOMETRIC UNIT ARRANGEMENT (GRAPH NOS. HLS-7, HLS-8, HLS-9,
HLS-10

After all units have been placed in the final category list,
building locations have been determined, the breakdown of unit
starts. Each unit is divided into the following categories:

- Sub-Assembly;

- Partial Sub-Assembly;

- Panel Line;

- Items that are piece-meal, such as Shell Plate and Struc-
 tural Members;

- Final Erection Items, such as Trunks, Brackets, and Web
Frame Stubs.

The category of unit determines the building location of compo-
nents, and schedules for each work center determine critical
points at each

RECAP SHEETS

assembly area.

Using key plans and unit arrangement drawings, we group all
like units in the same categories. We then put all like units
into stages of construction such as grand assembly, main assem-
bly, and sub-assembly. We then use the key plans to attain
welding lengths, fitting lengths, and size of each unit. Once
the above steps are taken, you have to look at the units and
determine how many men you can put on one (1) section and work
efficiently. From the formula we determine the number of
assembly days for both welding and fitting. Once the fitting
and welding assembly days are known, the outfitting time needed
at each stage of construction is obtained from the Outfitting
Section of Production Planning. Knowing the capacity of our
shot house, we also incorporate the days needed for blasting 
and painting of each unit. Operation Services furnishes us
with the weight of the units, which is added to the recap
sheet. We then take the total welding lengths and divide them
by the total manhours to come up with the efficiency of man-
hours per foot. With the completion of the category recap
sheet, we have established the following information:

the number of units by type per category,

total weight of units per category,
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total welding length of units per category,

- total manhours of units per category,

efficiency of units per category.

IV. ASSEMBLY PLATFORM LAYOUTS

I would like to explain to you how our Assembly Platform 20 
laid out and the unit assembly flow associated with it.

A) PLATEN NO. 20 -- CATEGORY 1 UNITS

The Assembly Platform is designed primarily for the produ
tion of flat panel units. The production effort on it is
divided into four stages.

1) First Sub-Assembly

At this stage, most typically two or three web frames 
the floors and girder are fitted and welded to the bas
panel of the unit which was produced at the panel line
The area has been divided into a gridwork of twelve (12
unit platforms that are 48’ x 52’. It is recommended
that each grid be clearly distinguished by flat bars
colored with paint. They are known by the name S1, S2,
S3, etc. Upon completion of the work at the sub-assemb
stage, the units are moved to the pre-outfitting stage

2) Pre-Outfitting

Outfitting work is accomplished in this-area while the
unit is open. It also reduces substantially high posi-
tion work and, thus, increases efficiency. There is a
gridwork of eight (8) platforms, which also should be
clearly identified. Upon completion of outfitting, the
sub-units are sent to the main assembly stage. The
exceptions would be centerline main decks and similar
type units which are finished at this stage.

3) Main Assembly Stage

Here, sub-units are combined to make cubic units. This
is where scaffolding work, as necessary, is accomp-
lished. A total of six (6) platforms have been dedicat
for use by this stage. Upon completion, the unit will 
sent to the final assembly stage.
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Final Assembly Stage

Most typically, the connection work of outfitting,
inspection, and weld completion is accomplished it this
stage. Upon completion, the unit is sent to blast and
paint. (Graph - Platen 20 Lay Out) 

V. LONG TERM ASSEMBLY SCHEDULE DEVELOPMENT

Following is an explanation of the development method of long
term assembly schedules.

The following documents are required:

- Master Yard Schedule

- Erection Schedule

- Key Plan

- Unit Recap Sheets

- Unit Arrangement

- Platform Arrangements

First of all, the date that each unit is in its last day of
construction is determined by the erection schedule and consi-
dering outfitting time and blast and paint time. This date for 
each unit is then transferred to the appropriate assembly stage
chart. Using Category 1 as an example, the grand assembly
schedule, which is the last assembly stage for Category 1, is
the first schedule for which these critical “dates are deter-
mined. When all the dates for each unit that goes to grand
assembly are transferred to that chart, the first schedule can
be prepared. The units are then level loaded, considering the
information in the unit recap sheets and the platform arrange-
ment appropriate to the grand assembly construction stage.

After the grand assembly schedule is completed, ensuing sche- 
dules - final assembly, main assembly, pre-outfitting, and
sub-assembly and panel line - are made, each one depending upon
the critical dates established by the previous construction
stage schedule.

Then, from the panel line schedule forward in time, we refined
loading and dates to insure critical dates are not in conflict
and that work areas are not overloaded, adjusting the panel
line schedule so as to accommodate the refinement of the
various schedules.
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An important point in accomplishing level loading is keeping 
mind the capacities of work areas at each stage and backing 
in time, where necessary, to meet critical dates without over
loading those work capacities. Also important to level load
is the grouping and loading of similar work groups together.
When the work is arranged in this manner, because the work
groups are similar, the construction time periods are similar
These two points, capacities and similar construction periods
permit the smooth flow of material and the improvement in con
struction efficiencies. This is the principle of not mixing
Pintos and Continentals on the same conveyor line or process
lane.

As these same scheduling principles are applied to each indiv
dual category, the resulting sum is a level loaded constructi
schedule for the duration of the contract.

Bear in mind that these schedules are not meant to be an abso
lute final product. They are long term assembly schedules an
will be continually updated and refined as efficiencies chang
and as new contracts are taken into account. They are per-
fectly adequate at this stage for preparation of Unit Control
manuals, templates and for the scheduling of purchasing mater
ials.

Planning for a process lanes system should provide realistic
schedules at each stage of construction, resulting in a smoot
and even flow of materials required for each subsequent stage
of construction, against which can be measured the efficiency
of that particular stage. Without a level loaded and realist
schedule, efficiency or cost can never be accurately predicte
or controlled.

VI. LONG TERM FABRICATION SCHEDULE

As explained earlier, we have studied and decided which plate
would be best suited to support each stage of construction
using the process lane theory. I’ve explained our assembly
platen for Category 1 units. Now, I’ll briefly cover our
fabrication platen for Category 1 units. In this case we mus
use the sub-assembly schedule from Platen No. 20 so that the
partial sub-assemblies can be completed before the critical
dates needed on Platen No. 20. The platen choosen was divide
into two (2) fabrication lines:

- Line 1 - Longitudinal bulkhead webs, side shell webs,
transverse bulkhead, and horizontal girders.

- Line 2 - Floors, girders, and small pieces.
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VII.

We have dedicated each of our platens for support of specific
categories. Our main objective is to have the same people
perform the same work at the same location.

LONG TERM BENDING SCHEDULE

To insure proper material flow to develop detailed shop sche-
dules from raw materials to a finished product, there are
certain factors required at each work center.

For bending schedules, the factors are:

- Need Dates:

- Total number

- Total number
heating:

- Total number

Using sub-assembly schedules and main assembly
schedules, you determine the date material is
needed.

of plates and structural that require bending:
Using shell expansion drawings and Mold Loft
bending criteria, plates are classified as to
the bending process.

of plates and structural that require line

Using shell expansion drawings, Mold Loft
bending criteria.

of plates & structural that require forming:
Using shell expansion drawings, Mold Loft
bending criteria and need dates for forming
jigs.

- Length and thickness of plates:
To determine work center or alternate work 
centers.

- Capacity of rolls and frame bender:
Largest-smallest T.

- Production out-put at each work center:
Capacity of rolling, frame bender, line heating
and press.
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VIII  PRE-FABRICATION SCHEDULE

The pre-fabrication schedule should be made for each type
cutting machine or work area, such as structural and flat ba
pre-fabrication area.

Therefore, in preparing the pre-fabrication schedule, the
following should be included:

- Exactograph - for straight skin plates

- N.C. (3 axis) - for curved shell plates and internal plate

- N.C. (2 axis) - for internal plates

- Servograph - for small pieces

- Shearing - for small pieces

- Structural Cutting Area

- Flat Bar Cutting Area

The pre-fabrication schedules are made up from three schedule
- the panel line schedules, fabrication schedule, and the
bending schedule.

We used these three schedules and back off the correct amount
of days it will take for cutting, marking, punching, and
stacking of material for the next stage.

Example:

- The skin plates are taken off the panel line schedule and
cut on the exactograph machine, where we will allow two da
for cutting and five days in the work queue where we
assemble all plates and check to make sure all plates are
there and ready to go to the panel line.

- The longitudinal are taken off the panel line schedule,
where we allow five days for cutting, marking, punching an
five days in work queue and then send to panel line where
they are fabricated.

- The internals are taken off the fabrication schedule for t
N.C. (2 axis) burning machine. We allow five days for
cutting and five days in a work queue and send to Platen No
16 for fabrication.
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- The curved shells and structural are taken off the bending
schedule for the N.C. (3 axis) burning machine. We allow
five days for cutting and five days in the work queue, then
send to, the bending roller and/or line heating, and the
frame bender for structural.

There are some cases where we will not be level loaded. For
example, on superstructure units, the plates will not go to the
panel line. The material will be sent to Platen No. 10 to be
assembled, but we will make adjustments on our monthly schedule
to level load the exactograph. (Graph - Examples of Pre-Fab
Schedules)

IX. SCHEDULING MECHANISM AND NETWORK (GRAPH NO. HLS-11)

The next topic of discussion deals with our scheduling mechan-
ism and network and how each stage schedule is retained, using
a longitudinal bulkhead Category 1 chart as an example.

The first thing we do is break down all units into sub-units.
These longitudinal bulkhead units are broken down into three
sub-units which consist of:

- Longitudinal Bulkhead

- Transverse Bulkhead

- Upper Deck

After we have the unit broken down into these three sub-units,
we then take each individual sub-unit and break it down into
into pieces. For example:

A) LONGITUDINAL BULKHEAD, which is a sub-unit that consists of:

1) Skin for Longitudinal Bulkhead

2) Longitudinal for Longitudinal Bulkhead

3) Internal Members, such as Web Frames

B) TRANSVERSE BULKHEAD is a sub-unit that consists of:

1) Skin of Transverse Bulkhead

2) Longitudinal for Transverse Bulkhead

3) Internal Members, such as Horizontal Girders
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C) UPPER DECK, which consists of:

1) Skin Plate for Upper Deck

2) Longitudinal and Headers for Upper Deck

After we have each sub-unit broken down, we then schedule ea
individual piece. The reason for scheduling each individual
piece at a certain time is to allow a constant flow of mater
through each stage, so that each piece can meet at the prope
stage at the proper time where they can be fabricated and
become a sub-unit and, finally, a unit.

You will notice on the scheduling and mechanism and netw
chart everything is keyed on the erection date. The unit ha
to be complete prior to that date; from there, we have the
final outfitting stage. In this stage, all work on the unit
must be completed prior to the erection.
this stage. Prior to outfitting is grand
install the brackets and the trunk to the
head. We allow two days. Prior to grand
paint, where the unit is sent through the
painted. Prior to blast and paint is the

We allow five days
assembly, where we
longitudinal bulk-
assembly is blast 
shot blast and
final assembly sta

where all the welding, fitting, and outfitting of all the pr
ious stages are to be completed so the unit can be inspected
and accepted prior to blast and paint. We allow seven days 
this operation. Prior to final assembly is the main assembl
stage where we join the upper deck to the longitudinal bulkh
and transverse bulkhead. We allow five days at this stage.
Prior to main assembly is the pre-outfitting stage where we
outfit the sub-units with piping, ladders, etc. Prior to th
pre-outfitting stage is sub-assembly stage where we join the
transverse bulkhead to the longitudinal bulkhead. You will
notice on the scheduling mechanism and network chart that th
longitudinal bulkhead and transverse bulkhead are made up of
the same three pieces and are scheduled exactly alike, but y
will also notice the transverse bulkhead is scheduled one wee
prior to starting the longitudinal bulkhead. The reason for
this is so the transverse bulkhead will be complete the same
week that the longitudinal bulkhead starts sub-assembly, wher
they can be joined together. 

You will also notice that the upper deck starts approximately
five weeks after the transverse bulkhead, the reason being th
upper deck does not have to go through the sub-assembly step.
It will meet the transverse bulkhead and the longitudinal bul
head at the main assembly stage where both will become a unit
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In pre-fabrication, prior to sub-assembly, on the longitudinal
bulkhead and transverse bulkhead is the panel line where we
install the stiffeners to the skin plates. We allow four days
on all panels to be fabricated at the panel line.

Prior to the panel line is a work queue area for the skin
plates and longitudinal. We allow five days to make sure all
material is available for the panel line. On the internals we
allow ten days. On skin plates, prior to the work queue, is
the pre-fabrication where the skin plates are cut on the
exactograph. We allow two days for cutting.

On longitudinal we allow five days for punching, marking, and
cutting. Prior to the work queue on the internals, we have
fabrication where we fabricate the girders and web frames. We 
allow ten days. Prior to fabrication on internals, we have
another work queue which we schedule for five days to gather
all material for fabrication. Prior to the work queue-is
fabrication for the internals where the cutting is done.

You will notice at the bottom of the scheduling mechanism
network chart it will take sixty-six days to complete one
itudinal bulkhead Category 1 unit.

pre-

and
long-

Now you understand why the UCM books are separated by sub-units
and also the sub-unit divided into three parts (skin plates,
longitudinal, and internal members), due to the different
pre-fabrication start dates.

X. MONTHLY PRODUCTION VOLUME

The schedules shown to you here today were developed, based on
the current Master Yard Schedule and the Erection Schedule.

As a result of these schedules, a Master Yard Schedule II was
devised containing additional information. I would now like to 
explain the information contained in it.

- The shipbuilding program is indicated showing:

Keel Laying Date

Launch Date

Delivery Date

- The monthly assembly and erection weight is also indicated.
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XI.

- The accumulative erection and assembly weight curves are
shown. The assembly weight is also inscribed by use of a
bar graph.

The assembly weights were calculated from the completion of
main assembly. There is also some difference in monthly weig
due to the fact that some months contain five weeks.

Based on this schedule, we can expect monthly assembly weight
of 3,500 tons from November, 1982 to April, 1983. We can als
see that new contracts are required from June or July, 1983;
that is, if we want to keep a 3,500 ton per month production
system. This particular chart was made after completion of t
long term schedules. Essentially, this is the basic schedule
from which all other schedules are derived, because it is bas
on the production policy decided on by top shipyard managemen

In addition, this chart is also valuable for the following
functions:

- Marketing:

- Material:

- Engineering:

Indicates when new construction contracts are
required and how much volume is necessary.

Roughly, when and how much material should
arrive in the shipyard.

How many and at what time drawings should be
accomplished.

EFFICIENCY CONTROL

The work volume of each stage of operation has an efficiency
based in terms of feet per hour or manhours per ton. This ba
is determined by past production history of the most efficien
numbers of men to perform an operation and the time required 
days to complete an operation. This equates to a standard wo
day for each stage, which gives the-base for monitoring and
controlling efficiency.

We see that each stage of construction is considered in such
detail that it provides the production operation with weights
welding lengths, and manhours required for each stage of oper
tion and, when combined, shows total hull progress and effi-
ciency.
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In the process of monitoring progress and controlling effi-
ciency, each production stage must be controlled. It is impor-
tant to note that in planning stage development, the planning
stages are inter-rrelated. and that each stage is developed to
compliment critical dates for the previous stage, thus indi-
cating criteria for level loading each production stage.

The information that was presented here today is a concrete
method of developing long term schedules and their mechanisms.
I would now like to address the function or purpose of each
type of schedule.

First of all, there are basically three types of schedules:

- The Master Yard Schedule

- Long Term Schedule

- Short Term Schedule (such as monthly schedules)

A) THE MASTER YARD SCHEDULE

The Master Yard Schedule is the long term scheme of the
assembly based on the ship construction program.

For example - the usage of the building ways, drydock, etc.
and the hull construction work schedule. The Master Sche-
dule not only sets forth the assembly stage operation, but
also the shipyard operation policy. Therefore, this sche-
dule is fundamental in establishing each production stage
schedule in the shipyard. The following items are indicated
on the Master Yard Schedule.

1) Ship construction program for each contracted vessel:

a) Keel Laying

b) Launching

c) Delivery

2) Erection and

3) Accumulative
vessel.

The function of

assembly weight per month.

erection and assembly weight curves by

the Master Yard Schedule is to give manage-
ment the following:
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B)

an understanding of the necessary manhours and require
assembly area,

ability to make adjustments to the assembly platform
capabilities,

ability to adjust manpower to suit hull construction
schedules.

LONG TERM ASSEMBLY

Assembly platforms are being specialized
the unit categorization. For example:

1) The Fabrication Platform

to correspond w

a) Specialized platforms for common partial sub-units.

b) Specialized platforms for non-common partial sub-un

c) Special weldment platform.

2) The Assembly Platform

a)

b)

c)

d)

Specialized platforms for flat panel units.

Curved shell units.

Three dimensional units.

Superstructure.

The long term assembly scheme is made for each specialized
platform based on its usage which was dictated by unit
categorization and the category recap sheets.

The purpose or function of the long term assembly schedule
is - -as follows:

Smooth relationship between prior and subsequent produc
tion stages. It is very important that the relationshi
that fabrication, for example, has with pre-fabrication
and assembly be as smooth as possible.
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c)

- Level load the work volume at each assembly stage. The
work volume for units, sub-units, partial sub-units and
pieces should be established at this time. The necessary
number of manhours can then be calculated. The work
centers are level loaded, based on the standard work day
found on the category recap sheet.

- Make adjustments to the manhour scheme calculated for the
purchasing of steel material and arrival designations.

SHORT TERM SCHEDULE (MONTHLY - WEEKLY)

The production activities are accomplished based upon the
long term schedules. The short term schedules are issued on
a regular basis considering the following points:

- gives an understanding of the work progress status for
prior and subsequent stages,

indicates exceptions to normal routine working methods of
items.

With the long term schedules now established, each shop
planner can then prepare a short term schedule based on the
capacities of each machine and work area.

The objectives of the shop planner and short term schedules
are:

1) Material Control

a) Preparation of necessary material.

b) To know previous stage, conditions, or status.

2) Process Control

a) To maintain schedule by knowing

- status of material,
- status of units,
- scheme of manning flow,
- scheme of platforms flow.

3) Accuracy, Safety, and Manufacturing Method Control

a) Strive to achieve an accurate unit.

b) Reduce cost with safety.
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4) Efficiency Control - Control Chart

a) Collect data from work centers to control volume da
collected is: 

- weight,
- welding/fitting lengths,
- consumed manhours.

Proper loading and use of these schedules should provide 
steady flow of material and a constant-work load through 
shipyard.

XII. CONCLUSION

Process lanes is no more than an orderly and timely method o
doing our work. It was no easy task to change the thinking 
minds of the old time shipbuilders. With the implementation 
the process lane system, we here at Avondale are committed t
the goal of being more competitive in the shipbuilding indust
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ZONE OUTFITTING
PLANNING AND SCHEDULING

I. GENERAL APPROACH TO ZONE OUTFIT PLANNING AND SCHEDULING

For many years American shipyards have been building steel
bulls and deck houses and filling these structures with all
manner of simple and complex outfitting items numbering in the
thousands and tens of thousands.

This amounted to a philosophy dominated by hull construction.

Prior to the advent of the IHI technology transfer introduction
at Avondale, this was more or less our driving philosopby.

The efforts that were made to improve the fitting out costs
were usually the result of a few individual efforts and the
learning curves that developed in multi-ship contracts through
trial and error.

The advent of recognized shipbuilding technology introduced by
the Maritime Administration’s National Shipbuilding Research
Program, through the Ship Production Committee of SNAME, spot-
lighted the highly organized methods of both building the hull
and outfitting the vessel.

Upon first review, the methods appeared simple; however, when
an attractive piece of the process was selected and tried by
itself, it resulted in disappointment. Over the past five
years several shipyards have bad this experience, not only with
IHI techniques but with some of the European methods, also.

Avondale’s approach to the problem was to try and recognize
that what we were about to undertake would be a four or five
year project, which would slowly develop over a long period of
time and would require a program of patience and training.

Like planting seeds in the ground, we are experiencing similar
developments shown here in Graph No. 1 ZO:

- Planting

- Germination

- Growing

- Harvesting

To carry the comparison a little further, Graph No. 2 ZO brings
out the analogy in greater detail.



II.

A) TO PLANT

- the ground must be prepared;

the corporate managers must be able to keep the idea
fresh.

B) TO GERMINATE

the temperature, rainfall, drainage and climate must b
acceptable;

the shipyard management must provide the proper enviro
ment, continued emphasis on performance, the eliminati
of negativism and establishing realistic objectives.

C) TO GROW

the proper amount of nutrients and constant checking f
debilitating influences (insects, diseases, etc.);

the proper amount of feedback using realistic schedules
and the constant encouragement of those ideas, activi-
ties, and people that are productive.

D) TO HARVEST

- pick and enjoy;

- prosper and be competitive.

The zone outfitting effort was
4, 1980, with the formation of
Group” made up of the elements

started at Avondale on Februa
what was called an “Expert
shown in Graph No. 3 Z0.

THE PLANNING AND SCHEDULING IN ZONE OUTFITTING IS AIMED
PRIMARILY AT:

maximizing the pre-fitting of components of all systems in
zones of the onboard divisions and into the sub zones of
hull units;

maximizing the assembling of components of systems in the
zones of onboard divisions into the sub zones of machinery
and pipe package units;
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III.

minimizing the effort of outfitting after hull erection;

orienting steel fitting and foundation work, especially in
overhead work from a difficult “position to an easier posi-
tion assisted by gravity rather than opposing gravity;

transferring work environments from closed, narrow, unsafe
and high locations to open, spacious, low and safe loctions,
and also to facilitate transportation of material accessibi-
lity.

IN PRINCIPLE, THERE ARE THREE ASPECTS TO ZONE OUTFITTING
PRACTICED AT AVONDALE AS A RESULT OF IMPLEMENTING THE NEW TYPE
SHIPBUILDING TECHNOLOGY. THIS IS ILLUSTRATED IN GRAPH NO. 4 ZO.

Package Unit Pre-Outfitting

On Unit Outfitting

On Board Outfitting

PACKAGE UNIT PRE-OUTFITTING

Basically, components are assembled into package units as
long as their independence can be preserved with rigidity
and stability without the help of intensive temporary
re-enforcements or supports. You can readily see the
increasing number of package units that have been developed
on succeeding contracts due to the influence of IHI technol-
ogy. This is illustrated in Graph No. 4 ZO.

Types of package units are grouped as

1)

2)

Machinery Package Units

An assembly of machinery, combined
nents such as the foundation, pipe
gratings, ladders, supports, etc.
would be a salt water service pump
No. 5 ZO.

Zone Package Units

follows:

with adjacent compo-
pieces, valves,
An example of this
unit shown in Graph

An assembly of pipe pieces, pipe racks, combined with
valves, access ladders, gratings, etc. A good example of
zone package units are the main deck pipe racks of a
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B) ON UNIT OUTFITTING

The primary objective of on unit outfitting is, of course,
to complete the outfitting on ceilings and in doublebottoms
before hull unit erection.

A unit involves various types of outfitting tradesmen
working in a small volume; therefore, it by itself tends to
create an unbalance in the work schedule.

One reco&ended  solution to this problem is to allocate the
multi-trade
worker

type of worker per unit and create a new trade
ca3: ed an assembler.f

The fitting and welding on ceilings are undertaken with the
unit upside down while the fitting and welding on floors are
implemented after the unit is turned. One example of on
unit outfitting is shown in Graph No. 7 ZO and
a zo.

c> ON BOARD OUTFITTING

Product Carrier, shown in Graph No. 6 20. This graph,
taken from the model, shows how these pipe racks will
look when completed.
as pipe package units.

We also refer to zone package units

On-board outfitting on first sight sounds like the conven-
tional type of outfitting. However, this work
to be as minimum as possible and is limited to

is designed
the following:

- outfitting items or package units too heavy
load onto the unit prior to erection;

or big to

in Graph No.

- fragile components and water vulnerable componets that
are impractical to be fitted on unit such as joiner
panels, insulation, etc.,
handling and weather;

items subject to damage from

- connection components between package units and hull
units, such as pipe make-up pieces, cable, etc.

On board outfitting is planned and scheduled zone by zone,
sub zone by sub zone.

An example of this type of outfitting is shown in Graph No.
9 zo. This view is taken of the No. 1 A.P.L. engine room
area. What you are seeing here is a group of pre-packaged
machinery units.
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IV. THE PROCEDURE FOR OUTFIT PLANNING AND SCHEDULING

We start planning and scheduling by using the same seven sec-
tion document we used this morning
this document with the long name

 in describing bull planning,
Job Description at Each Stage

in New Hull and Outfitting Engineering Procedure at ASI.”

Outfit planning commences at about the same time as the Hull
Planning Group has established the preliminary unit defini-
tion. In Graph No. 10 ZO, Section No. 1, and Graph No. 11 ZO, 
Section No. 2, we can see that there are many items prelimin-
arily resolved by the contract date.

The illustration in the previous graphs and in Graph No. 12 ZO,
Section No. 3, shown here demonstrates this to be a consider-
able list.

Paramount to answering the questions where, when, and how, are
the items listed under other required data shown in Graph No.
12 ZO, Section No. 3, namely:

identification of construction methods;

- preliminary unit definition;

establish outfitting zones for Purchasing;

study and preliminary assignment of package units, on unit
and on board material.

Once construction methods are established and preliminary unit
definition and sequencing is decided on, outfit planning and
scheduling can begin at once.

The document entitled “Advanced Purchasing Zones” is shown here
in Graph No. 13 ZO and is one of the standard planning and
scheduling tools used by ASI. This document is sent to the
Engineering and Purchasing Departments prior to contract
signing.

Please note that all of the material listed in the “Engineering 
Hull and Outfitting Job Stage Description” is advance ordered
by this method, using this document immediately after contract
signing and before the “go” meeting.

Long lead time material is ordered at this time by component
and by diagrammatic system. The ordering takes place long
before working drawings are completed.

This allows a lead time not always enjoyed in American ship-
building contracts. For these advanced orders, material lists 
are produced for each zone and each sub zone that you see on
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the document. Please notice the fabrication and component
dates specifically standardized and denoted in the advanced
purchasing zone schedule.

Using this system, it now becomes possible to determine deli-
very dates and order long lead time items more quickly than
with conventional methods.

In other words, the advanced ordered material list is system
oriented, which benefits the Estimating Department and, also,
is zone oriented in a way that facilitates early material pro
curement tied to proper need dates.

When the advanced ordered material lists are prepared, the
required dates for each purchasing zone and sub zone are
readily defined for the Material Purchasing Department.

- All the advanced outfitting materials placed on order are
based on lead times by referring to the advanced purchasin
zone schedule.

- All the material for outfitting, which is purchased after
the composite and working drawings are completed, is place
on order with the required dates shown on the later devel-
oped pallet list schedule. A relationship between materia
lists and required dates is shown here in Graph No. 14 20.
A standard schedule for material procurement is shown here
in Graph No. 15 20. This schedule is divided into given
time frames for each Avondale responsible event you see on
the chart. The added days are the delivery times.

Early in the pre-contract phase of the schedule, an integrate
study is made by Engineering and Production Planning to deter

 mine the best possible combination of machinery components th
can be developed into package units.

Shown here in Graph No. 16 Z0, Graph No. 17 Z0, and Graph No.
18 Z0, you can see a few package units that have been con-
structed and are about ready for transporting to the installa
tion area. In Graph No. 19 Z0 we have a picture of a model
representing a package unit that will be constructed for the
engine room bilge and ballast pump system for the Exxon Produ
Carrier program.

The Engineering Department has made organization changes in
this area, notably formation of an established fully integrat
package unit design group. This group does all design and
engineering work for package unit foundations, walkways, pipe
and all other components of the package unit.
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There will be further discussion about this department in more
detail at our seminar session tomorrow, which will deal with
the engineering integration phase of the job planning effort.

Graph No. 20 ZO, Section No. 4, shows the next series of steps
after contract.

Shortly thereafter and before the “go” meeting, the drawing
schedule from Engineering is issued to Production Planning for
scheduled dating of each drawing. This dating follows the same
basic zone and sub zone scheduling process as the one used for
material ordering in the advanced purchasing zone schedule.
However, refinements in sequencing are cranked in using the
hull sequence and erection schedule. The drawing schedule now
shows each drawing as a reflection of the unit definition and
construction methods mentioned earlier.

The outfit pallet schedule shown here in Graph No. 21 ZO is now
composed, dated, and delivered to Engineering by the Production
Planning Department. This particular pallet schedule is for on
unit work. The pallet schedule at this stage is of a prelimin-
ary nature, but is used as a basis for dating material going to
the various stages of machinery and pipe packages, on unit out-
fitting, and outfitting on board. The pallet system at Avon-
dale will be discussed in more detail following this presenta-
tion.

The bsic unit erection sequences previously discussed in this
morning’s hull seminar, along with the preliminary outfit mile-
stone schedule, is also produced and issued by the “go” meeting.

An illustration of the milestone schedule and another illustra-
tion of the pallet schedule documents are shown here in Graph
No. 22 ZO (Milestone Schedule) and Graph No. 23 ZO (Pallet
Schedule). These are cut out portions of the entire document
shown in your handout. The pallet schedule you see here is
made for on board outfitting. There is also one for machinery
package units and pipe rack package units.

These schedules will be discussed further in the “Details of
Outfit Planning and Scheduling” later in the seminar. However,
the main purpose of the pallet and milestone schedule is to
define the dates of installing fabrication work, various compo-
nents, various fittings, piping, testing, painting, and to plot
these dates in an integrated manner with the erection dates of
the hull units. Additionally, all this is anchored to the
major milestone dates of keel, bore stern tube, launch, trials,
and delivery.

Referring back to Graph No. 20 ZO, Section 4, you will notice
that within three (3) months after the “go” meeting, the final
decisions have been made on the application of package units
and pipe rack units.
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Also in line with these final decisions, the machinery compo-
nents for on unit outfitting, as opposed to on board outfit-
ting, have also been resolved.

In conjunction with all of this, the milestone schedule has n
been sent out for review to the top levels of management.

We come now to the Key Plan meeting, which we call the “K”
meeting, shown in Graph No. 24 ZO, Section No. 5.

By the “K” meeting, which occurs some four (4) months followi
the “go” meeting, the approved outfit milestone schedule is
issued as a cast-in-concrete document to all responsible par-
ties and departments in the shipyard organization.

Distributed also, along with the milestone schedule, is the
finally approved pallet schedule which sets all the dates for
all the major outfitting material to be delivered to each sta
of construction in the entire ship manufacturing process.
Graph No. 25 ZO, Section No. 6, shows the next series of proc
dures and leads into the “ML” or Mold Loft meeting.

After the “K” meeting, outfit drawings start being developed 
a unit-by-unit basis, and the bills of material for construc-
tion land manufacturing stages begin to be identified pallet 
pallet.

It is as though the Production Planning Department supplies t
Engineering a number of empty buckets, each with a stage code
and a date. In turn, Engineering then begins to fill the buc
kets with selected materials for the appropriate stage.

A series of meetings between Production planners and Engine-
ering draftsmen and section leaders has now been in operation
since the “go” meeting. These have been the meetings where
Production Planning, Production Engineering, Engineering
draftsmen and section leaders have, by concensus, been decidi
the appropriate stages where all the outfitting material and
components should be installed, that is to say, in sub assem-
bly, main assembly, before turning, after turning, before bla
and paint, after blast and paint, or on board. These are the
meanings of the stage codes that you saw on the pallet sche-
dule. Beginning with the “K” meeting, these feedback forums
now take place on a scheduled basis every week, with Producti
personnel now entering the process on a regular basis.

Methods of fabrication, assembly, and installation are dis-
cussed in greater detail. Unit drawings are reviewed and
changes initiated.
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From this interchange of thought processes emerges the most
productive methods that can be utilized using the yard facili-
ties, equipment, and manpower. The drawings produced now
become a reflection of this process.

The Mold Loft meeting, shown in Graph No. 25 KZO, Section No.
7, as the “ML” meeting, is purely for verification that the
Mold Loft has all the necessary information to start producing
their drawings for the hull UCM book.

Two months after “ML” or eleven months after contract signing,
Engineering starts delivering the unit outfit drawings to Pro-
duction on a unit-by-unit basis.

For example, the first drawings to be sent are those of fit-
tings and pipe pieces requiring fabrication for installation in
the initial partial sub-assembly stages of hull construction
and for the first units appearing in the fabrication and sub-
assembly schedule.

Work orders are issued and fabrication begins for all fittings
and pipe pieces. On the next contract we expect to cut the
delivery time of outfitting drawings to Production from the
eleven (11) months mentioned here to ten (10) months and
eventually to the nine (9) months shown for hull drawings.

v. SCHEDULING FOR ZONE OUTFITTING

One of "Murphy’s Laws” states, “Anything left to itself goes
from bad to worse.”

This applies to hull construction and zone outfitting. There-
fore, the scheduling in detail of the outfitting effort becomes
extremely important.

Scheduling in zone outfitting is basically done from a long
term and short term basis.

The long term schedule is used for summation forecasts and a
check to insure that execution and level loading is realistic
and falls within budget parameters.

The short term schedule is used for the detailed execution of
the work that is set forth in the long term schedule. The
short term schedule is generally made and monitored by the shop
planners and is structured to reflect work loads to craft fore-
men over weekly periods.
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In Graph No. 26 ZO, we can visually see the overall tree str
ture of schedules now being developed at Avondale. We can a
see who is involved in schedule creation, and more important
who becomes responsible for the checking of schedule progress

This, in turn, breaks down all work effort into detail sche-
dules for execution. Participation effort in making these
schedules originates all the way from front line foremen and
mechanics to middle and upper management.

It is extremely important that schedules be:

- REALISTIC That is to say safely within the facility and
personnel maximum loading capability.

- RECOGNIZED This means they are official documents of top
management and can only be changed by top
authority.

- RESOLUTE This indicates they are regarded by all
employees as steady and determined work guides

In Graph No. 27 20 is an illustration of some of the overall
types of schedules made and their distribution in vessel con-
struction at ASI.

Schedules are very much like road maps. Everyone knows exact
where they are going and how to get there without one until
they get lost. That is when they refer to the document that
they should have been referring to from the start.

It is this mental attitude that has to change if “product wor
brakdown structure” is to be implemented to its fullest effi-
ciency.

The designed layout for the schedule format is an individual
thing in each yard and depends on types of computer facilitie
printing methods, and traditional forms that personnel are us
to seeing.

To dwell on this would accomplish no purpose in this seminar.
So, for now, we will leave the subjects of general planning a
scheduling and review some of the other methods of the techno
ogy that have had an influence on productivity and on various
changes that must take place,

We have, in the Planning Department, established in a very
crude manner an overall goal for ship production performance.

Shown here in Graph No. 28 ZO is a tentative formula that
establishes one of the broad goals we are hoping to accomplis
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You will note the factor of accomplishment is equal to the
percent complete at launch in outfitting, divided by the
building time in months.

The percent complete at launch is composed of only those items
that have to do with outfitting craft work.

No hull or superstructure percentages are counted into these
outfitting numbers. However, the length of time to build the
hull and launch it are totally dependent upon hull performance.

We have established a target of fifteen (15) points or a 90%
completion of outfitting items by launch. In using this
formula it must be undrstood that all hull requirements must be
completed 100% as scheduled.

On this graph, also, you can see some of the performance num-
bers that have resulted so far from previous contracts. These
are from contracts implemented by the technology to varying
degrees.

The problem with this type of projection is that it does not
rely on specific parameters. The outfitting parameters in this
case are manhour percentages of their final or projected budget
costs. This could be a variable. Also, the hull could launch
in less time and not be 100%. This would also be another vari-
able.

To reduce these variables we are now adopting the “product work
breakdown” method of outfitting weights. An example of these
parameters are shown here in Graph No. 29 ZO.

Everything from steel plate to waste cans on the ship has a
given weight. This weight is a necessary piece of information
needed in any case by the Design Group, as very often a con-
tract will assess penalty points if a ship is built in excess
of specific weight tolerances.

Each Engineering Department at ASI now is responsible for cal-
culating and recording all the individual weights of their
particular section. With this information in hand, we should
then be able to come up with particular weights by craft
grouping and also include lineal and square footage for those
crafts not accountable by weight.

By using these parameters as a gauge of physical progress,
total outfitting accomplishment can readily be determined on a
rough basis.

In addition to the overall physical progress, another benefit
accrues from the use of the weight system.
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Each pallet now can be given a predetermined weight value.
Using” these weight values against the appropriate cost stan-
dards rough budget forecasts can also be achieved from shop
fabrication to outfitting installation.

A concentrated effort was made to investigate and decide the
framework of information flow and the particular changes tha
would be necessary in order for zone outfitting to be succes
sful and effective. The expert group previously mentioned
convened for three months determining this.

It was agreed upon during this stage that some of the fundam
tals in material tracking and cost accounting codes would ne
changing. Along with these observations, certain aspects of
the shipyard organization would need to be changed, modified,
and new procedures injected.

Shown in Graph No. 30 Z0 is a list of the basic changes recom
mended by the IHI team. Bear in mind that all established
organizations have generally developed by the add-on process
because of special influences:

- growth of the business

new-fields of endeavor

weathervane Influence

(organization changes to accommodate problems or special
projects. NOTE: "Very often these changes occur and the
organization is set into place. However, when the problem
has disappeared, the problem organization is not always
re-structured or totally eliminated.”)

The organization changes we talk about here, however,
basically to accommodate a new field of endeavor in process
manufacturing. Their objectives have the same target, namely
to:

control material and labor;

control manufacturing costs.

One of our problems experienced at ASI, in trying to understa
all of this, developed out of cultural and business differenc
and out of the language problems.
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Let me state here for the record that it is absolutely essen-
tial that all the parties be able to understand and speak a
common language, whoever they may be. I might also add that
the members of IHI were very patient with us in all of this.

It is also paramount that consultants be members of the upper
echelon of their shipyard management.

We can now briefly review these changes and what these changes
meant as far as our shipyard was concerned. Shown here in
Graph No. 31 ZO is a general presentation of the over-change

B)

RE-ORGANIZE ENGINEERING FUNCTIONS 

This will be addressed during the seminar tomorrow on
“Engineering Integration and Interface.”

Briefly, however, all processes of engineering at ASI had
previously been system by system.

In order to apply zone outfitting, the Engineering Depart-
ment had to be transformed from system by system to zone by
zone, after the system diagrams and guidance drawings, such
as machinery arrangements and general arrangements, were
completed. That is to say, the composite drawings and
working drawings are prepared zone by zone, together with
the material lists we now call pallets which contain all
components for work packages.

RE-ORGANIZE PRODUCTION PLANNING AND PRODUCTION ENGINEERING

Previous to the start of the IHI technology techniques, the
Production Planning Department at Avondale functioned almost
independently of Engineering and the Advanced Program
Department.

Although there was a valient attempt at pre-outfitting by
Production Planning, without the precise recognition of top
management the pre-outfitting was a “cry in the wilderness.”

Production Engineering was known as “the group upstairs,”
and while there was good communication between the two
departments, the common link seemed to be missing.

Production Engineering issued all their work orders by
entire systems. This led to work orders being in the field
sometimes for months. More damaging, however, it meant that
much material had a good chance to be misplaced as the ves-
sels moved from the building ways to the wet dock.
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c)

It was recommended to organize the Production Planning an
Production Engineering together into a Hull Group and an
Outfitting Group. The Outfitting Group, then, would be
sub-organized into the same three zone groups as Engine-
ering. This, basically, is how we are now tentatively be
formed.

Production Planning is now responsible to establish the
milestone dates such as keel laying, launching, delivery,
erection dates for hull units, etc. through joint meeting
with all departments concerned.

It is also responsible for setting and preparing the sche
dules showing the start dates and completion dates for al
grouped materials, called pallets, and other activities
without material, such as machinery testing and compartme
scheduling on the basis of the milestone schedule.

It is also responsible for level load forecasting of the
manpower and resources of the shipyard.

The Production Engineering Department now has the respons
bility to estimate the manhours for each material pallet 
also all activities without pallet materials which are
utilized by Production.

Production
the actual
and actual
as weight,
Production

Engineering is also responsible for evaluating
performance by comparing the estimated manhours
manhours based on the pertinent parameters, suc
length, square footage, reported to them by th
Department.

More of these changes will be discussed during our seminar
tomorrow morning.

RE-ORGANIZE PRODUCTION WORK GROUPS

Avondale’s Production Department has, over the past number
of years, followed the traditional methods of outfitting
pursued by most American yards, i.e. system by system.

This brought with it the various craft trades, each trying
to do their assigned work load after the hull was devel-
oped. This method, of course most of now realize, is not
the most efficient process.

It was recommended to re-organize into the same groups as
Engineering, Production Planning, and Production Engine-
ering. This is shown here in Graph No. 32 20.
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This type of organization which you see here is basically an
IHI type organization that developed over many years. While
it is ideal for their concept, it presents problems for some
yards to adopt.

No. 1 - You must cross and integrate traditional craft and
political boundaries.

No. 2 - Certain radical changes such as presented in the
all-encompassing Hull and Outfitting Departments
tend to be resisted for many reasons, some good,
some bad.

We are in the process now of making our Production organiza-
tion changes, but it will be several years before we can
hope to reach our optimum objectives. This should not, how-
ever, detract from obtaining our most immediate goals.

Shown in Graph No. 33 ZO are the particular parts of these
recommended changes that show how we are structured and how
far we have yet to go, if we are to be organized along the
recommended lines.

D) CHANGING THE CODE SYSTEMS

- The code is not only a symbolizing combination of alpha-
numerics which are handled by the total system from
Engineering to Production, but,

- The code also acts as a tool to operate the total system
smoothly and effectively by connecting software, hard-
ware, and human ware. These changes are extensive in
concept and length of time to pursue and complete.

- Therefore, more time is needed for the final adoption of
all these systems. They are, however, presently being
modified at ASI.

Previously at Avondale, the shipbuilding process from esti-
mation to production was controlled system by system (the
system oriented code system), namely, all drawings, all
material control, all work orders, and all cost accounting’
procedures were controlled by a system oriented code process.

The following changes were recommended by IHI.

In order to develop zone outfitting manufacturing, the
system oriented engineering procedures must be transformed
into zone oriented procedures at the state of composite
drawings as follows:
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- The Engineering Department fitting
material lists must be issued zone
sub zone.

- The Production Planning Department

type drawings and
by zone/sub zone by

must develop and
produce the zone outfitting schedules.

- The Material Control Department must prepare material
pallets required for zones and deliver them to the
required place, at the required stage, at the required
time.

- The Production Engineering Department, then, must issu
work orders for pallet, for zone, and for sub zone.

- The Production Department, then, must carry out the ou
fitting work pallet by pallet, zone by zone, and sub z
by sub zone, using the work instructions prepared by P
duction engineers.

Therefore, an integrated code which controls the above
activities is absolutely necessary and identifies in which
zone and at which stage the materials are installed. Mor
over, a classification of material piece numbers of the
components and department codes are necesary to keep good
communication among the various departments operating at
maximum efficiency.

The changes recommended by IHI were to establish key unifo
codes for all materials, drawings, palletizing, and work
processes.

The changes that were made in drawing designations and cla
sifications will be addressed in the Engineering Interface
seminar tomorrow.

However, briefly here in Graph No. 34 ZO are a few example
of how the drawings were changed and the pallet codes were
implemented.

Further classifications and piece marking codes are steadi
being studied and recommended to management for implementa
tion. Most coding changes taking place at ASI at the mome
are those codes dealing without semi-automated Pipe Shop,
pallet lists, and drawings.

This will be discussed further following this presentation
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E) CHANGING THE SCHEDULING SYSTEM

Scheduling becomes the disciplined roads and highways to
achieve the final destination or objective.

Without these roads and highways being properly maintained
and used, efficient movement in production becomes impos-
sible and all the other disciplines lose value. These
changes eventually will prove to be most important and bene-
ficial to the proper operation of the zone outfitting system
and will subsequently be described later in our program.

Scheduling at Avondale was traditionally prepared more or
less independently between Production and the Engineering
Departments.

Several attempts were made to utilize the “Pert” type net-
work techniques. This was discontinued for the following
reasons:

- Modification occurred too frequently for this system to
be believed.

- Feedback effort to implement this system was extremely
labor intensive and not always reliable.

Changes that were recommended are in various stages of
implementation and are generally oriented around the stan-
dard network processing system associated with “product work
breakdown structures.” These changes are interwoven with
the process lane concept discussed earlier.

F) CHANGE THE MATERIAL CONTROL SYSTEM

Avondale’s established material control system worked in a
traditional manner.

Materials were purchased with an advanced material order
list prepared by the Engineering Department, system by
system. When the work drawing for the system was completed,
screening between advanced material orders and final mater-
ial orders was done. But materials issued to manufacturing
shops and production shops were carried out in accordance
with separate material requests. These were divided into
several groups from the system material list shop by shop
because the amount of material in the systems were too large
a scale to manage.

Changes recommended were rather extensive and were directed
at establishing a completely computerized material control
system tied to a new piece coding catalog for the entire
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shipyard. All coding for installation was recommended to 

G)

H)

directed toward the zone concept. These are the” same thre
basic zones of zone outfitting which you have seen earlier

Under these recommended systems, the activity of screening
between the advance ordered materials and the final ordere
items in the material list for pallets can be finished
earlier than the old existing system. This execution con-
tributes to a prepared work kit pallet of material complet
in time for when the pallet is required.

In order to satisfy the above requirement, material lists
for pallets must be issued in advance of the date of
purchasing, manufacturing and palletizing of these materils

The drawing schedule must be made pallet by pallet on the
basis of the required delivery dates of each pallet to the
proper production site.

Because of the extensive nature of this particular subject
and the changes being invoked in material control, it is
needless to say that it will take a great deal of time and
will develop piece by piece. There will be further discus
sion of this subject tomorrow morning.

CHANGE IN COMPUTER AND DATA PROCESSING 

Computer and data processing usage at ASI was seldom
requested to be used for rationalization and projecting
scheduled job flow.

The recommendation for changes was directed at our Computer
and Data Processing Department.

The head of this department will give a complete seminar on
computer and data processing on September 15th and 16th of
this year.

PIPING SYSTEMS

In all ship construction planning and scheduling there
appears unique influences that seem to have a major effect
on the eventual success or failure of the plan. In outfit
planning and scheduling, one of the biggest of these influ-
ences in generated by piping systems.

Piping installations in shipbuilding represent a very expen-
sive effort in material and labor. Piping is the second
most coscly item in ship construction at Avondale.
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As a matter of practice, up until recently, our yard bad.
limited its piping detail sketches of pipe pieces to only
those sizes of-pipe 2“ and above. This made the Production
Pipe Department responsible for field running piping under
2“, generating a tendency to create our own interference
problems. Much decision making by front line supervisors
and middle management foremen also results in costly
marking, cutting, bending, and fabrication on the ship site
instead of conveniently in the shop. In Graph No. 35 20 you
can see that on researching various types of vessels, it was
found that pipe pieces below 2“ in size represent approxi-
mately 50% of the total amount of pipe pieces in a vessel.
An 1,800 unit container ship, for example, built at IHI has
a total of 13,047 fabricated pipe pieces, approximately
6,950 of which are under 2“.

As you can see, the amount of pipe pieces below 2“ can be a
considerable number. On this basis, it was decided to
engineer and route most pipe pieces down to and including
the 1“ hydraulic pipe sizes. All pipe pieces now appear not
only as sketches, but sketches that include material
specifications, job orders, pallet numbers, planning
routines, routing and coating or final treatment
specifications. The pertinent information is translated to
the shop management codes and stored in the COPICS shop
management system for semi-automated pipe shop
manufacturing. As a result of IHI zone outfitting tech-
niques, piping is no longer fabricated in our yard by entire
systems but by pallet, pre-outfit unit, and zone schedules.

This reduces considerably the amount of fabricated pipe
pieces that generally take up inactive storage space. It
also lends itself to a much more efficient shop management
system with pipe pieces palletized for designated final
treatment of pre-outfit and zone location.

Planning and scheduling for the Piping Department is now
oriented around this system.

We can only touch on this subject piping very briefly at
this seminar; however, many volumes could be generated on
piping and the intricacies of pipe fabrication and installa-
tion. Several manuals have already been printed and are
available.

To very quickly give you some idea of its complexity in
shipbuilding planning and scheduling and why IHI pipe piece
family manufacturing is necessary, the following view graphs
are visuals taken from a model of the main deck cargo piping
system of our Exxon contract. The next three pictures that
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you will see, Graph No. 36 ZO, Graph No. 37 zo, and Gra
No. 38 ZO, show an overview of what the main deck will lo
like when all piping systems have been installed on this
vessel.

The total steel structure to support these systems weighs
approximately 246 tons. The total weight of the piping
system itself, when filled with liquid, will weigh 696 to

We have planned to pre-fabricate and build this entire
structure in 26 separate pipe rack units. Graph No. 39 Z
shows, from a model, what one of these units will look
like. This unit has a steel structure weight of 8 tons a
a wet pipe weight of 25.5 tons.

A section of our yard has been designated as the pre-
fabrication area and is abut 420 feet long and approximat
85 feet wide. This selected area has been layed out to
correspond to the actual configurations of the deck of th
ship.

Each pipe rack unit has been planned and scheduled to be
fabricated, assembled, and installed in conjunction with 
hull erection schedule of the vessel, so that the last of
the 26 units will be installed aboard ship about six week
before launch.

The key ingredient of this entire operation will be the
accuracy of the design and engineering scope, the palle-
tizing and prompt delivery of the material, and the atten
tion given to monitoring and measuring all efforts of
material and labor productivity on short term results:

This project will commence this month and, thus far, ever
thing seems in order.
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VI. CONCLUSION

In closing my portion of this seminar, I would like to extend
my compliments to the Maritime Administration for understanding
all the problems that go into developing these projects under
the National Shipbuilding Research Program.

Also, I wish to compliment and bestow a few accolades on the
SNAME Ship Production Committee’s tireless efforts in trying to
manage all these various programs, and, I would also like to
thank the consulting members of IHI for the many hours and days
of hard effort they put in and for their persistent patience
with us at Avondale.

Last, but not least, a sincere word of appreciation to the SP-2
Panel of the SNAME Ship Production Committee for their Sicilian
type tenacity in highlighting this particular technology for us
all.
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View Graph for Outfit Planning
Page 2

33-ZO Existing Production
34-ZO Changes to Drawing and Pallet Codes
35-ZO Pipe Piece Comparison
36-ZO Overiew of Pipe Rack Model (Exxon)
37-ZO Overview fo Pipe Rack Model (Exxon)
38-ZO Overview of Pipe Rack Model (Exxon)
39-ZO 33.5 Ton Pipe Rack Unit
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